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1
Introduction
1.1 Short introduction to microbiology
The first cellular life on our planet started small, with micro-organisms that
have sizes on the order of a few micrometers (1µm = 10−6m or 1/10,000th
centimeter). These organisms were the first to appear, evolve and (though
much later) the first to start oxygenating our atmosphere. After larger single-
celled organisms and multicellular life appeared, microbial life did not vanish.
It remained growing and evolving, in extremely diverse habitats all over the
planet, residing in the soil, the water, the air, on or inside rocks, plants and
animals.
Even though they are invisible to the naked eye, microbial organisms of
every shape and form can be found anywhere life is possible. As a result, they
greatly outnumber any other organism on earth. They contain an equally large
amount of the world’s biomass, close to matching the total organic carbon
stored in plants [1] and greatly exceeding that stored in other forms of life. It is
no surprise then, that micro-organisms play a large role in many of the world’s
ecosystem and impact our lives in myriad ways, even if we are not always aware
of it. To the general public, microbes of all kinds are perhaps best known as
the live agents behind many infections and diseases. However, their main
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role in our life is beneficial. Closest to home are the beneficial microbiota of
our gut, without which we would not be able to break down our food, and
the microbiota of our skin, that help keep it moisturized and defend against
colonization by other species. Further afield are the microbes in agriculture,
that play a central role in the fixation of nitrogen, or in food production where
fermentation processes are widely used, and in their use in various industrial
processes [2].
In biodiversity/taxonomy, living organisms were traditionally divided into
two main groups: the prokaryotes, comprising single-celled organisms which
have their genetic material floating free inside a membrane and possibly a cell
wall, and the eukaryotes, in which the genetic material is encapsulated in an
inner nucleus. Evolutionary, however, it has become clear over time that life can
be subdivided in three different domains [3]: the Bacteria, Archaea and Eukarya.
While members of the domains of Bacteria and Archaea are prokaryotes (i.e.
their genetic material is free-floating inside the cell), evolutionary the Archaea
actually appear to be closer to eukaryotes than to Bacteria [4, 5]. As such, the
term prokaryotes is deemed by some to be a misnomer, but it retains value as
a collective term for the two domains of Bacteria and Archaea, and is used in
this thesis as such. Much of the focus of this work is on prokaryotes, although
StrainInfo also provides support for cultures and taxonomy of fungi (which are
eukaryotes), see Chapter 2.
1.1.1 Establishment of modern microbiology
Various theories of disease causing agents predate their discovery, but even
though microbes are quite literally omnipresent on this planet, it would take
until the 17th century before the invention of the microscope would allow
scientists to study these organisms in earnest. Invented by a Dutch draper
by the name of Antonie van Leeuwenhoek (Figure 1.1), it was the first real
tool of the field of microbiology. Even then, it took until the 19th century
before techniques were developed to reliably grow micro-organisms in the
lab and isolate them from each other, leading to so-called pure cultures of
micro-organisms. Such a pure culture allows for extensive study of bacteria
in isolation. Much of modern microbiology still relies on these techniques for
isolation of new micro-organisms and study of existing known diversity.
From the very beginning, researchers had been classifying bacteria, assigning
names and proposing theories for their evolutionary relationships, establishing
2
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Figure 1.1: Portrait of Antonie van Leeuwenhoek, the first person to observe micro-
organisms by microscope. Portrait by Jan Verkolje, 1686, Object number RP-
P-OB-17.513, courtesy of Rijksmuseum (Netherlands) under educational
licence.
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the fields of microbial taxonomy and bacteriology. With this practice came
the identification techniques developed over the years, many of which are
still actively used in (medical) microbiology today. Originally, researchers
could only rely on what could be observed directly from the cells, from the
general shape and colour of a microbial colony (a collection of millions of
microbial cells), to the vague internal structures that were visible under a (light)
microscope. Later imaging technology would greatly improve on this ability,
but it was the addition of (bio)chemical and metabolic tests eventually that
lead to sophisticated assays for the identification of a range of micro-organisms.
Even so, the resolution of all these techniques is limited, and many new avenues
were explored over the years for more accurate identification and deduplication
techniques.
In order to safeguard the work developed over the years by researchers in
this field, they devised ways to store the source material, namely the cultures
they grew and studied in the lab. Over time, specialized institutions appeared,
here referred to as Biological Resource Centers (BRCs), to safeguard and store
large quantities of such biological material. Most resource centers are service
providers, providing organisms to researchers for study or for industrial appli-
cations. In this role they are the gatekeepers to much of the known bacterial
diversity for the future, allowing researchers to repeat previous studies and
come up with new studies or applications.
1.1.2 Molecular biology
In the twentieth century would come the discovery of the true nature of the
genetic code that determines most of the phenotype of all organisms, as stored
in one or more deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) molecules. The whole of genetic
information contained in a cell is referred to as the genome of that organism. A
DNA molecule takes the form of a double-stranded helix, of which each strand
is a chain of nucleotides, the informational molecules that make up the genetic
code. The information content is actually determined by the type of nucleobase
(one of adenine, thymine, cytosine or guanine), being one building block of a
nucleotide, and as such individual residues in a strand are often referred to as
bases or base pairs, as they always occur paired with a complementary base on
the opposite strand within the DNA helix.
Individual parts of the genome from one single functional unit form genes.
While micro-organisms do exchange genes in other ways than through cell
4
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division (in so-called Horizontal Gene Transfer between possibly unrelated
cells), much of the evolution of the genes fundamental to the operation of
the organism or the metabolic processes it performs happens vertically, i.e.
from mother to daughter cells. Many of these genes are so fundamental to
the operation of a cell that they occur in all individuals of their species and
often whole lineages. What’s more, theories of evolution posit that genes will
undergo mutation: a gradual change of parts of the genetic code for that gene
over time. Comparing the two versions of a gene in different organisms thus
can be used as a way to determine the evolutionary distance between both
organisms, provided the gene was passed through vertical gene transfer. An
example of one of these genes, the rRNA gene coding for the 16S portion of the
small subunit of the ribosome, will be discussed in Chapter 5. The use of DNA
relatedness and phylogenetic markers has been instrumental to the progress of
the fields of taxonomy and systematics through phylogenetic study (the study
of evolutionary lineage through use of genetic methods). They also provide
for useful identification methods, though other lower cost methods remain
popular.
Over time, the technology to extract and read the sequence of genes from mi-
crobial organisms has greatly improved and spread widely. As it quickly became
standard to extract certain genes from organisms, for instance in phylogenetic
studies, a need soon developed for places to store these sequences, since their
length and number became thus that they could simply not be reported di-
rectly inside publications anymore. Therefore, several databases were set up to
hold this information. The three biggest ones eventually started collaborating,
creating the International Nucleotide Sequence Database Collaboration [6],
which freely stores and distributes sequences to all interested parties.
1.2 Connecting physical and virtual databases
Each BRC documents the total of its holdings in a catalogue: a list of organisms
published on paper or online, that lists for each organism its accession number,
properties and taxonomic name, and provides a way for users to purchase
it. These catalogues are by their nature distributed, as each is maintained
by an independent BRC and there is no central source of information on the
total availability of strains. Likewise, publications end up on the websites
of a number of relevant journals, often referred by title or by an identifier in
5
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bibliographical databases such as PubMed1. The molecular sequence infor-
mation reported in papers is stored in the three databases of the International
Nucleotide Sequence Databases Collaboration (INSDC) under a specific ac-
cession number. In addition to all this, databases have been established for
the cataloguing of certain important aspects of the publication record, such as
the taxonomy databases that record the current status of bacterial and fungal
taxonomy.
All different databases involved are isolated from each other, occasionally
referring to objects in other databases, but seldom linking the two data records
together explicitly. This is the innovation StrainInfo brings to this problem: by
piecing together the information from different BRC catalogues, it is possible to
build overview lists of all subcultures of a particular microbial strain stored in
BRCs world-wide (Chapter 2). This makes it much easier for researchers to find
subcultures of their strain of interest, even if all they know is the strain number
of a culture of the same strain stored halfway around the world. These strain
numbers are the identification numbers assigned by BRCs and researchers to
specific cultures stored locally. They are often mentioned on sequence records
from the molecular sequence databases, so by using the set of strain numbers
for each strain, it also becomes possible to explicitly determine which sequence
records have been derived from the same strain. Likewise, genome projects
(sequencing projects that seek to sequence the entire genome of an organism)
can be linked to a strain, and further information on the projects can then
be linked to the strain using genomic databases that map their data to the
project in the Genomic Rosetta Stone (Chapter 4). Chapter 3 describes how
this process has been achieved in StrainInfo.
In this way, it has become possible to link a taxon with its type strain. A strain
consists a set of cultures stored in BRCs, and these cultures are themselves
referred to by sequence records. Exploiting this chain of links from taxon to
sequence record makes it possible to ask new questions and construct new
applications, one of which is documented in the last and most important part
of this Ph.D.: to find sequences for a particular strain automatically (described
in part in Chapter 5), even using simply the name of the relevant taxon, while
bypassing the manual lookup work so often typical of microbiological practice,
and to use that knowledge to enable the development of the SeqRank workflow,
described in Chapter 6. This application has opened up new ways to perform
1http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/
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data collection tasks that today many researchers still perform manually, and
ways in which data quality can be checked and errors detected, simply by ex-
plicitly linking several databases together. This work explores the background
of these approaches, the challenges involved in making them work and how
explicit data links and the SeqRank workflow can be used to check for data con-
sistency and quality, as well as build large representative sequence databases
with less effort.
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2
StrainInfo
2.1 Introduction
Exchange between researchers of microbial strain subcultures has underpinned
microbiological science from the beginning. It is a prerequisite for reproducing
and extending research performed on microbial resources that the physical
material can be exchanged among scientists under appropriate quality and
conditions. As the field of biotechnology has grown, these same organisms
have likewise become increasingly important for industry and agriculture.
Microbial strains have always been stored in private collections belonging to
individual researchers or labs. Often, especially in the case of bacterial and
fungal specimens, such a collection may have held living specimens. In many
cases, collection have also consisted of dried (typically freeze-dried) or frozen
(using cryopreservation techniques) samples. On request, microbial strains
can be rehydrated or defrosted, grown in the lab, and delivered to interested
researchers.
Local storage and exchange of microorganisms is still practiced to this day.
However, it poses serious issues for the availability and authenticity of the
original biological materials. Firstly, since growing and distributing strain sub-
cultures can be a full-time job, researchers may not have the time or inclination
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to honour requests from other parties, jeopardizing reproducibility of research.
Secondly, individual researchers and labs do not normally specialise in long-
term preservation of microorganisms, which raises the concern of important
strains perishing or being destroyed. Thus, while private culture collections
continue to play a significant role, researchers often exchange strains through
the medium of public culture collections. These collections, which have been
around since at least the late 19th century [7], specialise in all tasks surrounding
the long-term storage of microorganisms or related materials and provide the
necessary continuity in expertise not generally found in private collections.
They allow the accession of microbial material, from both researchers and cor-
porate entities, under generally agreed upon legal principles. Upon accession,
an identifier is assigned to the strain, noting the collection it was entered in
(usually by its acronym), as well as a number identifying it within the collection.
This may later be used to refer to the strain, for instance in publications, and
used by others to order subcultures of the same strain.
Through their role as specialised and independent collections of biologi-
cal material, public culture collections are pivotal in ensuring the continuity
of scientific research, and the availability of source material for industrial or
agricultural applications. Furthermore, these public collections are crucial for
providing reference microbial material (e.g. type strains) to studies in microbial
taxonomy. In the case of prokaryotic type strains, accession of a new species in
at least two public culture collections in different countries is mandatory for
publication, in order to avoid permanent loss of biological material after publi-
cation and ensure material availability for research and industrial purposes [8].
To distinguish professional public culture collections from informal research
collections, they are referred to here as Biological Resource Centers (BRCs), an
umbrella term suggested by the OECD [9], which signifies a standard of quality
assurance and the professional expertise necessary for safe long-term storage
and exchange of microbial resources.
Because of their role as public repositories, BRCs often build up a large
collection of economically or scientifically important organisms. However,
distributing subcultures of their holdings world-wide poses both legal and
practical issues in terms of safe storage and handling of the specimens, and the
legal issues surrounding transfer of live samples of dual-use or economically
valuable specimens. Considering the difficulties involved, researchers would
normally prefer to obtain cultures from collections that are geographically
close. Likewise, BRCs stand to gain from being able to offer the widest possi-
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ble selection of strains in their chosen niche. Therefore, BRCs often agree to
exchange materials between each other, under material transfer agreements
(MTAs), which govern the legal peculiarities involved. This practice further
strengthens the microbial commons by allowing end-users more ready access
to the organisms involved. Furthermore, it ensures more copies of the biolog-
ical material are in rotation, such that a problem of contamination or death
of a strain in one collection does not jeopardize the overall availability of the
original material.
BRCs exchange strains through bilateral agreements, the afore-mentioned
MTAs. As a result, there is no central record of the locations a strain might have
been transferred to. Each BRC does assign its own identifier to the strain it
has received, and records a (minimal) history of identifiers other BRCs have
used to refer to it. Unfortunately this means that there may be many different
subcultures of a strain, all known under different strain numbers, each strain
number referring to equivalent biological material. Since each BRC only records
the linear history leading up to the original strain accession in its holdings, the
full history of a strain is usually not available to the BRC, or its clients. Likewise,
publications of research on the original material usually only refer to the source
material by the strain number issued by the BRC it was derived from. This
record is static, and is not updated later when the strain is further reproduced
and transferred to other BRCs. This poses a quandary for end-users, who will
have no choice to either laboriously search their local BRC catalogs, one by one,
for their desired strains (using what history is provided), or to order the strain
from whatever BRC they can find in the publication record, possibly facing
high cost and delays, especially in the case of international transfer.
Fortunately, the history of individual transfers is available publicly in BRC
catalogs, and so it is possible by examining these history records to build a
centralised list of synonymous strain numbers for any particular strain [10].
When all strain numbers are known, it becomes possible for end-users to deter-
mine availability in a BRC of their choice much more accurately. Furthermore,
strain numbers are often linked to additional information of importance to
researchers. For one, They are cited in molecular sequence records in the
databases of the International Sequence Database Collaboration (INSDC) [6].
Since different strain numbers might have been used, it is extremely hard to
find all sequence records relating to a particular strain without access to its full
synonymous strain number list. When this list is available, a list of sequence
data relating to a particular strain can easily be constructed. Likewise, publi-
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cations are often listed as part of those same sequence records, or as part of
the information entries in BRC catalogs. Integrating this data further reveals
information about the entries. Taxonomic data, available from many sources,
e.g. the List of Prokaryotic Names with Standing in Nomenclature (LPSN) [11] or
the original sequence records, also often mentions strain data and can likewise
be integrated with the greater whole. All of these pieces can be linked to each
other individually by gathering data and ensuring standards of quality assur-
ance, gathered in a fully ontegrated database. For end-users to effectively make
use of such an integrated database, however, a platform must exist for them to
navigate the data and extract necessary information. The StrainInfo platform
was created to supply these essential services, and offers a truly integrated
view of strain related information for cultured strains of Bacteria, Archaea and
Fungi.
Personal contributions to the StrainInfo platform
The StrainInfo platform as described here has been the work of several con-
tributors. The initial database design, data and what legacy functionality is
still in use today, were developed by Prof. Dr. Peter Dawyndt. A previous web
version was co-developed by him and Bart Van Brabant. The current StrainInfo
platform started as a complete redesign and shares no code with this original
website. It has since long subsumed the original functionality. The core Strain-
Info platform, namely the strain, publication, sequence and taxon passports,
and assorted browsers (described below), was jointly developed in the course
of this work by Dr. Bert Verslyppe [12], Wim Gillis and myself. Maintenance has
over the years been performed by Wim Gillis, Bert Sarens, Kenneth Waegeman
and Bart Verheyde.
Since StrainInfo core functionality was jointly developed, none of its parts
can be wholly attributed to any of the three original authors, and in most
cases except as noted in the text below, all these components were a group
effort, garnering input from all members of the team. However, aside from
minor additions and changes by others, several components of StrainInfo
functionality were developed as part of this work, namely:
• Genome project passports and browser, developed as an application of
the Genomic Rosetta Stone project (Section 2.2.6 and Chapter 4);
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• StrainInfo Web Services: design and functionality that has enabled query-
ing of StrainInfo through Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) web
services (Section 2.5.1);
• StrainInfo original URI design: concept and early implementation (Sec-
tion 2.5.2);
• StrainInfo custom exports: functionality and automation for the provi-
sion of large data exports to StrainInfo users;
• Development of an automated pipeline to streamline database updates,
and development of several data filters, namely for downloading and
importing into the database up-to-date molecular sequence information
from the European Nucleotide Archive (ENA), and for the download-
ing and parsing of taxonomic information from the List Of Prokaryotic
Names with Standing in Nomenclature (described in more detail in Chap-
ter 3).
The work on StrainInfo and GRS described in the first chapters provides the
explicit links that form a necessary basis for the building of further applications.
A substantial portion of this work consists of the description of such an appli-
cation for the ranking of 16S rRNA gene sequences, called SeqRank, and the
Seqrank extended workflow. The background to the ranking algorithm used
and the design of the parameters is described in Chapter 5, while the design of
the application itself is described in Chapter 6. These latter two chapters form
the main contribution of this work to the state of the art.
2.2 Passports and Browsers: Navigating strain
related information
2.2.1 Passports as integration hubs
StrainInfo has always sought to offer users a fully integrated view of available
information on microorganisms at the strain level from a variety of sources,
while acting as a portal to those very same sources. The main data point on a
particular microorganism is, of course, the collection of its strain numbers, one
of which the organism would be identified by in publications, in BRC catalogs,
on sequence records, and so on. This was the first organising paradigm of
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StrainInfo, offering a single page of strain numbers relating to a particular
strain, each strain number linked back to the source of information, namely
the BRC catalog that offered it. During development of StrainInfo, it soon
became apparent that users would benefit from access to further strain related
information, the main categories of which are its taxonomic identification,
molecular sequence information and publication information, later joined by
genome project information, all of which competed for place on this single
strain information page.
On the other hand, some of the items available on a StrainInfo passport are
interesting objects in their own respect, and a natural entry point for many
users in StrainInfo. End users might, for instance, not be aware of the particular
strain number of the type strain of a particular species, so it is necessary for
them to be able to search StrainInfo using the species name. A particular
taxonomic name may also be linked to the various resources related to it, some
of which may provide valuable history on the taxonomic name not found
directly in StrainInfo. The same could be said about publications or sequences.
Importantly, each of these resources can be cross-linked to other data in
StrainInfo, which could not be done in the single page approach. Therefore,
StrainInfo has been organised around a unifying principle of ‘passport’ pages,
defined at the strain, taxon, sequence, publication or genome project level.
Each passport page includes the main metadata on a particular item, for in-
stance strain numbers on a strain passport. Passports are also the ‘integration
hub’: they feature all data that can be integrated as relating to the object shown
on the passport page using available data sources. The main information (such
as the taxonomic name assigned to a strain, for instance) are available on
the passport itself, but users can explore the available information further by
following the links in the cross-reference sections to each information type’s
own passport. For instance, this means a page such as the strain passport
will include a list of molecular sequences derived from the considered strain.
Clicking the accession number for a molecular sequence derived from that
strain brings up the sequence passport, which in turn links back to the strain
passport. Figure 2.1 outlines the different sections of StrainInfo and illustrates
how different passports are heavily cross-linked by the various elements listed
on each passport page.
In addition to presenting integrated information on data types, the guiding
principle of StrainInfo has always been to provide users direct access to the
original source of that information. StrainInfo, after all, is merely an aggregator
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Figure 2.1: Mind map illustrating the layout of the StrainInfo portal and the extensive
cross-linking between passports. Each node represents either a page in
StrainInfo or an information item on that page. Arrows indicate links from
one page to another. Note how passports link mostly to each other, while
each also links to a variety of external resources through its respective
browser. Smart search allows users to land on a passport page, while
advanced search typically presents users with a list of strains that can be
followed to the strain passport, or taxon passport since species names are
also included in this list.
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providing for much improved navigation on strain-related information. It is
the original resources where users need to go to perform their actual research
tasks, whether that is to order strains or download sequences, acquire publica-
tions or examine a genome project’s extensive details. Often, there are several,
sometimes dozens, such external data sources involved. The best example of
this situation is the strain numbers themselves, since different BRCs offer what
is essentially a copy of the same strain, along with its metadata. Due to the
central role played by BRCs in the distribution of type strains, fourteen percent
of type strains have more than twenty known strain numbers. Simply linking
to each BRC individually would make it harder to quickly survey the different
BRC catalog entries, to easily switch between strain numbers to cross-check
information or find better located providers when ordering strains. Therefore,
a StrainInfo ‘browser’ was introduced, which creates an overlay that allows 1-
click navigation between several resources external to StrainInfo. The concept
can be, and was, naturally extended to other data types, such as molecular
sequences and taxonomic information.
Together, passports and browsers make up the main design pattern of the
StrainInfo platform, providing a unifying principle not only for user experience,
but also programmatic access to the site’s data, both internally and externally.
By providing useful search functions and heavily cross-linking passports, we
ensure that the data is as discoverable to users as possible. The browser func-
tion adds to this by making sure users can quickly browse multiple connected
objects, without having to cumbersomely click back and forth between the
page linking to that. The following sections further explore each passport page
and related information.
2.2.2 Strain information
The exact definition of what a strain is tends to vary slightly among authors. In
StrainInfo, the definition of strain used is that what [13] calls a “strain in the
taxonomic sense”, i.e. the set of all descendants of a single pure culture derived
from an isolate. Once a culture of a strain has been deposited in a particular
BRC, it will be assigned a strain number to track and identify the original
deposit. Descendants or subcultures of this culture are typically all referred to
by this strain number. When a subculture is moved or transferred to a different
BRC, it is assigned a new strain number, which can be used interchangeably
with the old strain number. Figure 2.2 illustrates this type of exchange history
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Figure 2.2: Strain numbers and exchange history of the Paenibacillus polymyxa type
strain. Each node represents a strain number assigned by a BRC or indi-
vidual researcher, corresponding to what is called a culture in StrainInfo.
Each time a culture was subcultured and the resulting culture transfered
to a different BRC (indicated by the arrows in this picture), the culture
was assigned a new strain number. Each strain number in this graph can
be used interchangeably in publications and sequence records to refer to
or represent the type strain of P. polymyxa, even though they represent
different cultures stored in different BRCs. Therefore, StrainInfo describes
a strain as the set of all cultures derived from the same original isolate
culture, which in this case was assigned the strain number H.R. Smith
1105.
for the Paenibacillus polymyxa type strain. The strain numbers assigned by
different researchers and BRCs, and the biological material they represent,
correspond to cultures in StrainInfo, assigned a unique culture identifier inside
StrainInfo. In StrainInfo, these individual strain numbers and the biological
material they represent are referred to as ‘cultures’. In other words, in StrainInfo
a culture is the set of all subcultures identified with the same strain number.
The strain is the set of all cultures derived from the same original isolate. In
Figure 2.2, a single strain is shown, namely the P. polymyxa type strain.
Strain number annotations are extremely useful for linking experimental
data and publications to the original material. A strain as a whole has no desig-
nated name and is in practice always referred to by the strain number of one of
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its cultures. When two or more cultures of a particular strain exist, the two are
assumed to be clones and their strain numbers can be used interchangeably. It
is by this mechanism that some molecular sequences will mention one strain
number, while others mention a different one, even though they technically
come from the same original microbial material. By defining a strain as the
set of all cultures of a strain, both experiments can be reliably tied to the same
strain. This approach thus allows for the integration of strain-related data in
StrainInfo. The strain passport is the main window into this integration, show-
ing strain information, including all known strain numbers, transfer history
(derived in part from BRC culture catalogs), taxonomic data, sequence data
and publication data.
The set of strains in StrainInfo is determined algorithmically from BRC cul-
ture catalog data and data imports provided by BRCs themselves, described
in files formatted using the Microbiological Common Language (MCL) [14], a
data standard designed specifically for this purpose. Strain numbers can also
be derived from sequence records (when identified via a structured annota-
tion) and other sources when applicable. The integration of the bulk of the
strain data is necessarily dependent on the availabity of structured data (in
MCL format) from the BRCs themselves, as the only other alternative would
be extensive screen scraping of all BRCs. Screen scraping generally consists
of downloading and parsing of the HTML web pages of a website. The term
screen scraping specifically refers to the fact that the content of those web
pages is formatted for consumption by humans and not machines. It usually
requires extra effort and hard-to-design heuristics to properly parse this type of
information. As there are hundreds of BRCs to be found worldwide, the initial
effort to such an endeavour would likely be large but within reach of a small
team of developers. The biggest issue to this approach, however, is its fragility
in the face of frequent updates to BRC catalogues. Whenever one BRC changes
its format, the parser that processes its information needs to be adapted. It is
inevitable that most BRCs will make minor changes to their website now and
then. Even an assumed average rate of only one change per BRC per year would
mean that several parsers need to be updated and re-tested every week. Such
an approach simply does not scale, which is why StrainInfo now relies mainly
on MCL imports to update strain number information.
Figure 2.3 illustrates how important this integration is, as many strains are
distributed very widely, resulting in a plethora of strain numbers being assigned.
The most widely distributed strains are understandably type strains, since they
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Figure 2.3: Relative distribution of prokaryotic and fungal strains. Type strains are
generally deposited in at least two different collections, as required by the
rules of new species descriptions, usually resulting in three known strain
numbers (a researcher-assigned number, and two BRC-assigned strain
numbers).
act as the name bearer of the species and thus are likely more often used and
requested than other strains. Most type strains are distributed to at least two
BRCs, resulting in three strain numbers being assigned (one researcher number
and two collection numbers). A small subset of these type strains are clearly
much more widely distributed. This can only partially be explained by the
fact that older strains have received more time to be distributed more widely,
as this would mean the group would be much bigger. Examining a subset of
this more widely distributed group reveals these strains to be generally well
studied (model) organisms and/or widely used in economic applications. It
can therefore be surmised that the popularity of this core group of 5% to 10% of
type strains reflects their current or previous importance in microbial research
and applications.
The process by which the StrainInfo integration algorithms determine what
cultures belong to the same strain is iterative: as information accumulates and
links between cultures become available, or when such links are invalidated,
strains are merged, or in the latter case split up. This system was first described
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in [10]. As a result of this approach, the composition of a strain, which is a set
of cultures in StrainInfo, is often changing, which makes it an unstable entity
that cannot be directly identified by a stable identifier, and thus neither can
a stable Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) be constructed for these entities.
Instead, strains can be identified by their members, the cultures, which are
stable entities (corresponding to a single strain number). Cultures do not
change over time. Instead, they remain stably identified by their strain numbers,
although different collections may use the same strain numbers, especially if
they concern research collections that do not assign a unique acronym and
number to the strain, such as a BRC would normally do. For this reason, cultures
are assigned culture identifiers, and each strain passport can be accessed and
referenced the culture identifier of any of its cultures. While the composition
of that strain passport might change (for instance when adding more cultures),
the URI of the page, by including the culture ID, always links to the passport of
the strain represented by this particular culture.
The strain passport is subdivided in several sections, namely:
• The overview section, containing strain numbers and links to general
metadata of the strain.
• An image of the Histri [15] of this strain, which is a depiction of the
exchange history of this strain. Each node in a histri figure corresponds
to a set of strain numbers which actually refer to the same culture, but
have been assigned different culture identifiers because they could not
practically be distinguished; usually this concerns different spellings of
the same strain number. A link between two nodes indicates a transfer of
this strain from one institute or researcher to another.
• A list of molecular sequences derived from the strain. This list is con-
structed by examining taxonomic resources, strain catalogs and molecu-
lar sequence records extracted from the INSDC databases (through the
EBI ENA database).
• A list of publications the strain was involved in as biological material,
derived from the same resources as the list of molecular sequences.
Figure 2.4 shows a typical overview section of the strain passport. Shown in
the page heading on every strain passport is the strain number and the species
name found for this strain number. The overview section itself contains all
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Figure 2.4: Overview section of the strain passport, from the perspective of P. polymyxa
type strain culture DSM 36T. This culture has been assigned culture ID
39157, and the corresponding full strain passport can be accessed at http:
//www.straininfo.net/strains/39157.
strain numbers. Clicking through on the linked strain numbers transports the
user to a strain browser, which loads the culture catalog page associated with a
particular strain, next to a list of equivalent strain numbers that can be used to
quickly navigate to the catalog pages of those strain numbers. Its main function
is to enable quick comparison between multiple catalogs, for instance to check
taxonomic details or for comparative shopping before ordering a strain. In
addition to strain numbers, the overview section shows type strain information,
all species names by which individual strain numbers have been identified, and
the accession number of a representative 16S rRNA gene sequence determined
by StrainInfo. A few large buttons on the bottom of the window provide easy
access to a map of the availability of this strain worldwide, obtained by mapping
strain numbers to the location of the BRC that issued them, to the strain browser
for the current culture, and to a ranked list of 16S rRNA gene sequences of this
strain.
Further down on the strain passport the histri is included, an example of
which can be seen in Figure 2.5. As explained above, users arrive at the strain
passport from the perspective of a particular culture or strain number. This
culture is therefore highlighted (with orange color) in the histri figure, which
allows it to be straightforwardly found in what can be a large and somewhat
complicated exchange history.
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Figure 2.5: Histri figure of the P. polymyxa type strain DSM 36T, as extracted directly
from its strain passport at time of writing.
The final two sections contain a list of all molecular sequences and a list
of all publications known to StrainInfo for this strain, each of which shows
both some general crucial information (for instance sequence length), while
also linking to the respective passport. In this way, as much basic and useful
information can be shown on the same page, while extra data can be shown
on individual passports pages when users choose to explore the data further.
The same relationship holds for all other information on this page that can be
linked to a passport, such as taxonomic names, except for strain numbers in
the overview list, which link directly to the strain browser.
2.2.3 Taxonomy
Biological taxonomy seeks to classify all organisms in taxonomic groups, whose
hierarchical relationship express a classification on the basis of similarity be-
tween members of each group [16]. Names are organised in taxonomic groups
at different ranks in the taxonomic tree of life. In principle, there are seven
ranks: kingdom, phylum, class, order, family, genus and species. Some of these
ranks also have subranks, e.g. orders can have suborders, species can have sub-
species. Above the rank of kingdom, the rank of domain is also commonly used,
according to the three domains, Bacteria, Archaea and Eucarya (also referred to
as Eukarya or Eukaryota), proposed by [4]. Names of Bacteria and Archaea up
to the level of class are governed by the Bacteriological Code [17], while those
of Fungi are in principle governed by the Melbourne Code [18]. Opinion on
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the organisation of the higher taxonomies in particular can vary greatly, but
both codes have in common that individual strains are uniquely classified by a
two-name combination of genus and species, optionally involving subgenus
and subspecies in certain situations. It is this name that is linked on strain
passports and elsewhere in StrainInfo and which typically leads to a taxon
passport at the species rank. Taxonomy for Fungi is restricted to the species
and genus level, while for Bacteria and Archaea the full taxonomy according to
the List of Prokaryotic Names with Standing in Nomenclature (LPSN) is also
available, each name at each rank having been assigned its own taxon passport.
The taxon passport
Each taxon listed in StrainInfo is assigned its own identifier and its own taxon
passport. Whenever this name is used in StrainInfo then, it is linked to this
taxon passport, which in this way has become a hub for exploration of infor-
mation on the passport it describes. Figure 2.6 depicts the taxon passport of
a species, Paenibacillus polymyxa. Taxon passports can represent a taxon at
any level of the taxonomic tree: from the lowest level (i.e. subspecies) to the
highest (i.e. domain). In addition to listing taxon name and rank, this page can
also be used to find the taxon of the immediately higher rank that includes
the taxon on the current passport (following Computer Science nomenclature
developed for tree data structures, this is referred to as the ‘parent taxon’) and
all taxa included in this taxon, if any, at immediately lower rank. Following the
same naming scheme, these can be referred to as the ‘children’ of the taxon,
although in StrainInfo they are called ‘subtaxa’. Providing these links makes it
much easier to navigate around taxonomic nomenclature, which can be used in
conjunction with the related publications feature to quickly gather information
on the parts of the taxonomy users are often interested in. Links are included to
external resources, which often contain additional information on taxa and are
themselves data sources for some of the information on this passport. There
are additionally several efforts to create collaboratively edited pages describing
all known species, included here as separate links in the “Wiki” category.
The type strain forms the cornerstone of bacterial taxonomy, acting as the
name bearer and representative strain of a species, and is thus pivotal for
identification purposes. It is displayed prominently on this page, listing all
strain numbers with the option to access the type strain passport for further
information. Two links are also included to launch searches for related strains
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Figure 2.6: Taxon passport for the species Paenibacillus polymyxa. The passport con-
tains useful information on the species such as the identity of the type
strain and a representative 16S rRNA gene sequence, and links to external
entities via the taxon browser, an example of which is shown in Figure 2.7.
The SeqRank logo can be clicked to access the SeqRank workflow of this
taxon (examined in detail in Chapter 6). A list of publications is also pro-
vided, with each entry linking to the corresponding publication passport.
Navigation links to parent taxon and subtaxa (if any) allow for navigation
of the entire taxonomic tree as extracted by LPSN.
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(e.g. strains that contain cultures identified as being part of this taxon). Next
to strain information, users are often in need of finding a representative high-
quality molecular sequence for use in phylogeny. A representative 16S rRNA
gene sequence is therefore also given on this page. This sequence is selected
automatically by the StrainInfo SeqRank algorithm. The underlying algorithm
and extended workflow linked to from this page are explained in more detail
in Chapters 5 and 6. In future, most species will have the entire genome of
at least one of their strains fully sequenced, as initiatives have sprung up to
sequence the genome of all available type strains [19, 20]. A sizable fraction
already have projects to do just that underway or entirely finished, available
on their own genome project passports in StrainInfo, linked here on the taxon
passport where available.
Usually, the best source of information on a taxon is still its original publi-
cation. Only these publications which appear to directly describe a taxon are
included on this page, as usual cross-linking to their publication passports.
Users of course can click through to the publication lists of the type and other
strains to find more. In addition, external curated taxonomic databases are
displayed prominently via the aforementioned links section, often providing a
very good place to start for literature searches in the taxonomy.
Taxonomic information sources
While the bacteriological code provides specific rules governing the nomen-
clature of new and existing species, the correct name and classification for
any particular strain is subject to expert opinion. Likewise, in the world of
fungi many strains have quite a lot of different, often equally valid names. The
problem is compounded by the way taxonomic changes are handled, which
causes species names to regularly be reassigned to new genera, strains to be
reassigned to new species, genera to be reassigned to different families, and
so on. As a result, the taxonomic name and type strain information listed for
a certain culture in any one of the culture collections, while the first source
of information, is not always up-to-date and reliable. It is for this reason that
StrainInfo displays such found names on the strain passport, but also indexes
and links to several external, curated data sources, in order to have access to
an up-to-date and reliable view of the taxonomy. Different authors still may
disagree, which is handled by providing links to a healthy selection of them
and standardising on certain taxonomies when it comes to crucial information,
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such as type strain status.
Available taxonomies are generally either fully manually curated, or in part
constructed automatically (or through user submissions) from external meta-
data, such as experimental molecular sequence data annotations. In all cases
authors stress that theirs is simply a curated list of names considered valid, but
that the status of the taxonomy can only be ascertained fully by an expert in the
field. While in principle true, most of these lists can and are in practice used as
a taxonomy, as they are in StrainInfo to classify strains.
The source of the type strain information for Bacteria and Archaea in Strain-
Info, is the nomenclature list first published by J.P. Euzeby (retired) and now
curated by Aidan C. Parte, the so-called List of Prokaryotic Names with Stand-
ing in Nomenclature (LPSN) [11]. At time of writing it can be found online at
http://www.bacterio.net. It is based on careful consideration of the pub-
lication record, and type strain information is kept meticulously up to date.
Unfortunately it is not available in an easy-to-parse electronic format, but the
information that can be gleaned automatically has been added to StrainInfo,
while further data such as publication background can be found on the website
itself through the taxon browser, shown in Figure 2.7. The equivalent data
source for fungi is Mycobank, which indexes mycological names and organism
information [21].
Other taxonomies exist; often they differ subtly in what names they choose
to include or are much more inclusive than any listing including only validly
published names. A first notable example of these included in StrainInfo is
the NCBI taxonomy [22], which is a semi-curated taxonomy that is also very
inclusive, since it include names suggested by molecular sequence submitters,
even before they have been validly published (if ever). It is often used for
the generation of automated phylogenetic pipelines. A stricter taxonomy is
provided by the Prokaryotic Nomenclature Up-to-date published by DSMZ1,
which is curated in a similar manner as the LPSN and differs slightly in the
inclusion or exclusion of several species based on expert opinion, and in the
particular spelling of entries. Links to these taxonomies are included on all
taxon passports for which a link could be found.
1The Prokaryotic Nomenclature Up-to-date can be found at http://www.dsmz.de/
bacterial-diversity/prokaryotic-nomenclature-up-to-date.html
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Figure 2.7: Taxon browser opened on the LPSN entry for Bacillus cereus. The under-
lying frame loads the original entry on the website, while the StrainInfo
overlay shown on the right enables switching between other entries for this
taxon at known taxonomic data sources.
2.2.4 Molecular sequence data
Taxonomy is in principle only concerned with the classification of strains. Orig-
inally, this could only be done on the basis of experimentally observed physical
properties of strains under a light microscope, soon expanded with a wide array
of biochemical tests used to classify strains in different groups of similar species.
The modern microbiological species definition, however, has increasingly been
based on genetic similarity [13], to the point where much of taxonomy is now
largely informed by phylogenetic methods. While the gold-standard test of
relatedness between strains to determine species remains DNA-DNA hybridi-
sation, several marker genes were eventually found that provide enough in-
formation to distinguish strains at least at the genus level, most notable of
which is the 16S rRNA gene, which in a large number of genera is sufficiently
different between different species to delineate them [3, 23–25]. Where more
resolution is needed, researchers have taken to analysing multiple genes at
once, in multilocus sequence analysis (MLSA) schemes, or even whole-genome
sequencing. Identification methods have shown a similar trend: initially relying
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on biochemical tests, laboratories now routinely incorporate sequencing in
their workflow at ever decreasing cost. The same data is of course also used in
functional genomics and other basic research fields, such as microbial ecology.
As the cost of genome sequencing has fallen, it is increasingly easy to sequence
the whole genome of strains under consideration, with the only constraints
now being the analysis and storage of these molecular sequences [26].
Initially, molecular sequences where simply published as-is in paper form.
With the advent of better sequencing methods and ever more, and longer se-
quences, this situation was not tenable for long. Since the sequence data itself
is ultimately necessary for the practical reproducibility of research, it stands to
reason that it should be available from a central and stable location wherever
possible. The International Sequence Database Collaboration or INSDC has
been providing this service for more than twenty years now [6] and its data store
continues to increase. Member databases provide a central location into which
to deposit newly generated sequences, and assign them a globally unique iden-
tifier called an accession number, which can be used to refer to the sequence
in print and in sequence analysis pipelines. All sequences currently curated
in these databases can be individually accessed online, and are also exported
wholesale in large database releases which can be downloaded. StrainInfo
relies in this case on a combination of the latest release from the European
Nucleotide Archive (ENA) maintained by the European Bioinformatics Center
(EBI), and the files with daily sequence updates that the EBI provides, keeping
the internal sequence information database used by StrainInfo synchronized
with what is publicly available.
Sequence passport
The sequence passport, an example of which is shown in Figure 2.8, is compar-
atively simple, showing simply the accession number and description of the
sequence and accession date and length. When the sequence can be linked to
a strain, the strain number of the specific culture it is linked to is displayed and
selecting it leads the user to the relevant strain passport. Likewise, possible
publications in which the sequence was mentioned are displayed and linked
to a publication passport. Aside from the length, more details about the se-
quence (including the sequence itself) can be found in one of the three INSDC
databases, namely Genbank [27], the European Nucleotide Archive (ENA) [28]
and the DNA Databank of Japan (DDBJ) [29]. They are linked here using a
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Figure 2.8: Contents of the sequence passport for the sequence record with accession
number D16276. The sequence passport links to external INSDC resources
using the same browser concept found on other passports. Other passports
are linked through the strain number of the source material, which links
to a strain passport, and a list of publications retrieved from the sequence
record in ENA. Each entry in the publication list links to a separate publica-
tion passport, which further links to the original publication if such a link
can be established.
sequence browser. While each contains similar information, they do so in
different formats. The sequence browser can be used to switch between these
representations. When the sequence is determined to be of a 16S or 23S rRNA
gene sequence, a link is also included to its record in the SILVA database [30, 31],
which specialises in analysis of small and large subunit rRNA gene sequences.
2.2.5 Publication passports
Publication passports provide basic bibliographic information on the publi-
cation, such as title, date of publication and authors. Since sequence records
often include a reference to the publication the sequence was generated for,
this provides a natural method to obtain a full listing of molecular sequences
generated for a particular publication, provided that the authors of the publica-
tion have made sure to properly annotate the records in INSDC. By following
the links thus created, it is also possible to display related strains, e.g. source
material or the type strain of the described species, on the same page. As usual
these sections also cross-link to the respective sequence and strain passports.
The publication itself can often be found from several different providers, via
identifiers such as the DOI or through Pubmed, both of which are linked as
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usual to a publication browser.
The example of Figure 2.9 shows the value of supplying a separate passport
for each publication. The publication shown here concerns a large genome
survey of Paenibacillus polymyxa ATTC 842T. Each sequence record involved in
this survey refers to the publication it was involved in, a link to which is shown
on each related sequence record. Using this link, the full set of sequences can
be displayed on the strain passport. Since the sequence records also contain
the strain number of the source strain, it is possible to also include the strain
involved. When the sequence records linked to a publication link to more than
one strain, those other strains are shown too. This shows that by traversing the
links available, the value of a single passport can be quickly augmented with
interesting and related information. Should the user require more details about
one of the sequence or strain, he or she can then navigate to the passport of
his or her object of interest, on which more information and links to source
information can always be found.
2.2.6 Genome passport
Large-scale sequencing projects tend to result in a variety of submissions to
the INSDC. For a whole-genome sequencing project, for instance, initial short
sequence reads might be submitted, followed by a draft genome and later by a
finished genome sequence. Much metadata is attached to these sequences and
in general the project itself. NCBI bioprojects serve as a repository for this data
and a way to tie the metadata together with the large variety of various submis-
sions [32]. In the Genomic Rosetta Stone (GRS) Project, a project undertaken
under the auspices of the Genomic Standards Consortium, infrastructure was
developed to link genome (project) records to additional analyses from a wide
array of third party data providers. The genome project passport provides basic
data on bioprojects extracted from the bioproject data exports, and provides
a window into the GRS data, by allowing users to browse the various data re-
sources that have registered their data records within GRS. The current version
of GRS was implemented and released as part of this work, and is described in
greater detail in Chapter 4.
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Figure 2.9: Publication passport of a publication concerning a genome survey of the
genome of Paenibacillus polymyxa ATTC 842T. By extracting the publica-
tion from sequence records, StrainInfo can display all sequence records
from the survey on this page, as well as the strain numbers of the relevant
strain.
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Figure 2.10: Weekly user numbers for StrainInfo from Aug 23, 2009 (when measuring
started) until Aug 23, 2013. The site has steadily gained popularity over the
years, from 327 visits in the first week of measurements, to 6,549 visitors
in the last week included in this picture.
2.3 Finding passports: search and referrals
Two search functions allow the user to locate passports: Smart search and
Advanced search. Smart search is the search function performed whenever a
user enters some search query in the search box included on most StrainInfo
pages. It iteratively searches the various passports for the information the user
is searching for, starting with strains, then trying taxa, molecular sequences
and so on. In this way, if a user enters a particular strain number, or the name
of a species, he or she will be directed straight to its passport page. If no
passport specific to the query was found anywhere in StrainInfo, Smart search
performs a normal strain search with the query string the user entered as its
input. Advanced search is the means by which such a regular strain search can
be further narrowed down to include only type strains, strains from a certain
taxon, strains linked to a particular molecular sequence or strains matching
a full text query in StrainInfo’s legacy database. Together they form the basic
portal to information on StrainInfo for visitors who visit the site directly.
The two main search functions are specialised in that they search directly on
record fields. Sometimes it may be more useful to have access to full-text search
of an entire passport page. For this reason, an index is provided to external
search engines to all pages in StrainInfo in the form of a site map, following the
Sitemap protocol2. External search engines such as Google use generated files
linked to by a root sitemap.xml file3 following this protocol to find all pages
on StrainInfo, and index them accordingly.
StrainInfo as a website has steadily gained users over the years, starting from
2The Sitemap protocol is described in detail at http://www.sitemaps.org/protocol.html
3Found on StrainInfo at http://www.straininfo.net/sitemap.xml
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(a) All visitors (b) Returning visitors
Figure 2.11: Origin of all visitors (a) and returning visitors (b) to StrainInfo for the year
2012. The individual visitor source is shown if it accounts for more than
1% of visits. The large majority of users arrive at StrainInfo through Google
(>79% in both cases). Many also access StrainInfo directly, for instance
through bookmarks. In a number of cases, users reach StrainInfo through
other referring websites or smaller search engines. The two single biggest
sources of traffic in this category are, by far, LPSN and the NCBI LinkOut
system.
328 users in the first week since measurements were taken, to an average of
7,700 users in the last year. Figure 2.11 graphs the weekly user numbers over
time, showing a long but steady rise and fluctuations during vacation periods,
especially the Christmas period and a drop in visitors in the summer months.
As the last week included occurs during the summer month of August, the
number of users is somewhat lower than the average, at 6,643.
Figure 2.11 shows by which means users arrived at the StrainInfo website in
the year 2012. The overwhelming majority of users are referred to content on
StrainInfo by a search engine. The figure clearly shows how dominant Google
is as a search engine, with no other search provider directing more than 1% of
users to StrainInfo. What is interesting is that not only new visitors find the site
through Google, but also returning visitors. This underlines the importance
of fully indexing the site in external search engines, as it is the preferred ac-
cess method of a large section of our audience. As well as linking to external
resources, StrainInfo is also linked as a strain information resource from sev-
eral other sites, in particular the List of Prokaryotic Names with Standing in
Nomenclature (LPSN) [11] and molecular sequence information pages on the
NCBI website, through the NCBI LinkOut system [33]. Both methods appear
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to be a valuable way for users to discover strain passports, since they together
account for more users than the number that directly access StrainInfo or use
its search function.
2.4 StrainInfo as a software platform
The current version of StrainInfo, referred to internally as StrainInfo 2.0, is built
up from the ground up as a modular architecture, organised in the form of a
set of modules defined by the Maven build tool4 which bundle the Java code
comprising a large part of the web platform. In addition to this, legacy function-
ality implemented in-database as PL/SQL stored procedures provides crucial
parts of data integration and extraction functionality. Figure 2.12 contains an
overview of the various modules and how they interact with both the data store
and users. Users include not only end users, but also the developers themselves
and automated programs that leverage the StrainInfo infrastructure to perform
important tasks such as updating cache data or resetting user passwords. Each
of the modules listed in Figure 2.12 can be built separately, and dependencies
between modules are defined explicitly in the configuration files. Most of the
StrainInfo website, including the core library module, is implemented in the
Java programming language and linked dynamically using Maven. The Spring
dependency injection framework5 links individual classes together at runtime.
As the name suggests, StrainInfo 2.0 replaces an older version of StrainInfo,
and thus interacts with several legacy programs and data schemes integrated
into an Oracle Relational Database Management System (RDBMS). As is typical,
this has sometimes led to some compromises when it comes to data modeling,
since such a legacy design cannot always easily be modified. The core module
contains this problem by concentrating all data access related functionality into
a single data access layer, implemented with the Hibernate Object-Relational
Mapping (ORM) framework6. In addition, much of the StrainInfo logic, such
as that for parsing strain numbers, should be shared among modules. All
such functionality is built as separate packages within the core module. All
data access within the core module or externally, however, always happens
through the data access layer defined in this core module. This design can
4http://maven.apache.org/
5http://www.springsource.org/spring-framework
6http://www.hibernate.org
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Figure 2.12: Diagram of the most important modules and interactions involved in
the StrainInfo platform architecture. Rectangle nodes indicate software
modules and libraries. Arrows indicate direction of dependencies or
communication channels.
be cumbersome when a change affects multiple layers, but it is much more
common that slight tweaks are necessary in the way the application interacts
with its data store, which can then be localised within only this module.
No other module connects directly to the database, and all modules typi-
cally share a dependency on the Struts framework. The webapp, tools and
sitemap modules provide different types of access and specialised function-
ality to StrainInfo. The webapp module contains StrainInfo as most people
know it: the website and assorted services, implemented as a Struts 27 web
application. The tools and sitemap modules have different users, namely the
developers of StrainInfo and StrainInfo’s Hudson Continuous Integration Server.
Developer can use it to run once-off analyses or reset a user password, for in-
stance, while Hudson has been extended to periodically call certain tasks, as is
necessary to create data exports or the sitemap used by external data engines
(and built by the sitemap module). The complete extent of this background
automation is explored further in Chapter 3.
7http://struts.apache.org/development/2.x/
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2.5 Programmatic access points into StrainInfo
StrainInfo is part of a large ecosystem of services aimed at supporting the
practice of microbiology, in the sense that it is a growing and changing member
filling its niche in this space. This analogy also applies to its interaction with
other services, since StrainInfo is dependent relies on outside data sources for
data integration, while in the same way outside sources often wish to process
strain-related information automatically for their own purpose. In addition,
workflow tools such as Kepler [34] and Taverna [35] allow advanced users
to programmatically access bioinformatics services in a straightforward way.
Other users may be more comfortable with scripted access to the same data
using general purpose programming languages. In all cases, the availability of
machine readable data (as opposed to data formatted for display to human
users) and specific web services greatly reduces the effort involved in accessing
StrainInfo data in an automated way.
2.5.1 SOAP web services
A wide range of automation frameworks such as the aforementioned workflow
tools rely on the availability of web services that support the Simple Object
Access Protocol (SOAP) [36]. This type of web service definition takes a pro-
cedural approach to internet data messaging, and works by publishing a set
of operations supported by a service, as well as the message format needed
to communicate with it. In StrainInfo, the java JAX-WS framework is used to
implement a select set of services to support finding a culture ID, given a strain
number. The first of these, the Resolver service will only return a result if
the strain number provided can be unambiguously resolved to a culture ID.
The second, the Search service, will return multiple results when it cannot
uniquely resolve a strain number, and can also be used in conjunction with
a species name, which can help narrow down the strain number to a unique
culture. Table 2.1 lists the different services and their operations.
2.5.2 Direct access using RESTful like URI
Providing an API can also be done by reusing the same URIs and layout as
is used for the website proper, if sufficiently carefully designed. This type
of API design is loosely based on the Representational State Transfer (REST)
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Service Operation Input Output
Resolver resolveCulture strain number string culture ID
resolveCultures list of strain numbers list of culture IDs, one
per strain number
Search searchCulture strain number list of culture IDs
resolveCultureOfSpecies strain number, species name culture ID
Table 2.1: List of SOAP web services and their operations.
paradigm described by [37], a style of design specific to the Web which relies on
a particular set of operations being available and a uniform interface and data
type exposed by the web service, which can be made amenable to automation
by providing machine readable representations. In StrainInfo, many of the
principles of this design style are followed. However, a RESTful design requires
in principle that the entire structure of the interface is available as part of that
interface. For example, plain HTML pages themselves are RESTful in the sense
that clients need only understand the concept of URIs and links in order to
navigate and use the application (in this case a website). In contrast, some
of the features exposed by StrainInfo, such as a machine readable version of
the strain passport, are not included directly in the default representation of
the website. Different media types are employed for the user readable and
machine readable version of the site, which further contrasts with the REST
style of design. This approach makes it easier to evolve the graphical design and
features of the website, while still retaining some of the attractive features of
REST, the most importance of which to users are a data-oriented interface and
URI scheme, and the possibility of programmatic access using simple HTTP
clients, of which many implementations are readily available.
Navigability of the site and access to machine readable versions of the data
is accomplished using a fixed set of conventions, namely:
• Every strain passport provides a machine readable version, accessed
by appending the extensions ‘.xml’ to any strain passport URI, e.g. the
machine readable version of http://www.straininfo.net/strains/
4490 can be found at the URI http://www.straininfo.net/strains/
4490.xml.
• All passports and browsers in the site are divided into uniform names-
pace, where each set of objects has its own namespace. Each object
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within a namespace must be uniquely identified by a single, and stable
identifier.
• Any namespace can be searched with multiple possible identifiers by
using a specialised namespace search.
Developers of clients to the StrainInfo platform may rely on the fact that
these rules will always be enforced within the main passport namespaces, al-
lowing them to easily build clients without fear of them being obsoleted in
future versions. This is further reinforced by choosing stable data representa-
tions, such as the MCL standard for the machine readable version of the strain
passport.
When the goal of clients is simply to link to StrainInfo, they can rest assured
that identifiers (and the related URIs) won’t change and break the links they
have assigned, which is a common problem on the web. By providing unique
identifiers for cultures that never changed, this has also introduced a way in
which strain numbers can be deduplicated. Strain numbers after all are not
always globally unique between different collections, but the culture IDs they
are assigned within StrainInfo are. Therefore, the URI of a strain passport can be
viewed as a globally unique identifier for the strain number it represents. This
identifier has the added benefit of being resolvable to a single page, which can
be used to download additional information, either automatically or manually.
URI design
URIs for passports on the site can be decomposed in three main parts, some
of them optional. Other projects such as the SeqRank project (described in
Chapter 6) are afforded their own namespace which does not necessarily follow
these rules. Table 2.2 lists the various entities that can have a passport on the
StrainInfo website, along with an example URI illustrating how the address
of each entity is constructed. All URIs for passports and browsers are built as
follows:
http://www.straininfo.net/<entity>[/<id>[/<method>]]
Entity The type of object, e.g. strains, taxa, sequences, publications, genomes,
. . . Within the URI, the entity type is always written with a plural name.
Id The identifier of the entity. This can be different for different entity types.
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Entity type Id type Example URI
strain culture ID 4490 http://www.straininfo.net/strains/4490
taxon taxon ID 339 http://www.straininfo.net/taxa/339
sequence accession number AJ310096 http://www.straininfo.net/sequences/AJ310096
publication publication ID 6005 http://www.straininfo.net/publications/6005
genome bioproject ID 384 http://www.straininfo.net/genomes/384
Table 2.2: List of entity types and their identifiers.
Method Invokes a separate view or function. The most important method
provided is the ‘browser’ method which opens the strain, taxon, se-
quence, publication or genome browser.
The search convention
Some of the entities are generally described elsewhere through well-known
identifiers, that are not necessarily the same as the StrainInfo identifier, for
example cultures for which the external identifier is a strain number and the
StrainInfo identifier is a culture ID. In order to make it easy to link to such
entities, each namespace has its own search function, which is accessed by
replacing the ID in the URI defined above by the string ‘search’ with additional
options. This search can support several search-specific query parameters
(i.e. /strains/search?strainNumber=LMG6923) and one general parameter:
target, which can be used to control the landing page of the search, e.g. if
a partner database wishes to link directly to the browser, he or she can use
target=browser. However, the default is always the passport. Smart search is
invoked by accessing the root level /search and will search all entities.
Output Formats
The type of output format is controlled by fetching an URL and appending an
extension. The only currently supported extra extension is the .xml extension
which will return a strain passport in MCL [14] format. When no extension is
given, the default returned format is XHTML.
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2.5.3 Custom exports for bulk data exchange
Often, our partners are interested in a limited set of information for each strain
that is distributed across the entire data set (all strains or all type strains). In this
case, it is often not feasible to enumerate all pages in StrainInfo, which is also
practically a heavy load on the StrainInfo servers. One of the main partners of
StrainInfo is SILVA, for instance, which uses StrainInfo data to determine which
sequences belong to a type strain. For such uses, custom data exports have
been implemented that are made available on a separate page of StrainInfo,
the exports page found at http://www.straininfo.net/exports, for any
interested party to download and use.
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The StrainInfo Data Integration
Pipeline
3.1 Introduction
StrainInfo, as outlined in Chapter 2, links publicly available strain subcultures
to a particular strain, and with them publications, molecular sequences, tax-
onomic information and genome projects. The principal service provided is
not the content of those individual data records, but the mapping between
them. This type of service was described in [38] in terms of a knuckles-and-
nodes architecture. The nodes represent source databases, in this case BRC
culture catalogues, the INSDC source databases, and other related databases.
StrainInfo itself is a knuckle: a relationship service which indexes the other
databases and provides users with information about the relationship between
records in these various databases, in this case in the domain of cultured micro-
organisms.
The knuckles-and-nodes approach to mapping data can be contrasted con-
ceptually with a data warehousing approach, where all data of possibly dis-
parate databases is imported directly in a central database for integration and
analysis. While StrainInfo does not necessarily need access to the full under-
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lying data records in this way, most of the relevant services do not expose
universal identifiers that can easily be cross-referenced. Data integration in-
stead must evaluate the data records, sometimes repeatedly in response to
likely errors in the source databases, using a previously published integration
algorithm [10]. At the very least, this requires a subset of the source data to
be cached by the data management system. In practice, most of the data is
needed in order to provide a low-latency, quality-controlled and usable web
interface to navigate the StrainInfo mappings, and so there is little practical
difference between both approaches when it comes to basic data integration.
Since it is necessary for StrainInfo to maintain its mapping and website to
import all data locally, just as in a data warehousing approach, it encounters
similar challenges. Namely, data updates must be performed frequently, in
the face of infrequent yet significant changes in every source database [39].
Single source databases tend to change their Application Programmer Interface
(API) or data formats infrequently, but when a service relies on several such
sources, data import breaking changes may occur monthly, weekly or even
daily, depending on the number of sources integrated. Data must also be
kept as up-to-date as possible, since source databases might evolve quickly,
adding, modifying and deleting records. Users expect this data to be available
in cross-linking services, so that they do not have to rely on their own searches
to supplement the provided data records. Therefore, the updating mechanism
must run frequently, precluding manual operation. It should also be able
to notify curators or developers of changes in the data sources data format
or schema, so they can react to changes in source databases. This chapter
describes the construction of several data integration pipelines that have served
to largely automate StrainInfo’s integration of external data sources. It focuses
mainly on the integration of sequence data from the INSDC database and
taxonomic information sources, which was undertaken as part of this work.
Integration of BRC catalogue information is undertaken by import of BRC
supplied Microbiological Common Language (MCL) [14] data files, and has
been described previously in [12].
3.2 Automation components
As mentioned in Chapter 2, StrainInfo as a whole is built on a variety of different
technologies and thus so is much of the software that is used to integrate
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various pieces of source information. Over the years, bits of functionality have
been implemented in PL/SQL stored procedures, bash shell scripts, python
scripts, Java language Maven modules, etc. Migrating all the legacy code to
a single technology or programming language is too time-consuming to be
feasible, nor applicable for all external software packages that are used in
various places. Therefore, a solution is necessary that is able to deal with all of
these different technologies with some intelligence, or at least allows access
to a full shell environment in order to call the necessary programs or scripts,
when no other option is available. It must be able to run pipeline tasks in
a certain order, and there should be support for automatic triggering of this
entire pipeline at set times.
All pipeline tasks also share some common requirements. It is firstly nec-
essary to be able to maintain underlying source code for specific tasks easily.
Source code for all components is normally maintained in version control soft-
ware, in this case a Git1 or Subversion2 repository. A common framework can
take care of tedious tasks, such as the periodic checking for program updates
in these various different version control systems, as well as handling the de-
tails of downloading and applying those updates when they become available.
Much of StrainInfo’s code is built with the Maven build tool, integration with
which provides the ability to manage software dependencies without manually
installing them, and the guarantee that the environment in which code on
the server runs is the same as on a developer’s machine. Direct integration of
Maven functionality in the build tool makes this possible without requiring
reproducing Maven settings in all scripts that handle Maven modules. Finally,
many tasks means many opportunities for small day-to-day problems that
might make a task fail. Whenever a failure occurs, there needs to be a mecha-
nism that notifies the StrainInfo team about the failure, and functionality to
find out what exactly happened, i.e. full logs of all program output from the
failed task. In the StrainInfo pipeline, the Hudson Continuous Integration tool3
has been selected to fill this niche.
Hudson Continuous Integration tool
Martin Fowler defines Continuous Integration as follows [40].
1Stored in the Ghent University GitHub instance available at http://github.ugent.be/
2http://subversion.apache.org/
3Available from http://hudson-ci.org/
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“Continuous Integration is a software development practice where
members of a team integrate their work frequently, usually each
person integrates at least daily — leading to multiple integrations
per day. Each integration is verified by an automated build (includ-
ing test) to detect integration errors as quickly as possible.”
While this is a development practice, it does require tool support in order
to run each automated build, and its tests, so that errors can be detected. Be-
cause of possible configuration differences between developer machines, it is
generally considered best to run these builds in a separate location, usually
on a separate server. In order for this to be useful to a development team, this
Continuous Integration (CI) tool has to support a variety of different technolo-
gies, be aware of version control software, be able to automatically schedule
builds and include notification support. There is also the need to keep track
of what went wrong when a build fails, by capturing all process output. All
these requirements overlap with those for running the pipeline. Therefore
the pipeline was implemented as separate tasks inside a particular CI tool,
specifically Hudson CI.
3.3 Building the StrainInfo and GRS software
platform
In addition to running the data integration pipeline, Hudson is also used more
prosaically within StrainInfo development in its original intended capacity
as a Continuous Integration tool. Since all StrainInfo modules discussed in
Chapter 2, and all Genomic Rosetta Stone (GRS) software, further discussed
in Chapter 4, are implemented as modules defined by the Maven build tool,
a definition of all their respective dependencies is available, they can easily
be compiled and tested automatically when needed. Hudson monitors the
source code repositories for all relevant modules developed as part of the Strain-
Info and GRS projects, and builds new versions whenever changes become
available. In addition to providing notification to developers when a compila-
tion problem occurs or a test fails, this also makes it possible to automatically
publish the compiled software artifacts to a separate repository, obviating the
need for developers to download, compile and install such dependencies them-
selves, for instance in the case of the StrainInfo core module, which is used
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by several different project. The software repository itself is managed using
Sonatype Nexus4, a server application which is aware of Maven configuration
and repository layout conventions, bundling Java ARchive (JAR) files with so-
called Project Object Model (POM) files, which are the Maven configuration
files describing contents, version, dependencies and other metadata of said
JAR file.
3.4 Data providers
As should be clear from Chapter 2, StrainInfo data is gathered from a variety of
online sources. The main sources for data to be integrated are:
Biological Resource Centers (BRC) Data from BRCs was in the past gath-
ered automatically via screen scraping. However, due to the high mainte-
nance cost, this is now done in the form of a push architecture, where
individual BRCs upload XML information to StrainInfo, which is then
integrated into the data set. This data is then subjected to XML validation
checks, which encode many restrictions on the data content in order
to enforce data quality, followed by a manual check for common errors
by StrainInfo curators. The rate at which these updates occur varies
with each individual BRC, as the uploads happen on a completely vol-
untary basis. Some BRCs update data bimonthly, others only yearly. As
mentioned, the manner in which these files are gathered and curated is
outside of the scope of this chapter.
European Nucleotide Archive (ENA) The International Nucleotide Sequence
Database Collaboration (INSDC) [6] is composed of three member databases:
GenBank [27], the European Nucleotide Archive (ENA) [41], and the DNA
Databank of Japan (DDBJ) [29]. All three databases synchronise infor-
mation, and so sequence data is in principle identical between all three.
In practice, sequence record annotations sometimes differ slightly (as
will become apparent in Chapter 5), likely due to minor differences in
policy between databases. Regardless, StrainInfo imports the “PRO” (for
prokaryotes) and “FUN” (for fungi) section of every full ENA ‘release’
(released roughly every six months) in order to be able to link molecu-
lar sequences to strains. In addition, ENA releases files containing new
4Available from http://www.sonatype.org/nexus/
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and updated sequence information daily. This data is downloaded and
integrated into StrainInfo with the same frequency. Both types of data
export are downloaded through the siseqparser program, discussed in
Section 3.5.3.
Taxonomic databases While StrainInfo bases type strain information on the
list of Prokaryotic Names with Standing in Nomenclature (LPSN) [11]
(currently available from http://www.bacterio.net/) and Mycobank [21],
taxonomic names from four different taxonomies are supported: the
aforementioned LPSN and Mycobank, the National Center for Biotech-
nology Information (NCBI) taxonomy [22] and the Prokaryotic Nomen-
clature Up-To Date5, provided by the German Collection of Microorgan-
isms and Cell Cultures (DSMZ). LPSN does not provide any structured
data export files, and so its website is imported into the database using a
so-called ‘screen scraper’: a program which automatically traverses links
and interprets HTML pages intended for human, rather than automated
consumption. Mycobank is not, at this point, updated through a Hudson
CI task but through a manually launched in-database update task. The
other two taxonomy resources do provide (easily) machine-readable data
dumps, which are imported into the databases using custom scripts. All
prokaryotic taxonomic source data is renewed weekly.
BioProject and NCBI LinkOut Projects to sequence the full genome of a
single organism can be registered as a Bioproject at the NCBI database [32].
Important metadata is available as part of these projects, and they can
be used as a starting point to locate more. A data export of the BioProject
database in eXtended Markup Language (XML) format is made available
data from the NCBI FTP servers. This data is integrated weekly by the
gpdler and grsloader applications. It is combined with mapping in-
formation to external databases downloaded from the NCBI LinkOut
system. These mappings are used by the Genomic Rosetta Stone to build
a mapping service of individual service identifiers.
5The Prokaryotic Nomenclature Up-to-date can be found at http://www.dsmz.de/
bacterial-diversity/prokaryotic-nomenclature-up-to-date.html
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Task group Update frequency
Building StrainInfo libraries on demand
MCL imports on demand
Sequence record imports (siseqparser, ferede) daily
Taxonomic database imports weekly
GRS updates (gpdler, grsloader) weekly
Exports and sitemap weekly
Table 3.1: List of the different groups of tasks run in StrainInfo and the frequency with
which they are run.
3.5 Pipeline components
A variety of data import tasks handle the actual integration (and subsequent
export) of information into StrainInfo. As shown in Figure 3.1, many of these
tasks do not require that other tasks are run in advance. In practice, there
are thus several parts of the pipeline that can be run concurrently. Import of
sequence records from ENA (by siseqparser), and the detection of molecular
sequences in those records which were submitted as their reverse complement
(by ferede), is run daily, while taxonomic updates happen weekly. Linking pub-
lications and sequences to strains is done as part of the siseqparser import.
However,further linking of cultures to sequence records can be done when
information from LPSN, DSMZ, and NCBI taxonomic databases has become
available. These extra links are established by the “link cultures” tasks, after
which the “update publications” task downloads publication information from
the NCBI PubMed publication database. Both are run weekly after completion
of the taxonomy tasks.
Several of these integration tasks trigger the construction of export files
for consumption by external users, for instance the NCBI LinkOut system,
which provides links to StrainInfo passport pages on NCBI sequence records.
The executions of export tasks is only triggered when necessary, i.e. when
underlying data has changed. The various tasks are described in more detail
below. All these different tasks can be roughly divided into only a few groups,
which are run as one whole or in quick succession. Table 3.1 summarizes the
types of data import or software building tasks, and the frequency in which
they are run.
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Figure 3.1: Subtasks involved in StrainInfo related imports, data integration and ex-
ports. Two tasks are connected if completion of one triggers the execution
of the other. While gpdler and grsloader are two tasks linked to the Ge-
nomic Rosetta Stone system, they are shown here since the data they gather
into the database can also be re-used for StrainInfo genome passports.
3.5.1 LPSN
LPSN is a strictly curated and complete source of taxonomic information for
Bacteria and Archaea, listing detailed strain and recommended 16S rRNA gene
sequence information with each taxonomic name in the index. Unfortunately,
no machine readable data export exists for the taxonomic information con-
tained in the pages of LPSN. Therefore, the lists of all taxa at or above the rank
of genus are used as input to an automated program, commonly called a spider,
that traverses links to taxon pages and reformats data in a structured format
for loading into a database server. The crawler was implemented as a set of
parsing rules and logic in the scraping framework Scrapy6.
Scrapy includes the lxml parsing library, which exposes HTML code as a tree-
like structure that can be queried using Xpath, a declarative query language for
parsed XML data. Unfortunately the code of pages on LPSN was never meant
to be parsed by machines. As a result, the spider implementation augments
the use of such queries with various heuristics based on font, text colour, and
other clues contained in the text. In this manner, the spider can obtain a
6Available from http://scrapy.org/
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list of taxonomic descriptions, each including a taxon name, taxon rank (e.g.
whether it is a species, genus, or higher), list of type strain numbers, 16S rRNA
gene sequence accession number, various references and etymology data. In
the practice of taxonomy, species names are often moved to different genera,
merged with other species and so on. This synonymy, as well as the identity of
a possible neotype strain, is also parsed and stored.
After parsing, each parsed item, corresponding to a single taxonomic name,
is run through a pipeline which removes faulty records and fields using a set of
filtering rules. After this step, all items are output to a simple Comma Separated
Values (CSV) file, from which they are uploaded into the database using the
Oracle sqlldr utility. The final step is the linking of strain numbers found
in these records with the cultures as stored in the StrainInfo database, done
by parsing strain numbers and generating identifiers. This is performed by a
dedicated PL/SQL stored procedure, previously available in the database.
3.5.2 NCBI and DSMZ taxonomies
Taxonomic information is linked by depositors to INSDC sequence records.
The NCBI taxonomy is a curated data set of all these taxonomic names [33]
and provide an entry point to users looking for genetic information linked to a
particular taxon. Its names and identifiers are integrated into the StrainInfo
database by a legacy script which downloads a full data dump of the taxonomy,
freely available from the NCBI FTP servers7, and stores names and identifiers
in the database in order to be able to link to the NCBI taxonomy browser from
any taxon passport in StrainInfo. Only known prokaryotic or fungal names are
made available in StrainInfo.
The DSMZ provides a taxonomy called the “Prokaryotic Nomenclature Up-
to-date”. It is another curated taxonomy based on the publication record of
Bacteria and Archaea, published monthly in a Microsoft Excel file containing
all current entries. The taxonomy includes similar information as LPSN, al-
though these taxonomies sometimes differ on certain names (most frequently,
it appears, in the spelling of new species names). In order to give users access
to different taxonomic opinions, it is integrated into the database with a simple
shell script and database procedure, in similar manner as the NCBI taxonomy,
and appears on any taxon passport for a recognized name in StrainInfo.
7At time of writing, the public FTP servers are found at ftp://ftp.ncbi.nih.gov/pub/
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Figure 3.2: Sequences from the prokaryotic and fungal sections added into the Eu-
ropean Nucleotide Archive by year, from its first 98 sequence records in
1982 through to the year 2012. Dates were based on the sequence record
creation date.
3.5.3 ENA sequence records
Almost all publicly available genetic information is available as (sets of) in-
dividual sequence records from the INSDC member databases. Much of this
molecular sequence information is indispensable for modern microbiology, as
is explored further in Chapter 5. As part of their mission, all INSDC member
databases provide publicly available structured data files of the entire database.
The total size of this archive is now measured in petabytes and growing expo-
nentially, doubling roughly every eight months [28, 42]. StrainInfo, as it focuses
on microbial information, only imports a small subsection of all this data,
namely the prokaryotic and fungal sections of the databases and associated
whole genome shotgun sequencing data. This data has section identifiers “PRO”
and “FUN”, which at time of writing still adds up to 38GB of gzip compressed
data, a number that is steadily increasing as should be clear from Figure 3.2.
The siseqparser sequence record importer was built with two major goals.
The first, to provide a robust parser for all information contained in an ENA
sequence record file. The format of these files is sometimes referred to as EMBL
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or EBI sequence format, while in the current nomenclature used by ENA it
is simply referred to as the ENA sequence format. Software module names
predate this change in nomenclature and still refer to it by the EMBL name.
The chosen programming language for the parser is the Python programming
language8. It was developed independently from scratch since the only other
robust Python language parser for these files found at the time was that of the
Biopython project9, which lacked full support for the metadata available in ENA
format files. Parsing functionality is provided in practice by the embl_parser
module.
The second goal of siseqparser is to leverage the embl_parser module to
provide a full pipeline for integration of EMBL information with that found in
the StrainInfo database. This requires tracking functionality for the download
of new ENA data files as they become available from the EBI FTP server, logic
to decompress and parse files, outputting the results into a set of tab separated
files which can then be uploaded into the StrainInfo database, and support to
access the existing legacy functions residing in-database for data integration.
In practice, a Python script called si_embl_updater handles the details of
these actions.
embl_parser
Listing 3.1 is a typical example of a sequence record in the ENA format. Note
in particular the ID line, which contains the accession number used to link to
sequences on the StrainInfo website. An ENA record also contains creation and
modification dates, which are used to conditionally update sequence records
in the database. Feature descriptions (lines starting with FT) identify the source
strain and the genes found in the sequence record. The feature annotations
are instrumental in linking the sequence record to a culture, and identifying
genes for applications in StrainInfo that need to retrieve them. In this case, the
chosen sequence record contains a sequence of a section of the 16S rRNA gene.
An ENA format file is highly structured and designed to be parsed line by
line in a single pass of a parser, with an enforced maximum line length for
parsers which rely on fixed length buffers. This makes the implementation of
embl_parser quite straightforward. It proceeds through the file line by line,
merging lines when data has been split over several lines, and assigns the values
8Available from http://python.org/
9Available from http://biopython.org/
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ID AJ320493 ; SV 1 ; l i n e a r ; genomic DNA; STD; PRO; 1521 BP .
XX
AC AJ320493 ;
XX
DT 30−AUG−2001 ( Rel . 68 , Created )
DT 13−SEP−2001 ( Rel . 69 , Last updated , Version 3)
XX
DE Paenibacil lus polymyxa p a r t i a l 16S rRNA gene , s t r a i n DSM 36T
XX
KW 16S ribosomal RNA; 16S rRNA gene .
XX
OS Paenibacil lus polymyxa
OC Bacteria ; Firmicutes ; B a c i l l i ; B a c i l l a l e s ; Paenibacil laceae ; Paenibacil lus .
XX
RN [ 1 ]
RP 1−1521
RA Sproeer C . ;
RT ;
RL Submitted (28−AUG−2001) to the INSDC.
RL Sproeer C. , Molecular Systematics and Ecology , Dsmz, Mascheroder Weg 1B,
RL 38124 Braunschweig , GERMANY.
XX
RN [ 2 ]
RA Suominen I . , Sproeer C. , Kaempfer P . , Lounatmaa K. , Salkinoja−Salonen M. ;
RT " Paenibacil lus s t e l l i f e r sp . nov . , a cyclodextrin producing species
RT i s o l a t e d from paperboard " ;
RL Unpublished .
XX
DR CABRI ; DSM 36.
DR EuropePMC ; PMC129906 ; 12406710.
DR RFAM; RF00177 ; SSU_rRNA_bacteria .
DR RFAM; RF01959 ; SSU_rRNA_archaea .
DR SILVA−SSU ; AJ320493 .
DR StrainInfo ; 39157; 1 .
XX
FH Key Location / Q u a l i f i e r s
FH
FT source 1. .1521
FT /organism=" Paenibacil lus polymyxa"
FT / s t r a i n ="DSM 36"
FT /mol_type="genomic DNA"
FT /note="type s t r a i n "
FT / db_xref ="taxon :1406"
FT rRNA <1.. >1521
FT /gene="16S rRNA"
FT /product="16S ribosomal RNA"
XX
SQ Sequence 1521 BP ; 385 A ; 351 C; 488 G; 297 T ; 0 other ;
ggctcaggac gaacgctggc ggcgtgccta atacatgcaa gtcgagcggg gttagtta ga
60
a g c t t g c t t c t a a t t a a c c t agcggcggac gggtgagtaa cacgtaggca acctgcccac
120
Listing 3.1: First 50 lines of the sequence record with accession number AJ320493, in
ENA text format.
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found in those lines to a set of lightweight classes that associates a field name
with each data value. The main information in each feature record is stored in
the EmblRecord class, while features and publications listed in the record are
parsed separately as lists of EmblFeature and EmblPublication, which are
attached to the EmblRecord instance.
Entries are usually bundled together in large data files, separated by the
string “//”. Because of the amount of data involved in parsing even only one
such file, embl_parser provides several functions to use it in streaming mode.
These accept a file name or file stream and buffer lines until a record separator
has been found. The record thus obtained is parsed and processed, before
proceeding to the next record. By making use of the generator pattern, available
in Python through the yield statement, a caller can iterate through the results
returned by these functions as it would a normal list of records, while only ever
keeping at most two records in memory. Listing 3.2 illustrates how this works
in practice: clients iterate over the results of the parse_file_stream method
which returns EmblRecord objects, returning control to the caller when a new
record becomes available.
conditional update
The si_embl_updater script expands on the functionality supplied by the
parser. Each time it is run, it checks whether a local cache of downloaded files
is still valid by checking for missing files and using EBI supplied Cyclic Redun-
dancy Check (CRC) files to check if downloaded files match those available on
the server. New files are automatically downloaded. In addition, the EBI also
provides update files, which follow a predictable naming pattern. When new
files of this type become available for the downloaded release, they are also
downloaded. Any files that have since been removed (i.e. after a new release)
are also removed from the local cache.
Not all records so obtained may have been updated (for instance, a new
release will also contain all older sequence records). Therefore, a list is gath-
ered of all accession numbers currently in the database, along with the last
modification date of their current sequence record. This list is used in the next
step to decide whether to save a record for update into the database, or simply
skip it.
Since they are offered in compressed format, the newly downloaded files
from the first step are passed, one by one, to the gzip program for decompres-
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def _extract_records ( f i lestream ) :
" " "
Extract EMBL records from a f i l e stream .
This method returns the records present in the supplied embl−format f i l e
as l i s t of s t r i n g s comprising each record , to be parsed further by other
functions .
" " "
l i n e = f i lestream . readline ( )
while l i n e != " " :
cur_record = [ ]
while l i n e . r s t r i p ( ) ! = " // " :
cur_record . append( l i n e . r s t r i p ( ) )
l i n e = f i lestream . readline ( )
y i e l d cur_record
l i n e = f i lestream . readline ( )
def parse_fi le_stream ( stream ) :
for record_source in _extract_records_stream ( stream ) :
y i e l d SeqParser ( record_source ) . parse ( )
Listing 3.2: Use of the generator pattern to reduce memory usage when extracting
records from a file. Client code can call the parse_file_stream and
iterate over the results directly, without loading each item into memory.
sion. The file stream returned by gzip is then passed to embl_parser which
parses these into records. Each record’s accession number and modification
date are checked against the previously retrieved list of accession numbers and
their modification. A reformatted version of the record is written to disk for
local update when changed.
Finally, Oracle SQL loader is called to upload the records and associated
features and publications into the database. A PL/SQL stored procedure is
called to identify strain numbers listed in the records and use those to link
records to cultures in StrainInfo.
When update files are involved, different versions of sequence records might
occur more than once in the input files, e.g. when update files are parsed
together with the release files, or when the sequence record has been updated
several times since the last release. This is handled by first scanning through
the files and keeping track of accession numbers that appear more than once.
The script can then simply skip previous occurrences in the record, to avoid
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writing multiple entries out to disk, which then would have to be deduplicated
elsewhere.
3.5.4 Feature reversal detection (ferede)
Molecular sequence features deposited into the INSDC databases should be de-
posited in the 5′ to 3′ direction (after translation via the feature annotations), as
is the convention when denoting a single strand. However, there is a small con-
tingent of sequences which were indeed mistakenly submitted as their reverse
complement, i.e. in the opposite direction and with purines and pyrimidines
transposed. This is especially a problem when working with 16S rRNA gene
sequences derived from sequence records in applications such as StrainInfo
SeqRank, which includes a similarity criterion (see Chapter 5), since perform-
ing a multiple alignment between sequences with different orientations will
naturally result in nonsensical results.
Determining the sequence in the correct direction is a straightforward op-
eration (requiring simply reversing the reverse complement and transpos-
ing purines with pyrimidines and vice versa), but it requires one to know
the sequence is reversed first. Therefore, 16S rRNA gene sequences derived
from newly imported sequence records by siseqparser are scanned with V-
REVCOMP [43], which attempts to find 18 different domains in the rRNA gene
(detected through matching of a set of profile hidden markov models with
HMMER [44]), in order to detect if a sequence is likely reversed. Ferede (for
FEature REversal DEtection) manages the fetching of sequences, execution
of V-REVCOMP and interpretation of results. The sequences assigned the sta-
tus “reverse” or “uncertain-reverse” by V-REVCOMP are not physically turned
(as they are only one of the features of what could be a longer sequence) but
marked as being the reverse complement in the database. When 16S rRNA
gene features are retrieved in the StrainInfo core module, this information can
be used to reverse complement sequences before alignment is undertaken.
3.5.5 StrainInfo exports
StrainInfo offers a number of static database exports, most available on the
exports page (available from http://www.straininfo.net/exports). These
exports are generally simple database dumps with relevant information such as
marking whether a molecular sequence is type strain related (used by the SILVA
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team in the construction of their database releases). In addition, StrainInfo
provides a set of site map files, used by search engines to find and index the
many available passport pages and also uploads a set of custom files to the
NCBI LinkOut system and the ENA repository, which they use to link sequence
records to relevant StrainInfo passport pages for the source material. On-the-fly
creation of all of these, often very large, files would introduce a high database
load when multiple requests occur. Moreover, it is unnecessary for these files to
be updated more than integration occurs, and thus they can be safely created
daily or weekly, depending on the type of data and application. Therefore,
most tasks that alter data in the database trigger creation of new exports and
upload to the relevant locations (the StrainInfo websites or the data servers of
external partners). When updates should occur even more infrequently, they
are scheduled separately on a biweekly basis.
3.5.6 GRS
Figure 3.3: Data flow from NCBI FTP servers (serving the BioProject XML export) and
NCBI LinkOut through the gpdler application to a local H2 embedded
database file. This file is then loaded by the grsloader application, which
uses it to transfer the data to equivalent data tables in StrainInfo’s Oracle
DBMS.
Genome project source organism related information is published by the
NCBI as a set of BioProjects. A complete XML format export of this database is
available from the NCBI FTP servers and can be parsed by the gpdler applica-
tion, and additional mappings to other resources can be downloaded from the
NCBI LinkOut system. gpdler stores this data in a relational database, where
it can be used by StrainInfo and the Genomic Rosetta Stone system. Since both
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the Genomic Rosetta Stone web application and gpdler are open source, it
was elected to store the data in a freely available embedded database, the H2
database engine10. However, StrainInfo makes use of the Oracle RDBMS, and
can also make use of the same information. Therefore, the data is inserted
into the Oracle database by the grsloader, which utilises gpdler as a library
containing both an object relational mapping for the database, and access
methods for the embedded database it creates.
10Available from http://www.h2database.com/
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The Genomic Rosetta Stone
4.1 Introduction
A rapid fall in sequencing costs has made it feasible for small- and large-scale
studies alike to increasingly rely on fully sequenced genomes for their analyses.
As a result, the number of published genomes is rapidly increasing [6]. Addi-
tionally, researchers continue to devise new ways to examine and to analyze
genomic data. Increasingly, genomic data analyses rely on additional related
data about the organism, the original sampling event and the subsequent culti-
vation procedures. Recently, the Genomic Standards Consortium published the
Minimal Information about any (x) Sequence Standard (MIxS) [45]. However,
often the additional related data is not available with the original sequence
record. Typically either because the information was not available to the origi-
nal submitters, or because the metadata is curated and maintained by separate
and specialized database providers. Various data providers already provide this
data freely through web sites or Application Programming Interfaces (APIs).
Such resources now abound, and are an important part of the genomic research
ecosystem.
The availability of related data distributed over heterogeneous data providers
has naturally led to a desire among researchers and software developers alike
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to build new services that allow them to download and browse all available
related data on genomes. Furthermore, there is a growing interest in auto-
mated analysis of large data sets, where the data quantities involved preclude
manual downloading and re-formatting of genome-related information. How-
ever, genome-related data is scattered across various data providers, operating
within the constraints of different problem domains, be it genomes themselves,
annotations, publications or materials in culture collections. Each problem
domain comes with a different way of identifying resources, and of linking
them to genomes. Additionally, their increasing number means data providers
do not, and should not have to, know about or link to each other. Therefore, in-
tegrating information found on one resource with records on another resource
still requires laboriously navigating between isolated data islands.
The distributed nature of data providers means any solution to the cross-
referencing problem must be updatable and maintainable. Likewise, it should
be searchable by allowing the use of any genome or genome-related data iden-
tifier when searching for related information. The Genomic Rosetta Stone
(GRS) [46] achieves this goal in a dual way: it standardizes the use of the BioPro-
ject identifier [32] as a single identifier — and provides a mechanism and tools
for fetching related records based upon the use of the LinkOut system operated
by the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) [33]. The goal of
the GRS is to create a stable method for lookup of additional genome-related
data in whichever format necessary and make it freely available as open source
software.
This chapter discusses the architecture of the current system, as well as the
registration process for new partners and the current data providers participat-
ing at launch. The second part of this chapter examines several applications
that currently make use of the GRS data, including StrainInfo, as well as a sim-
ple mashup constructed to demonstrate the capabilities of the new web API.
It is shown that it is now quite straightforward to find related data. However,
challenges do remain in the interpretation and integration of that data. The
Genomic Rosetta Stone in its current operation constitutes a building block for
the development of applications that explore and exploit genomic information,
and may point the way to further improvements to existing data exchange
practices.
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4.2 Architecture
The Genomic Rosetta Stone links records from genomics-related databases to
each other by mapping the identifiers of those records to each other. In order
to establish this mapping, the GRS has chosen to map all database-specific
identifiers to a common identifier: the BioProject identifier [32, 46]. From
that mapping, all other mappings can be derived, by considering the set of
all objects that refer to the common identifier as a single cloud of genomic
information.
An advantage of BioProject identifiers is that a stable and freely accessible
resource already exists to map them to outside data sources, namely the NCBI
LinkOut system. There, data providers can update their own mappings, using
the LinkOut FTP upload server and a specialized data format. Any data provider
that wishes to join the system should register with NCBI LinkOut and upload a
description of its mappings, possibly using existing mappings already in the
system. They are given a provider identifier and can submit their own name and
name abbreviation into the system. This abbreviation is later used in the GRS
Resolver. Mappings are uploaded in a specialized XML format documented by
NCBI, consisting of object ID (or query) and URL pairs. Resource links from
data providers are listed on BioProject pages as part of the normal operation
of the LinkOut system. They are also available through an open XML-based
interface, ensuring that data is freely available to all interested partners, and
that new services, such as the GRS Resolver, can be built on top of it.
As illustrated in Figure 4.1, advanced users can query the NCBI LinkOut
system directly using the Entrez Programming Utilities (E-utilities) [33], which
allow for the querying of mappings using a BioProject identifier. They do not
provide any interface to query for BioProject identifiers when only a provider
record is known, however, nor do they allow the querying of the resources
associated with an identifier. To allow querying in both directions, the GRS
Resolver (https://github.com/wdesmet/grs-web) was developed. It provides
an easy-to-use, Representational State Transfer based (RESTful) [37] interface
for the querying of mappings, and is supported by a mapping downloader,
‘gpdler’ (https://github.com/wdesmet/gpdler), which synchronizes Bio-
Project information and mappings when they become available in LinkOut,
using E-utilities. The Resolver and its synchroniser are open source and can
be downloaded and run locally, or an up-to-date copy can be accessed online
using any publicly available endpoint, such as the one run under the auspices
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Figure 4.1: The Genomic Rosetta Stone maps identifiers to each other using the Bio-
Project identifier as a common identifier. These mappings are stored in
LinkOut, which can be queried for mappings from BioProject identifiers to
data provider records. The GRS Resolver indexes LinkOut mappings and
extends its functionality by providing reverse mappings.
of the StrainInfo project (http://grs.straininfo.net).
4.3 Data Providers
Table 4.1 lists all collaborators participating in the GRS at the time of writ-
ing. Their databases describe the genome projects themselves, properties of
(partial) genome sequences or extend more widely to other genome-related
information, such as, in the case of StrainInfo, the cultured microbial strains
genomes were derived from. Each of these services might well refer to each
other, and through GRS this kind of cross-referencing can easily be done on
the fly if providers so wish.
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Provider URL
StrainInfo http://www.straininfo.net/
GOLD http://www.genomesonline.org/
RDP http://rdp.cme.msu.edu/
SILVA http://www.arb-silva.de/
GeminaDB http://gemina.igs.umaryland.edu
IMG http://img.jgi.doe.gov
Table 4.1: List of current GRS data providers. Additional providers currently listed
on http://grs.straininfo.net/providers: jcrventer, dryaddb, vectorbase ; in
preparation: HMP DACC
Figure 4.2: Example request and response using the GRS Resolver. A client application
queries the Resolver application for a list of identifiers (1–2), using a data
provider ID of any participating data provider. It then continues to query
data providers separately (4–8), using identifiers returned in step 2. A client
may also decide to query LinkOut directly (1b–2b), if it has access to a
BioProject identifier.
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Figure 4.3: screenshot of StrainInfo genome browser.
4.4 Client Applications
Figure 4.2 outlines how a client application might make use of the GRS APIs to
discover the location of genome-related data provider records. Of these, access
to NCBI LinkOut through Entrez Programming Utilities (E-utilities) using the
venerable ‘elink’ utility allows fetching and displaying the same external links
as shown on an NCBI BioProject page. It is the oldest, and thus the most used
in current applications, such as the browsers developed by both the Ribosomal
Database Project (RDP) [47] and StrainInfo ([48] and Chapter 2). In the case
of RDP, this browser lists genomic information and links to outside informa-
tion sources, using LinkOut information. StrainInfo uses a similar mechanism,
where each genome has its so-called passport page, and the genome browser,
activated by clicking an external link, displays links to all resources in a browser
toolbar, shown on the right in Figure 3, allowing quick navigation and compari-
son between the resources provided by various data providers.
4.4.1 Resolver API
New applications can be built using the GRS Resolver RESTful interface, which
provides access to representation of remote resources — in this case identifier
mappings and related information — through use of the HTTP protocol and
simple URIs organised into namespaces. The major access points of the API are
summarized in Table 4.2. The first of these is the ‘projects’ namespace, which
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Namespace URI Type of identifier Example URI Result
/projects Bioproject Identifier /projects/3 List of mappings
/mappings Provider abbreviation /mappings/straininfo List of mappings to StrainInfo
resources (full list)
/mappings/<provider> Provider Identifier /mappings/gold/gc00080 Mapping information and all re-
lated mappings
/providers NA /providers List of providers with relevant
attributes.
Table 4.2: List of namespaces and query patterns, which can be used to query the GRS
web application at http://grs.straininfo.net/.
organises Bioproject information managed by the GRS application. In the cur-
rent version, this includes only the list of all mappings (URLs to data providers)
for a requested project. It can also be used at the top level to retrieve a list of
all project identifiers currently recorded. Likewise, the ‘mappings’ namespace
can be used to retrieve a list of all mappings, but is also organised in sections,
each section containing mappings for a certain provider. The representation of
a single mapping also contains all related mappings, facilitating quick retrieval
of all identifiers when only the identifier of only one provider is known. The
‘providers’ namespace, finally, can be used to query for provider information,
including the provider name abbreviation, which as a parameter in querying
the mappings namespace.
4.4.2 Case Study: A Simple Comparison App
Since many data providers provide resources in similar domains, it is natural
to wonder in what way their data overlaps, complements or even conflicts.
Therefore, the Resolver API above was used to implement a simple compar-
ison mashup as a case study of how the GRS API might be used in mashup
applications. It displays information related to a genome project in a grid,
using data from three different providers, namely NCBI’s source BioProject
data, Megx.net, a portal for integrated environmental and (meta-)genomic data
intended for use in marine microbial ecology [49], and StrainInfo, an integrated
database of cultured microbial strains. The grid resulting from querying and
mashing up the data of these three providers, shown in Figure 4.4, lists in its
rows different terms found in the data of these providers, and in its columns
values for those terms found at each respective data provider’s API or data
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Figure 4.4: Operation of the GRS Comparison app. Comparisons are generated by
querying GRS data where necessary and extracting records from various
APIs from the three supported data providers. The eventual result is shown
in a grid system, for easy at-a-glance comparisons.
export. By colour coding the rows, it is easy to see at a glance which terms
are only defined by one data provider (blue colour), on which terms at least
two have data and are in agreement (green colour) and on which they seem
to disagree (red colour). Data integration is done on-the-fly using known
information from the included data providers. The mashup is available at
http://grs.straininfo.net/comparisons, and its source code is available
to developers as part of the GRS Resolver source code.
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4.5 Discussion
4.5.1 A Common Identifier
Linking multiple disparate resources together, such as in GRS, might simply be
done by keeping track of which records refer to each other, but that solution
is quite storage intensive; in the worst case, where many records refer to each
other, it will require storage space that grows quadratically with the number
of data providers, even though all records are intrinsically linked to the same
objects, namely genomes. Furthermore, integration of the data records in
an application based on GRS would still require its developer to internally
assign some sort of singular identifier to each genome. Therefore, it is more
advantageous to choose a common identifier for each genome in advance.
With this identifier in place, the only mapping required is that from each data
provider’s identifier scheme to a common identifier.
A good central identifier should be universally applicable to, and available
for, all genomes. Ideally it would refer to every individual genome, from initial
sequencing to assembly through to archival, and remain stable, i.e. it does
not change over time or through the various stages of a project. No ‘perfect’
identifier exists for genomes. Rather than attempting to solve this problem by
assigning yet another new identifier, the GRS has chosen to use the BioProject
identifier. These identifiers exist for almost all genomes, are generally stable,
never reused and map to a small number of genomes per identifier. Often data
providers can easily establish a mapping to BioProject identifiers, and some
already do. Data providers that cannot link their data to a BioProject identifier,
can often link it to the data records of other data providers. By making use
of the GRS, they can also easily retrieve a BioProject identifier to use in their
mapping. By further leveraging NCBI Linkout, the onus of updating mappings
falls on the data providers. This distributed update system will allow the GRS
to grow organically, from the data providers out, with no further maintenance
required on behalf of the GRS core working group.
4.5.2 GRS Resolver
The GRS has a dual goal: to make finding genomes and genome-related in-
formation much easier, and to facilitate the building of new applications that
integrate this information. To attain those goals, developers require an Ap-
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plication Programming Interface (API) with which they can easily build new
applications for the visualisation and analysis tasks required by end users. Such
an API must be comprehensive, concise and easy-to-use if it is to see signif-
icant adoption numbers. Preferably, it should also allow as many different
programming styles and use cases as possible.
E-utilities are the tool of choice for developers already familiar with them,
providing access to the same information as the GRS Resolver. They do not,
however, perform any additional processing on mappings, and only allow
developers to query for records using the BioProject identifier or a specialized
query. The GRS Resolver enables additional functionality, by parsing URLs for
data provider identifiers heuristically, and providing full identifier mapping
from any resource record to another, as was shown in Figure 1. In addition, it
provides data in three commonly used data formats, namely plain text, ad-hoc
eXtensible Markup Language (XML) and JavaScript Object Notation (JSON).
This design eschews interface complexity traditionally associated with other
web service designs, such as the Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) [36].
Instead, queries use simple HTTP GET requests, resources are identified by
their URI, and the required data format can be negotiated using request headers
and an appropriate Internet media type. For instance, finding and processing a
list of related mappings using a BioProject identifier or a mapping identifier, can
be done using only information from Table 4.2 and standard HTTP functionality
available in most programming languages, command line interface, or any web
browser. This allows application developers to query the service in whatever
fashion they feel comfortable with, maximizing convenience and lowering
barriers to further development.
Any entity wishing to set up the GRS Resolver for internal use or as a ser-
vice to the community can easily do so, since they are open source and freely
available. This ensures that, should one endpoint become slow or suffer tem-
porary downtime, users can easily switch their applications to a different end-
point. Furthermore, the synchronisation application downloads all relevant
data about mappings into an embedded H2 SQL database, which can easily
be integrated with existing relational database tools. This approach provides
developers and users with a rich array of options with which to access the
underlying mappings, allowing them to easily add new mapping formats or
research other improvements to data provider interoperability.
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4.5.3 Technical design
As the Genomic Rosetta Stone is intended as an open infrastructure, that could
be used by many different, sometimes competing, types of users, it must be
constructed with openness in mind. One of the main implications of this
approach is that all software tools involved must be available and useful as sep-
arate modules in their own right, which reduces the reliance of data providers
on potentially fragile hosting of other data providers. This approach is followed
for all parts involved in the GRS system, except for NCBI LinkOut, which has a
long and stable history as a central information repository. For the StrainInfo
environment specifically, this precludes incorporating GRS directly into the
StrainInfo web platform, and it equally follows that, if possible, both the down-
loader application and the GRS Resolver should not rely on the availability
of an Oracle database, which only happens to be the data store of choice for
StrainInfo itself. Therefore, database access is abstracted through the use of
an object-relational mapping or ORM tool (provided by the Hibernate1 frame-
work), which hides any database-specific details from the implementation of
all other classes. In addition, both include built-in support for the H2 Database
Engine2, which provides a database in absence of a user configured one.
In any hosting environment, using several different database types, as well
as managing the access of various applications to different databases, induces
a certain maintenance cost. At the same time, the H2 embedded SQL database,
while convenient, is not meant for heavy server workloads. Therefore, data
is not kept solely in the embedded database after downloading, but loaded
into the central Oracle database. There are several ways to do this, the most
obvious of which would be to modify the configuration of gpdler to connect
directly to an Oracle database. This additionally involves supplying an extra
SQL script to permit creation of database tables into the Oracle database,
which is a task not left over to the Hibernate framework because of efficiency
considerations. This approach is certainly one of the most straightforward, but
has as a major drawback that none of the automated support for the embedded
H2 database would ever be used within the StrainInfo team, aside from any
automated tests bundled as part of the gpdler application. Experience teaches
that features which are not exercised frequently will eventually break, leaving
the end users (who likely don’t use an Oracle database) with a broken piece
1http://hibernate.org
2http://www.h2database.com/
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Figure 4.5: Diagram of the interactions of the various data repositories and software
or APIs connecting them.
of software. Therefore, the perhaps less obvious decision was taken to always
download the relevant records to an H2 embedded database first, making this
the default supported situation, after which a separate application, internally
named ‘grsloader’, is used to connect to this embedded database and transfer
records to the StrainInfo central database in bulk. This exercises the default
supported path supported to users, allows the GRS Resolver to be run using the
more powerful Oracle database instance, and makes GRS data available to the
StrainInfo platform, for use in the genome browser mentioned above.
Figure 4.5 provides a diagram of how the various pieces of software fit to-
gether with the databases defined. Each repository in this figure simply holds a
transformed version of the data in the other repository. By transforming this
data and providing additional functionality, however, that data can be made
much more useful, since it relieves application writers of the need to write
adaptation layers to provide similar functionality.
4.5.4 Mashup applications
Whereas single-source applications are generally concerned with providing
a full-fledged toolbox to their users, mashups tend to excel at a single task,
deriving value mainly from the way that they bring data from disparate sources
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together. The mashup developed for this work is no different; it provides value
by aggregating data from several data providers and analysing differences. Such
a simple way of flagging problems and locating complementary information
could not be built so easily without an application such as the GRS, which
has made finding the data records much easier. The comparison so generated
benefits users and curators alike, as it quickly becomes clear where data is
missing, inaccurate, or inconsistent across databases, with minimal effort to
launch the application.
There are still some significant challenges to the process of building a mashup
in this domain. The first is the proliferation of APIs associated with any cross-
domain service. As can be seen in Figure 4.4 for the example mashup, all three
data sources offer their data in different ways. For the source data, it was elected
to use a data export available from the NCBI’s FTP servers, rather than directly
querying E-utilities, since the data export exposes more information than is
available through E-utilities. Megx.net, on the other hand, has a custom API
which can be queried using a project identifier. In StrainInfo, culture data is
identified by a culture identifier, which was found by using the GRS API defined
above. Unfortunately there is no agreed-upon standard to expose such infor-
mation through an API, even though each data provider shares information
publicly through a web page or web portal.
Once data is downloaded from these APIs, the application logic builds a grid
by comparing data for similar terms. While many of those terms are in the same
domain, they do not share a common vocabulary. Any sort of data integration
between services thus must develop its own mapping of terms, as was also
done for the comparison application, which does this by being aware what
each data source provides, and using hand-crafted mappings to know what
should and what should not be in the same column. The mapping problem
is a common issue with data exchange, where much of that data is described
according to a locally defined schema and multiple data providers often have
slightly different interpretations of what a term should mean, how it should
be represented, or which values should be allowed. This situation increases
implementation effort and precludes certain types of automated inference,
unless further developer intervention is applied.
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4.6 Conclusions
As the example of a simple mashup makes clear, the GRS and its Resolver can be
used to quickly build new applications that integrate genomic data. However,
while data providers already describe their data using various data standards,
the data landscape remains extremely scattered, and there is no single standard
way to retrieve a machine readable data record from any one provider. The
Genomic Rosetta Stone can be seen as a basis for the development of further
interoperability standards, particularly focusing on the availability and format
of machine readable information. This would enable future applications to be
implemented more rapidly, focusing on data analysis rather than data parsing.
Crucial to such an effort is the development of a standard for web application
access, preferably at the same location as provided in provider’s identifier
mappings submitted to the GRS.
Data descriptions could be improved greatly by further standardising com-
mon ways to expose the data, focusing on methods of describing terms that
make use of simple techniques such as relying on common vocabularies, and
presenting data in data formats that attach further semantic meaning to terms.
Such a development should be done in a gradual manner, where users of legacy
features see no change, but data provider services come increasingly available
for automatic consumers, describing data using well described data terms. Se-
mantic Web technologies are already partly being applied to this problem, for
instance in the form of a Resource Description Framework (RDF) [50] version
of the MIxS checklists. Similar techniques can be used to describe data provider
records. The Genomic Standards Consortium could play a key role in further
standardizing access to this data, in a way that is compatible with a Linked
Data web.
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Sequence Filtering and Ranking
5.1 Introduction
Since the 1980s the 16S rRNA gene has played a central role in the systematics
of the prokaryotes [23, 25, 51, 52]. Because of this central role, it is routinely
sequenced in studies, and recent sequencing efforts have endeavoured to gen-
erate its sequence for most of the missing type species [53]. As a result, the gene
has been sequenced for almost all of the bacterial and archaeal type strains,
resulting in a broad coverage of the known prokaryotic diversity in the public
databases of the International Nucleotide Sequence Database Collaboration
(INSDC, www.indsc.org). The type strains themselves are deposited in at
least two culture collections in two different countries preferentially located in
different parts of the world, as a requirement for describing novel species or
subspecies [54].
Over time, living cultures of the same type strain get distributed across
multiple researchers and culture collections around the world, and multiple
instances of the 16S rRNA gene of the same type strain are sequenced and
deposited in the INSDC databases. Figure 5.1 shows a schematic overview of
this spread of cultures and sequence records for the Paenibacillus polymyxa
type strain. StrainInfo finds over 1,700 INSDC sequence records linked to a
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strain number of this type strain. The majority of these records result from a
genomic survey to reconstruct the draft genome of the P. polymyxa type strain
[24] and have been left out of the figure. It is, however, worth noting that 41
of the remaining 52 sequence records contain partial or complete sequences
of the 16S rRNA gene with DNA extracted from different cultures of the type
strain: DSM 36T (AJ320493, U60654-U60659, X57308), IAM 13419T (AB006947,
AB042063, D16276), KCTC 3627T (AY359636, HE981766-HE981792), NBRC
15309T (AB271758) and NCDO 1774T (X60632). This situation where multiple
records containing the 16S rRNA gene sequence of the same type strain are
available from the public sequence databases is quite common, as can be seen
from Figure 5.2.
After the first complete genome of a free-living bacterium was sequenced
in 1995 [55], many more whole-genome sequences of Bacteria and Archaea
have been deposited in the public sequence databases. Large sequencing
projects such as the Human Microbiome Project [56], Genomic Encyclope-
dia of Bacteria and Archaea (GEBA) [19, 20] and the Microbial Earth Project
(www.microbial-earth.org) have set out to fill remaining gaps by sequenc-
ing the complete genomes of known bacterial and archaeal type strains. All
these undertakings lead to multiple sequences of the 16S rRNA gene becoming
available for a single type strain.
Some Bacteria and Archaea only have a single rRNA operon, but it is common
to find organisms with a higher number of operons [58]. These operons are
not always exact copies but generally differ in a modest number of positions,
typically less than 15 in the case of the 16S rRNA gene [59, 60]. Although recent
analysis [61] revealed more substantial intragenomic rRNA operon variation for
human disease associated Borrelia afzelii, and the extremophilic prokaryotes
Haloarcula marismortui and Thermoanaerobacter tengcongensis, 16S rRNA
gene sequences are still widely accepted and used as phylogenetic markers,
especially considering that a study over all sequenced genomes around the
same time showed significant intragenomic variability (more than 2%) for only
2% of the examined type strains [60]. The operon variation reported by the
authors of [61] also turned out unevenly distributed over the complete length of
rrn cistrons and is speculated to be functionally related to adaptations towards
unusual ecological conditions. Apart from the expected natural variation in
16S rRNA gene sequences, other differences can be observed in the sequence
records containing the 16S rRNA gene of the same strain. While the INSDC
enforces a minimum of metadata to be provided when depositing sequences
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Figure 5.2: Histogram showing the distribution of the available 16S rRNA sequences in
the INSDC databases for each bacterial or archaeal type strain. A majority
of type strains only has a single 16S rRNA gene sequence, but almost 40%
of the type strains have two or more.
in the public repositories, no quality restrictions are in effect for the sequences
themselves [45]. As a result, we can find anything in between short partial se-
quences of the 16S rRNA gene up to full-length sequences. Other confounding
factors are badly assembled sequences that contain large gaps filled with Ns
or other junk in the form of various vectors at the start or end of the sequence.
As the INSDC databases have limited quality control, additional rRNA gene
databases such as the Ribosomal Database Project [47, 62], Greengenes [63],
EzTaxon [64] or SILVA [31] have been built on top of them to improve their
quality by filtering out poor quality sequences or providing quality measures,
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update or add metadata, and provide additional features such as precomputed
high-quality alignments or an entire analysis workbench.
The 16S rRNA gene is universally present and evolutionary conserved, with
certain regions exhibiting a higher variability than others resulting in an overall
sequence that serves as evolutionary backbone and molecular clock in phy-
logenetic studies [65, 66]. In addition, large metagenomics project such as
the Human Microbiome Project [67] and the Earth Microbiome project [68]
use 16S rRNA gene sequences to measure diversity and strongly rely on 16S
rRNA reference databases for identification purposes [69]. Given the varying
quality of 16S rRNA gene sequences present in the public databases, great
care should be taken to only rely upon high-quality sequences when setting
up phylogenetic studies or metagenomics analysis. Therefore 16S rRNA gene
sequences extracted from the INSDC databases should be screened, leaving
out sequences of poor quality [52]. If a representative 16S rRNA gene sequence
must be chosen for a particular type strain or other reference strain, all candi-
date records should be collected and the one of the highest quality should be
selected for further analysis. Ideally the entire process should be repeated each
time the study is carried out, as sequences are continuously added or updated
in the INSDC databases. Since such a screening might be regarded as complex
and time-consuming, in practice this step is often ignored or only performed
superficially.
As is well-known to practitioners in the field [66], a high-quality selection of
16S rRNA gene sequences is fundamental to the quality of any phylogenetic
inference based on it. Figure 5.3 illustrates the importance of this selection. We
have inferred two phylogenies for a selection of fifteen species of the genus
Paenibacillus. In each case, we have selected from the INSDC databases a
representative 16S rRNA gene sequence for each species among the sequences
that are available from its type strain. In generating the left tree we have
carefully chosen the candidate 16S rRNA gene sequence to be of high quality,
whereas for the right tree we have randomly picked a sequence among the
available candidates. The latter approach generally selected sequences that
were shorter and thus carry less information for phylogenetic reconstruction
to work with. In comparing the trees, we clearly see that both choices lead to
different estimates of the evolutionary distance between the species included
in this experiment, ultimately leading to tree topologies showing structural
differences. Evolutionary analysis based on one tree might thus fundamentally
disagree with a similar analysis based on the other in extreme cases. As such,
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this experiment highlights the importance of using high-quality sequences in
phylogenetic studies.
The All-Species Living Tree Project (LTP) attempts to remedy this by select-
ing a single representative 16S rRNA gene sequence for every bacterial and
archaeal type strain [60, 70]. Therefore, a curator chooses the most represen-
tative sequence manually, partly by taking into account the quality measures
provided by the SILVA database project, as well as strain information contained
in a list of candidate sequences collected from StrainInfo. All data is quality
checked and enriched with metadata, and a high-quality alignment is provided
to researchers. While LTP is an invaluable research tool, it has some drawbacks.
First of all, it requires keeping abreast of the changes in over 10,000 type strains,
resulting in slow release cycles. It is expected that once a choice has been
made for a particular type strain, it is not re-evaluated in future releases unless
some user points out that a better choice might be available. Secondly, the
selection criteria are based on expert knowledge and are not made explicit in
the resulting data files. There is no way to check what sequences might have
been missed, or why certain sequences have been selected over others. Finally,
because of its time consuming nature this curation procedure – although very
reliable – scales poorly when it comes to extending it to non-type strains or
other housekeeping genes. It is expected that in the next decades to come, a
vast number of new Archaea and Bacteria will be discovered and described
with 16S rRNA gene sequences as a backbone for classification. It is estimated
that the real bacterial diversity is far beyond the known diversity[71], which
will render the manual curation approach intractable in the future.
StrainInfo has set out to design and build a proof of concept that completely
automates the process of selecting from the INSDC databases a high-quality
16S rRNA gene sequence for each bacterial and archaeal type strain. The rec-
ommendations resulting from this pipeline were evaluated against the expert
selection made in the All-Species Living Tree Project and are available from the
strain and taxon passports on StrainInfo in a dynamic way, because they are
based on daily updates of INSDC sequences that are automatically linked to
cultures of type strains. This validates the automated procedure for extension
to non-type strains and even to other housekeeping genes.
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Figure 5.4: Schematic overview of the automated pipeline used by StrainInfo to select
high-quality 16S rRNA gene sequences for each bacterial and archaeal type
strain. Numbers indicate the number of records that result after each step
in the process.
5.2 Materials and Methods
The process of filtering and ranking 16S rRNA gene sequences according to
their quality can be divided into a few distinct phases, from the data collection
to the ranking itself. A schematic overview of the different phases in this
pipeline is shown in Figure 5.4. The type strain of Paenibacillus polymyxa [72]
will be used as a running example to illustrate the methods involved in each
individual phase in the automated selection process. This process consists
of data collection of 16S rRNA gene sequences through the use of type strain
information, filtering using pre-defined criteria, and ranking of sequences
using poset ranking, a multi-criteria ranking method that results in the choice
of a single recommended high-quality 16S rRNA gene sequence.
5.2.1 Data collection
In the data collection phase, equivalent strain numbers are used to collect
a list of 16S rRNA gene sequences of the same type strain. For species or
subspecies for which a neotype strain was accepted by the Judicial Commission
of the International Committee on Systematic Bacteriology, this strain was
used instead of the type strain. Gene sequences were obtained from the INSDC
through the EMBL Nucleotide Sequence Database public FTP servers [42], for
EMBL Nucleotide Archive release 104. They were consequently updated using
the incremental update files up to August 12, 2013, at which time the tests
reported in this manuscript were run.
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StrainInfo is used to link species to their type strains and strains to their se-
quences. These links are accomplished through text mining of various sources
such as the List of Prokaryotic Names with Standing in Nomenclature [11],
Biological Resource Center (BRC) catalogs, data exports from BRCs in Micro-
biological Common Language (MCL) format [14], and the sequence records
themselves.
Information on species and sequences was imported from the latest LTP
release at the time of writing (LTP release 111) available from the LTP project
website1. Data from this release were exported using the ARB software pack-
age [73] and imported into a local database for comparison. Almost all species
in LTP release 111 can be linked to a type strain using StrainInfo, as seen in
Figure 5.4.
Once a type strain is found, it can be linked to a set of 16S rRNA gene se-
quences. Feature annotations are used to extract 16S rRNA genes from pub-
lished sequences where possible, which also allows for extracting the genes
from partial or complete published genomes. When no such annotations are
present, the description field is scanned for the strings ‘16S’ or ‘small subunit’.
When multiple identical sequences are available from a genome, only a single
copy is retained. Some of these sequences have been submitted as their reverse
complement, while not being annotated as such. Therefore all input sequences
are checked by the V-REVCOMP software [43] before filtering is done and crite-
rion scores are calculated. While a majority of all bacterial and archaeal type
strains has only a single sequence deposited in the INSDC databases, 38.5%
of the type strains have two or more sequences. For these sequences an auto-
mated ranking procedure will be executed to select a high-quality candidate.
Table 5.1a illustrates the results of this data collection process for the type
strain of P. polymyxa, for which currently over fifty different (spellings of) strain
numbers are known in StrainInfo. Each strain number corresponds to a dif-
ferent subculture of the species, which are in principle clones and can all be
used as source material for molecular sequencing. INSDC sequence records
are linked to their corresponding strain number by examining the strain anno-
tation provided in many of these records. In the case of P. polymyxa, five of its
strain numbers were found to have 16S rRNA gene sequence records linked to
them.
1Data sets of the Living Tree Project can be found at www.arb-silva.de/projects/
living-tree/
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accession strain l a (%) h (%) s
filtered sequences
U60656 DSM 36T 347 0.0 0.00 NA
U60657 DSM 36T 347 0.0 0.00 NA
U60658 DSM 36T 347 0.0 0.00 NA
U60659 DSM 36T 347 0.0 0.00 NA
U60654 DSM 36T 347 0.0 0.00 NA
U60655 DSM 36T 347 0.0 0.00 NA
AB006947 IAM 13419T 279 0.0 0.00 NA
ranked sequences
D16276 IAM 13419T 1,491 0.0 0.07 95.68
AB042063 IAM 13419T 1,504 0.2 0.07 95.77
AJ320493 DSM 36T 1,521 0.0 0.07 96.11
X57308 DSM 36T 1,373 14.3 0.07 81.68
AB271758 NBRC 15309T 1,479 0.3 0.07 95.85
X60632 NCIMB 8158T 1,425 3.1 0.07 93.06
AY359636 KCTC 3627T 1,438 0.0 0.07 95.76
(a) Attribute values
accession strain Cl Ca Ch Cs
D16276 IAM 13419T 1.0 1.000 1.0 0.9864
AB042063 IAM 13419T 1.0 0.998 1.0 0.9873
AJ320493 DSM 36T 1.0 1.000 1.0 0.9909
X57308 DSM 36T 0.8 0.857 1.0 0.8421
AB271758 NBRC 15309T 1.0 0.997 1.0 0.9882
X60632 NCIMB 8158T 1.0 0.969 1.0 0.9594
AY359636 KCTC 3627T 1.0 1.000 1.0 0.9872
(b) Criterion scores
Table 5.1: Attribute values and associated criterion scores for all 16S rRNA gene se-
quences of the P. polymyxa type strain. Table a shows the accession number
of each sequence and the strain number of the culture it was derived from,
with values for the length (l), the percentage of ambiguous base pairs (a)
and the homopolymer percentage (h) in these sequences, and the average
similarity of each sequence to the other ones listed (s). Table b lists cor-
responding criterion scores Cl to Cs for sequences that were not filtered
out.
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5.2.2 Filtering
Using low-quality genetic sequences as input to the ranking algorithm may
adversely affect its result. Excluding them from criteria calculation also allows
for the construction of criteria based on the relationship between several se-
quences, such as in the average similarity criterion defined below. Therefore,
these sequences should be filtered out before undertaking criteria calculation
and ranking, if it can be ascertained that it is truly unnecessary to take them
into account. As a first step, identical 16S rRNA gene sequences within the
same genome are only considered once, since only one representative needs to
be taken into account.
Some of the common problematic submissions are genetic sequences of only
a small section of the 16S rRNA gene. While useful within some phylogenetic
contexts, they are preferably not used if a longer, and hence better, sequence
exists. Moreover, since these are short reads, they are more likely to contain
few read errors and can appear of deceptively good quality, although there are
longer sequences with higher phylogenetic content available that a researcher
would prefer.
Table 5.1a illustrates the problem for the P. polymyxa type strain. In this case
there are two groups of sequences. The first one contains very short sequences,
while the second one contains the longer sequences that a researcher would
normally use. Unfortunately, the short reads are so small that sequence errors
are unlikely, which makes comparison to significantly more informative longer
sequences difficult. Hence, the short sequences would never be used in a
general phylogenetic tree which supports them being filtered out for further
ranking.
Filtering on sequence length requires establishing a minimum, as well as
a maximum size. The appropriate choice of these thresholds highly depends
on what a researcher would find acceptable. Since a large manually curated
dataset already consists in the form of the LTP, it can be used to establish these
thresholds. As can be seen in Figure 5.5, LTP sequences range in size from 1,135
to 2,210 nucleotides. This is used as the minimum and maximum length in the
filtering step of the ranking algorithm, except if such an action would reduce
the number of available sequences for a type strain to zero.
As is clear from Figure 5.6, filtering out sequences results in a sharp reduction
of the number of sequences that need to be ranked. While a higher number of
species only have a single sequence left after filtering, making ranking trivial
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Figure 5.5: Length distribution of LTP 16S rRNA gene sequences. Lengths range from
1,135 to 2,210 nucleotides. The shaded area indicates lengths within one
standard deviation of the estimated mode.
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Figure 5.6: Histogram showing the distribution of the available 16S rRNA sequences
in the INSDC databases for each bacterial or archaeal type strain, after
poor quality sequences have been filtered out. After filtering, a long tail of
species remain that have multiple high-quality 16S rRNA sequences.
for these species, a sizable minority has several high-quality sequences left. For
these sequences, criterion scores must be determined and ranking must be
undertaken.
5.2.3 Criteria
The ranking of candidate sequences that have not been filtered out has to
take into account several relevant (and possibly conflicting) attributes. The
length, for instance, varies considerably over the available sequences. When
comparing two sequences solely according to this attribute, it seems natural
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to prefer longer sequences to shorter ones. However, a longer sequence might
have been pieced together from a few short reads, separated by long sequences
of unknown base pair indicators. This would in turn be reflected by a high
value for an attribute that specifies the number of ambiguous base pairs and
for which a lower value is clearly preferred. Different concerns such as these
lead to different, sometimes conflicting, ‘points of view’ [74] that have to be
taken into account in a final decision on whether a given sequence is preferred
to another. For instance, according to Table 5.1a, the sequence with accession
number AB271758 is slightly larger than the sequence with accession number
AY359636, but it also contains a few more unidentified bases, as evidenced by
the ambiguous base pair percentage a. It is not immediately clear which is the
better one, as one point of view, which seeks to maximize length, prefers the
former, while another point of view, which seeks to minimize ambiguities in
the sequence, prefers the latter.
The ordering of sequences under each point of view represents an opinion
on which sequences should be preferred to others, and does not necessarily
follow the ordering of the sequences under the attribute it is based on. For
instance, while longer sequences are generally better for phylogenetic analysis,
sequences that are extremely long were likely submitted in error and thus
should not take preference over sequences with a length closer to the expected
value.
Applying a multi-criteria ranking method such as poset ranking to select the
most representative 16S rRNA gene sequence for a given type strain, requires
the construction of a criterion for each relevant attribute. A criterion is a scoring
function that converts attribute values into real numbers, called scores, so that
a higher score implies a higher preference. For simplicity’s sake each criterion
defined here only uses scores between zero and one, where zero generally
denotes the sequence in question is unusable and could be discarded, and
one denotes it is perfect according to the point of view. Restricting criteria
to a particular range is a convenience for implementing and explaining the
algorithm.
Different preferences for an attribute correspond to different shapes of the
scoring function. When it is preferred for sequences to have a very low value
for a particular attribute, the scoring function will associate high scores with
low input attribute values, such as in Figure 5.7a. Similarly, when sequences
with higher attribute values are preferred, the attribute value itself could be
the score, if the value is in the interval [0,1]. If not, a scoring function such
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(a) Minimize input
(b) Maximize input
(c) Target a specific value
Figure 5.7: Three possible scoring functions. The first, Figure a, assigns high scores
to the lowest values, thus corresponding to a criterion which seeks to
minimize the value for this attribute. Figure b attains the exact reverse,
scoring high for the highest values and zero for low values. The last, Figure c
assigns high scores to values distributed uniformly around a certain target
value.
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Figure 5.8: Generic parameterized function. Different choices of the parameters a, b,
c and d lead to different scoring functions. The configuration above shows
a scoring function that associates the highest possible preference (a score
of one) with sequences whose attribute value is in the range between b and
c.
as in Figure 5.7b could be used. Finally, sometimes there is a certain range of
attribute values that is preferred, and any value outside of this range is less
desirable.
For the application discussed in this paper, the generic parameterized func-
tion in Figure 5.8 provides sufficient options to represent all criteria defined
in the Results and Discussion section. This function can be considered the
concatenation of five different linear functions: the first takes the constant
value zero for all values smaller than a, the second rising linearly from zero
to one for values in the range [a,b], the third always one in the range [b,c],
the fourth decreasing linearly from one to zero in the range [c,d ] and the last
zero for all values large than d . Different values of a, b, c and dcorrespond to
different scoring functions. The function in Figure 5.8 represents a preference
for values in the range [b,c], but by setting a sufficiently low or d sufficiently
high, it can also be used to express preferences for high or low attribute values,
respectively.
By filtering out sequences in Table 5.1a and choosing criteria that correspond
to the sequence’s various attributes in Table 5.1a, the poset in Figure 5.9 can
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Figure 5.9: Hasse diagram of 16S rRNA gene sequences of the type strain of Paeni-
bacillus polymyxa, based on the criteria listed in Table 5.1b. Along with
strain number and accession number, the various criteria are listed, in the
order of Table 5.1b. The ‘best’ sequence as determined after linearization
is marked in black, while the one selected by LTP is marked in gray. Both
are high-quality sequences, but the black one compares slightly better to
the gray one in the similarity test. Sequences represented by the nodes
located in the lower part of the diagram contain only partial regions of the
gene, which causes them to be ranked below the elements representing a
full sequence of the 16S rRNA gene.
be obtained. Table 5.1b lists the sequences and the criterion values used in
its construction. The Hasse diagram gives a clear overview of the relationship
between all remaining 16S rRNA gene sequences for the type strain of Paeni-
bacillus polymyxa. Such a representation is much more readable than simply
listing the values of all parameters, such as in Table 5.1b. It is also the basis
of the ranking algorithm, as good sequences will tend to rise to the top of the
graph. In this example, the linearization step explained below is not strictly
necessary, as there is a single best 16S rRNA gene sequence.
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Generally the criteria considered here favour long and (nearly) complete
sequences. The 16S rRNA gene is also quite short and unlikely to include ho-
mopolymers. Quality scores based on similar observations are already defined
in other databases such as SILVA [31], where they are normalized and combined
into a single quality score in an ad-hoc manner. This provided the inspiration
for the length, ambiguity and homopolymer criteria defined below.
statistic N Est. Mode St. Dev. Min Max
length 21,369 1,299.849 416.037 5 4,000
ambiguities 21,369 0.195 1.207 0.000 44.200
homopolymers 21,369 0.310 0.396 0.000 33.333
Table 5.2: Summary of attribute statistics for all 16S rRNA gene sequences that could
be associated with a type strain of known species in the latest LTP release.
Modes were estimated using the R modeest package, version 2.1.
statistic N Est. Mode St. Dev. Min Max
length 9,389 1,477.48 53.028 1,135 2,210
ambiguities 9,389 0 0.211 0.000 2.000
homopolymers 9,389 0.266 0.185 0.000 1.945
Table 5.3: Summary of attribute statistics for all LTP 16S rRNA gene sequences that
could be associated with a species type strain.
Table 5.2 indicates that sequences vary in length, number of ambiguities and
homopolymers. The sequences recommended by LTP, however, form a quality-
controlled subset. The distributions of their attribute values (summarized in
Table 5.3) are therefore used to construct the different criteria listed below. This
construction process amounts to specifying a way of calculating each attribute,
and determining thresholds for the generic parametrized function of Figure 5.8,
which are given in Table 5.4.
Length criterion
A 16S rRNA gene sequence is expected to have a length of around 1,541 base
pairs, the typical size of the gene in E. coli [75]. Various species have slightly
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differing 16S rRNA gene sizes. Start and end of the sequence, corresponding
to primer sequences, are commonly clipped. Sequences that are significantly
shorter or longer (see below) than 1,541 base pairs, however, are not reliable.
The former do not provide enough phylogenetic information, while the latter
may be assigned incorrectly because of flawed annotation. Therefore, minimal
and maximal values for the length distribution of LTP sequences, shown in
Figure 5.5, correspond to the cut-off point where sequences are considered
‘junk’ (at point a = 1,134, d = 2,211), i.e. score zero for their length criterion.
Longer sequences should be ranked according to their length, but, since natural
variation in length is expected, sequences with a length close to the mode of
this distribution should be considered to be of equal quality. For this reason,
sequences with length within one standard deviation of the mode (the range
[b = 1,425,c = 1,530]) all score one. Since the lengths of all candidate 16S
rRNA gene sequences of the P. polymyxa type strain, except the sequence with
accession number X57308, are within this range, their score Cl is 1.0. The score
Cl for X57308 is found by linear interpolation of its length on the line between
the points (a = 1,134,0) and (b = 1,425,1). The equation of this line is trivially
determined as y = 1/291∗ (x−1134), yielding a rounded value of 0.8 for Cl .
Ambiguous base pair criterion
Ambiguous base pairs indicate positions that were not sequenced or for which
the reading was uncertain. One can state that the more ambiguities occur in
a sequence, the harder it will be to use it for phylogenetic or identification
purposes, since these ambiguities do not provide sufficient information and
must be masked before making any inferences on the basis of alignments.
The probability of a read error, and thus an ambiguous base pair in the final
result, increases with the length of the sequence. Because this has already been
captured in the length criterion, the number of ambiguities is normalized in
dividing it by the length of the sequence, rounding to 1/1,000th. This results in
a value between zero and one.
The estimated mode for this attribute within the LTP data set is zero. This
low value indicates that the common case for a high-quality 16S rRNA gene
sequence is to contain no ambiguities at all, while sequences that do should
be penalised. It is a typical example of a scoring function that should always
prefer lower input values. Since the calculated ambiguities can be expressed
as a percentage, a, b and c in the generic parameterized function can be set
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to zero to achieve this effect. This creates a criterion that is one for sequences
with zero ambiguities, and decreases linearly with each extra ambiguity.
Homopolymer criterion
Long repeats of the same base, homopolymeric stretches or homopolymers
in short, are uncommon within the 16S rRNA gene. The homopolymer crite-
rion should therefore be maximal (i.e. equal to one) for a sequence that does
not contain any homopolymers. Homopolymers are counted by the number
Hp , which is defined as the number of homopolymeric events divided by the
total possible number of such events. We consider homopolymeric events as
tetramers that consist of four identical bases. The total number of tetramers is
equal to the length of the sequence minus three.
It is to be expected from chance alone that at least some homopolymers
occur in a sequence of the length of the 16S rRNA gene. Indeed, a large fraction
of sequences in LTP do have a higher value for Hp than zero, as can be deduced
from the mode of this attribute’s distribution in LTP, 0.266%, which is still much
smaller than the estimated 1.56% in a purely random sequence of this size. As a
certain (very small) number of homopolymers are common, this must be taken
into account when defining the criterion. Thus, following a similar reasoning
as for the length criterion, any sequence that scores a value lower than or equal
to the mode of the LTP distribution should score one for this attribute. The
corresponding values for a, b, c and d are listed in Table 5.4.
Average sequence similarity
Mistakes can, and often do, crop up in the metadata of a gene sequence. Typi-
cally such mistakes would be misspelled strain numbers or mistaken species
identifications. While StrainInfo does perform error detection and correction
on the input data [10], mistaken identifications may still introduce gene se-
quences from completely unrelated species or genera into the researcher’s phy-
logenetic tree. In addition, sequences themselves might be described correctly,
but might be based on contaminated (unrelated) cultures. Contamination
is introduced during regular lab work or during transfer of cultures between
researchers and/or biological resource centers.
These unrelated sequences will in most cases be clearly identifiable as out-
liers in the phylogenetic tree and that phenomenon can be used as the basis
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Figure 5.10: Distribution of average similarity over all sequences of type strains for
which more than one sequence could be found.
for automatic detection methods. Generally, if two 16S rRNA gene sequences
are less than 97% similar [52] they are considered to be from different species.
When the alignment and sequences are of high quality, an even more strin-
gent cut-off of 98.7% similarity can be used [76]. It is also clear that when all
sequences for the 16S rRNA gene of a particular strain are aligned against each
other in pairwise fashion, outliers should clearly have lower similarity values
than all others.
The average sequence similarity criterion is therefore based on an unsu-
pervised automated alignment of each candidate 16S rRNA gene sequence of
a particular strain to all other candidate 16S rRNA gene sequences, using a
modified Needleman-Wunsch algorithm, where alignment is done as normal,
but similarity is calculated as the number of identical base pairs in the end
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alignment, divided by length of the shortest sequence. After this alignment,
the average of these values is taken per sequence. Because of the averaging
and automated alignment, the less stringent value of 97% similarity is used as
a threshold above which sequences will score one.
Figure 5.10 shows the resulting distribution of similarity values. As expected,
most average similarities are very high, but due to outliers, such as contami-
nants or, exceptionally, intragenomic variation of rrn cistrons, lower averages
do occur. If a minority of the sequences revealed for a given strain affect all
average similarity values as to reduce them below 97%, comparison according
to the criterion is generally unaffected. For this reason, however, the average
similarity value cannot be used as a hard cut-off filter in the filtering stage, and
is instead used as a separate criterion in the ranking algorithm.
Since the average sequence similarity value is again a percentage, and higher
values would be preferred, choosing parameters is straightforward. This time,
a is set to zero for convenience and b to the threshold of 97%, c and d are set to
100%. In this way, sequences with average similarity values lower than 97% will
be compared on the basis of that similarity value, while sequences with average
similarity values above 97% will all score one. A score of one here indicates that
they are definitely not outliers, while scores below one may be indicative of
problems with the 16S rRNA gene sequence of a particular type strain.
parameter a b c d
length 1,134 1,425 1,530 2,211
ambiguities 0 0 0 1
homopolymers 0 0 0.266 1
similarity 0 97 100 100
Table 5.4: Generic scoring function parameters that define the scoring functions for
the various criteria.
5.2.4 Ranking
Poset Construction
When using only a single criterion, sequences with higher criterion scores are
naturally preferred to sequences with lower scores. In this case, a ranking of
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the sequences, from most preferred to least preferred, is simply a list of the
sequences sorted according to their score. In practice, however, there will be
multiple criteria that might conflict with each other: for two sequences X and
Y, it can hold at the same time that X is preferred to Y according to the scores
of one criterion, and that Y is preferred to X according to the scores of another
criterion. In such conflicting cases, the sequences X and Y will simply be
considered incomparable, denoted as X ∥ Y. In Table 5.1b, four criteria are given.
Here we see that sequences AB042063 and AB271758 are incomparable, since
the former scores higher on the ambiguity criterion than the latter, while the
situation is entirely reversed for the average similarity criterion. The presence of
such incomparable sequences complicates the construction of a single ranking,
as the preferred choice between these two sequences is not clear.
A set of sequences, or more generally any set of objects that are evaluated
on a number of criteria, can be equipped with a strict partial order relation,
denoted as <, which specifies that it holds for two objects X and Y that X < Y,
i.e. Y is preferred to X, if Y scores at least as high on all criteria as X and higher
on at least one criterion. By doing this, a partially ordered set (or poset) is
obtained. In the poset obtained from the sequences in Table 1(b), for instance,
X57308 < AJ320493 and X57308 < AB271758. A poset can be depicted graphi-
cally by a Hasse diagram, as illustrated in Figure 5.9. In a Hasse diagram, the
sequences are represented by nodes that are connected by edges. An edge
is drawn between a node X and a node Y that is drawn higher if it holds that
X < Y and that there is no third node Z such that X < Z < Y. Note that two
sequences are comparable if and only if there is a path in the diagram upwards
or downwards from one to the other. When there is no path leading up from a
sequence, it is said to be maximal. In other words, a maximal sequence is one
for which no better sequence can be found. In Figure 5.9, exactly one sequence
is maximal, but there may be (and often are) several incomparable maximal
sequences. Figure 5.11 illustrates this with a synthetic example in which both
node A and node E are maximal. While node A is comparable to most other
nodes, node E is maximal because it is incomparable to all of them.
Linearization and Ranking
A ranking algorithm [77], which ranks the objects of a poset without assigning
a common scale or weights to the criteria, is used here to construct a single
ranking of all unfiltered candidate 16S rRNA gene sequences from the same
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object criterion C1 criterion C2
A 1.0 0.8
B 0.5 0.7
C 0.6 0.6
D 0.6 0.5
E 0.0 1.0
Figure 5.11: An example poset that illustrates the basic elements of a Hasse diagram.
Note that two nodes are connected only if one directly covers the other,
and the covered node is placed lower in the drawing. Also note that
object E is incomparable to the other nodes and that its node thus is not
connected to any other node in the diagram.
type strain. In this section, the simple example poset from Figure 5.9 is used
in an intuitive illustration of this poset ranking algorithm. Interested readers
are referred to [78] for background and [77] for more mathematically rigorous
definitions and a description of the ranking software used.
The ranking algorithm first constructs a poset from the sequences to rank
by examining their criterion scores, as described above. If there is only one
sequence that is considered maximal under the criteria, it can be selected as
the best one. But often, not all sequences will be comparable to each other
under the criteria as outlined above. Two or more of such sequences may also
be maximal, i.e. not topped by another sequence. Since the ranking algorithm
is looking for a single representative, a choice has to be made between them.
Poset ranking provides the mechanism for this choice, by solving the more
general problem of finding a single, representative ranking of all objects in the
poset. Such a ranking places the best sequence or sequences at rank one, the
second best at rank two, and so on. There are usually many different possible
rankings that are compatible with the partial order of the poset. Such rankings
are called linear extensions. In these rankings, an object can only be higher in
rank than another if it is higher in the original poset, or if it is incomparable
to the other. For instance, in Figure 5.9, any valid linear extension will be a list
starting with AJ320493 followed by D16276, and ending with X57408 preceded
by X60632. On the other hand, AB042063, AY359636 and AB271758 may be
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rank linear extensions
1 AJ320493 AJ320493 AJ320493 AJ320493 AJ320493 AJ320493 AJ320493 AJ320493 AJ320493 AJ320493
2 AY359636 AY359636 AB042063 AB271758 AB042063 AB271758 AY359636 AY359636 AY359636 AY359636
3 D16276 D16276 AY359636 AY359636 AB271758 AB042063 AB042063 AB271758 AB042063 AB271758
4 AB271758 AB042063 D16276 D16276 AY359636 AY359636 D16276 D16276 AB271758 AB042063
5 AB042063 AB271758 AB271758 AB042063 D16276 D16276 AB271758 AB042063 D16276 D16276
6 X60632 X60632 X60632 X60632 X60632 X60632 X60632 X60632 X60632 X60632
7 X57306 X57306 X57306 X57306 X57306 X57306 X57306 X57306 X57306 X57306
Table 5.5: List of all possible linear extensions of the poset in Figure 5.9, derived from
the sequences of the P. polymyxa type strain. Each column is a linear exten-
sion of the original poset, position in the column indicates rank 1 through
7. Average ranks for each sequence are: AJ320493: 1.0;. AY359636: 2.6;
AB271758: 3.6; AB042063: 3.6; D16276: 4.2; X60632: 6.0; X57306: 7.0.
listed in any order. Table 5.5 lists all possible linear extensions for this particular
poset. To every pair of incomparable objects, two different orders on the objects
correspond. As a result, a poset has in general many linear extensions. In every
linear extension, each sequence has a certain rank. A good approximation of
how it compares to other sequences in the poset is the average of its ranks
over all linear extensions, which is the rank that is calculated and used by the
ranking algorithm to determine the highest ranking sequence.
In order to obtain the average ranks, all possible linear extensions of the
poset can be generated as in Table 5.5, and the average rank can be calculated
by averaging over all ranks in the linear extensions. In practice, however, the
algorithm does not enumerate all linear extensions of the poset, as the expo-
nential behaviour of the number of linear extensions would render this naive
approach infeasible even for smaller posets [79]. In order to avoid explicit
enumeration, it constructs a data structure called the lattice of ideals, in which
efficient graph counting operations allow for direct computation of the average
ranks. We mention that several algorithms to approximate the average ranks
have been devised for large posets for which the exact computation is infeasible,
ranging from a simple formula to obtain a crude estimate of the average ranks
to a Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithm. The interested reader is referred
to [80], [77] and [79]. If there is a single object with the highest average rank, it
is returned as the best (or most preferred) object. If multiple objects share the
highest rank, either all can be returned, or a tie breaking routine can be used to
arbitrarily choose a single winner.
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5.3 Results and Discussion
5.3.1 Finding candidate 16S rRNA gene sequences
Finding all 16S rRNA gene sequence records in the INSDC databases that belong
to a given type strain is not always an easy task, as the quality of their annotation
varies considerably, from annotations that are extremely complete and clear, to
annotations that are too vague or simply missing, especially for older sequence
records. The approach described above links 16S rRNA gene sequence records
to species through their type strains, using type strain information gathered
through text mining from LPSN, existing strain information in StrainInfo, and
INSDC sequence record annotations. The advantage of linking at the strain
level is that sequence records can be found through their strain annotations,
even when other sequence record descriptors, such as the description field itself
or the organism name, do not indicate that the sequence record was derived
from a type strain. Its most obvious downside is that strain annotations may
be missing or mistaken. In addition, StrainInfo relies on Biological Resource
Centers for the quality of its strain information, and thus strain information
may in some cases be incomplete. In order to better understand the extent of
these issues, all species for which the 16S rRNA gene sequence record that is
recommended by LTP was not automatically found by StrainInfo were further
examined in detail. A complete list of these sequences and the various reasons
why they could not be discovered automatically is provided in the next section.
At the time of the comparison, ninety-nine 16S rRNA gene sequence records
recommended by LTP were not linked to a type strain in StrainInfo when per-
forming the type strain to sequence lookup process described in the methods
section, a reasonably small portion (1%) of the 9691 species names listed in
LTP. In the case of four species, this was simply due to a spelling conflict
between the species names listed in LTP and the spelling as in LPSN that
is followed by StrainInfo. These species names, with spelling used in LTP,
are: Trueperella bialowiezense, Listeria rocourtia, Bacillus purgationiresistans,
Desulfobaculum xiamenensis. The spelling differences were resolved as being
synonymous when comparing the StrainInfo data set with the LTP data set.
The remaining cases are instructive for the general types of issues that arise
during data integration. For forty-seven 16S rRNA gene sequence records,
StrainInfo data could be updated with corrected links to 16S rRNA gene se-
quences which were either not previously linked to a strain (due to missing
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strain annotations in the sequence record and not having linked the sequence
to the strain through LPSN, for 11 sequences), not yet recognized as belonging
to a type strain (10 sequences), or carrying a mistaken strain annotation (26
sequences). The latter showcases a major downside of relying on these anno-
tations, as their reliability varies from study to study. However, the majority
of examined sequences were linked to the correct strain, and several of these
sequence records have already been updated to resolve such issues. In future,
metadata standards should ensure that providing useful annotations such as
source strain information to sequence records becomes best practice [45, 81],
allowing the aggregation approach to reduce both false positives and false
negatives.
Another 48 sequences recommended by LTP were not retrieved for rank-
ing. For 14 of these sequences, this was caused by the complete absence or
low quality of feature annotations, which are used to extract 16S rRNA gene
sequences from the sequence records. For about 30 remaining strains, the
16S rRNA gene sequence recommended by LTP does not appear to be derived
from the type strain. These apparent errors were reported to the LPSN and LTP
curators and should be resolved in subsequent releases. This clearly highlights
the complementary aspect of both data processing approaches to sequence
retrieval: LTP curators usually track down sequences using publication data,
even if there are gaps in the annotations, while strain information used by
StrainInfo can highlight inconsistencies and sometimes find a larger array of
sequences, if such annotations were correctly provided. In this way, regular
quality checks of both data sets can improve the overall quality of both beyond
what can be accomplished through either approach on its own.
Fortunately, for most species, it is still possible to find the majority of 16S
rRNA gene sequences by relying on the annotations or by doing a full text search
on the description field. In the end, only 13 type strains could not be associated
to any candidate 16S rRNA gene sequence at all, most of them because of a
lack of feature annotations. Partly this problem could and should be solved
by calling on the community to improve annotations of strains and sequence
features. It is encouraging that this is already part of or is being integrated into
the submission pipelines of the INSDC databases.
For the 16S rRNA gene in particular, there also exist expert databases such
as the SILVA [31] and RDP [47] databases, which identify additional 16S rRNA
gene sequences, presumably with the help of statistical modelling tools such as
RNAmmer [65]. By relying on these databases, it should be possible to include
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those sequences which lack any reasonable feature annotations or full-text
descriptions, especially if these expert databases could be used to augment the
annotations made in the INSDC databases.
5.3.2 Missing LTP sequences
The following two lists contain all LTP sequences that, at the time of tests,
were not found in the 16S rRNA gene sequence set for their type strain. The
first list contains LTP sequences that were manually verified and should be
linked to their type strain. The second list contains all sequences that were not
linked to a type strain, either because of certain limitations in the use of feature
annotations, inconclusive evidence for the type strain or the fact that some of
the sequences appear to originate from a non-type strain. Each entry in the
below lists includes the species name and sequence accession number as it is
found in the database for LTP release 111.
Sequences manually linked to type strain
• Sequences not automatically linked to strain number: these sequences
should be linked to the type strain, but generally no evidence was found
for the type strain (in sequence record annotations or elsewhere) that
could conclusively link the particular sequence to a type strain prior to
this analysis.
Bacteroides galacturonicus DQ497994
Manually linked to strain number N6 based on info in Bergey’s
Manual.
Ehrlichia ewingii M73227
No strain was listed in the sequence record.
Sulfurospirillum multivorans X82931
The strain number DSM 12446 was only mentioned in its Genbank
record, not in ENA or DDBJ.
Methanosaeta concilii CP002565
This sequence record mentions three strain numbers: GP6 = ATCC
BAA-1996 = OCM 252; the extraction algorithm selection ATCC BAA-
1996, but this strain number is not known as a synonymous strain
number of the type strain by StrainInfo; the entry does not exist in
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the ATCC catalog either; also OCM 252 is not recognized as the type
strain (which includes OCM 69).
Weissella kandleri M23038
Strain number DSM 20593 is mentioned in a comment section,
which is not parsed by the strain number extraction algorithm be-
cause it is not part of the entry in the ENA; no other strain number
was mentioned in the source feature.
Citrobacter youngae AB273741
Strain number GTC 1314, mentioned in the sequence record, turns
out to be a synonym of the type strain according to the equivalence
information found in this paper; however, since this strain number
was not mentioned in any online catalog of a public culture collec-
tion, this information was unknown to StrainInfo; the online catalog
of the GTC collection can be found at http://gtc.jpn.com/, but
it does not contain a reference to the GTC 1314 strain number, nor
the type strain of C. youngae; the GTC collection is currently not
indexed by StrainInfo.
Carboxydothermus pertinax AB573433
Strain number Ug1 was correctly extracted from the sequence record,
but could not be linked automatically to a StrainInfo culture ID
since the accession number mentioned by LPSN is oddly formatted
(accession numbers of four different clones); only the first one was
retained for automatic linking, given the extra information that this
is a sequence linked to the type strain.
Hoeflea phototrophica ABIA02000018
LPSN does not mention this accession number, but an accession
number of a 16S rRNA gene sequence of this strain that is only
800bp long.
Thermolithobacter ferrireducens AF282253
Strain number mentioned in sequence record is KA2 (or clone
KA2a), whereas the correct strain number from the type strain
is JW/KA-2; as a result, this sequence record could not be auto-
matically linked to the type strain and was not found earlier since
LPSN mentions another accession number for the 16S rRNA gene
sequence of the type strain.
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Gallibacterium melopsittaci EU423985
Not automatically linked to culture, since LPSN mentions two ac-
cession numbers, of which only the first one was automatically
linked given the contextual type strain information.
Haloarchaeobius iranensis JF293279
Sequence record not automatically linked to culture, since LPSN
mentions two accession numbers (two different rRNA operons), of
which only the first one was automatically linked given the contex-
tual type strain information.
• Strain numbers which were not automatically recognized as part of the
type strain. StrainInfo uses an integrative learning algorithm, which
sometimes has not yet seen enough information to link certain strain
numbers directly to the type strain. The following entries were all linked
manually given publication or other manually verified data.
Nonomuraea jiangxiensis FJ418910
Strain number FXJ1.102 could not be uniquely resolved at time of
parsing.
Salinactinospora qingdaonensis GU253338
Strain number CXB832 could not be uniquely resolved at time of
parsing.
Campylobacter sputorum subsp. sputorum X67775
Linked to type strain based on information in the sequence record
description field.
Bacillus persepolensis FM244839
Strain number listed as “HS-136” was linked to strain number
HS136.
Eubacterium cellulosolvens X71860
Strain number ATCC 43171 linked to type strain.
Bacillus chitinolyticus AB045100
Linked to type strain based on information in sequence record:
HSCC 596T (IFO 15660T).
Bacillus pabuli AB045094
Linked to type strain based on information in sequence record:
HSCC 492T (NRRL NRS-924T).
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Segniliparus rotundus AY608918
Linked to type strain based on information in sequence record:
CDC 1076.
• Sequence records not linked to type strain because of an erroneous
INSDC source modifier: this list reflects a set of sequence records for
which the strain or culture collection information in INSDC is partly or
wholly in error.
Actinomadura hallensis DQ076484
Sequence record lists non-type strain number KCTC 9992 next to
type strain number H647-1.
Methylococcus mobilis HQ676599
The Culture_collection source modifier “NCCB<NLD>:77028”
does not appear to conform to INSDC guidelines. The annotation
should normally read “NCCB:77028”.
Verrucosispora lutea EF191199
Erroneously linked to the strain number YIM 1013, since corrected
to read YIM 013.
Actinomadura longispora AF114809
“Erroneously linked to NRRL-B 116116, which should read NRRL
B-16116.”
Bradyrhizobium yuanmingense AF193818
Strain number “B071” listed in sequence record does not match
strain “CCBAU 10071” listed in original species publication.
Corynebacterium auris X81873
Erroneously linked to DZZM 328, should read DMMZ 328.
Corynebacterium accolens AJ439346
Erroneously linked to ATCC 49724, should read ATCC 49725.
Desulfobulbus marinus M34411
Erroneously linked to DSM 3380, should read 3pr10.
Legionella quateirensis Z49732
Erroneously linked to NCTC 12370, should read NCTC 12376.
Mycobacterium hiberniae X67096
Erroneously linked to ATCC 9874, should read ATCC 49874.
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Bacteroides helcogenes AB200227
Erroneously linked to the strain number JCM 6927, since corrected
to read JCM 6297.
Mycobacterium szulgai X52926
Erroneously linked to ATCC 25799, should read ATCC 35799 (mis-
take was also made in publication associated with sequence record).
Neisseria gonorrhoeae X07714
Erroneously linked to NCTC 83785, should read NCTC 8375.
Plantibacter auratus AB177868
Erroneously linked to IAM 18417, should read IAM 14817; it is highly
questionable that both sequences of this strain are correct, as they
are only 93% similar.
Caulobacter vibrioides AJ009957
Erroneously linked to VKM-B-1496, should read VKM B-1496.
Salinivibrio costicola X74699
Erroneously linked to ATCC 35508, should read ATCC 33508.
Salinivibrio costicola subsp. costicola X74699
Erreoneously linked to ATCC 35508, should read ATCC 33508.
Streptococcus gallolyticus subsp. pasteurianus AJ297216
Erroneously linked to CIP 105070, should read CIP 107122.
Streptococcus pasteurianus AJ297216
Erroneously linked to CIP 105070, should read CIP 107122.
Streptomyces aburaviensis AY999886
Erroneously linked to AS 4.1869, should read AS 4.1469.
Shinella zoogloeoides AB238789
Erroneously linked to ATCC 19263, should read ATCC 19623.
Thermobacteroides leptospartum AF266461
The strain number “ATCC 35414” listed on EMBL is the type strain
of a different subspecies. It is unclear whether this is an author
error, or an error in the EMBL record.
Vibrio costicola X74699
Erroneously linked to AS ATCC 35508, should read ATCC 33508.
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Sporosarcina pasteurii HQ676600
The Culture_collectionmodifier “NCCB<NLD>:48021” does not
appear to conform to INSDC guidelines. The annotation should
read “NCCB:48021”.
Methylophaga marina X95459
Erroneously linked to DSM 5989, should read DSM 5689.
Sequences not linked to type strain or not retrieved by algorithm
The sequences in the below list can be further subdivided into two groups:
sequences not retrieved because no evidence could be found that they were de-
rived from the type strain, and sequences not retrieved because of limitations
in the algorithm, mainly because of the use of 16S rRNA gene feature annota-
tions, which are not always present, or do not always indicate the particular
type of rRNA that a feature describes.
• Sequence which could not be automatically linked to a strain number.
Burkholderia contaminans GQ397111
Strain number I29B was extracted from the sequence record, but
not recognized by StrainInfo as a strain number of the type strain;
given the information in one of its publications [82], it is doubtful
whether this sequence is from the type strain; this paper states that
the I29B strain was isolated from soil, whereas the type strain was
isolated from sheep with mastitis (milk).
• Complete genome sequences without 16S feature annotations: these
sequence records contain annotations for protein coding genes, but its
authors appear to have elected not to provide rRNA feature annotations,
which makes it impossible to use these sequences when using feature
annotations to extract 16S rRNA gene sequences.
Caldanaerobacter subterraneus subsp. pacificus ABXP01000185
No feature annotations where provided with this large contig.
Fusobacterium nucleatum subsp. nucleatum AE009951
No 16S rRNA gene annotation found.
Clavibacter michiganensis subsp. sepedonicus AM849034
No 16S rRNA gene annotation found.
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• Sequence records for which feature extraction heuristic has failed, either
because no annotation was provided and the description of the sequence
was not clear, or because provided annotations do not indicate whether
the feature contains the 16S rRNA gene or not.
Bacillus thermoamylovorans L27478
Annotated only as “ribosomal RNA” or “rRNA”.
Desulfacinum infernum L27426
Annotated only as “ribosomal RNA” or “rRNA”.
Desulfovibrio longreachensis Z24450
Annotated only as “ribosomal RNA” or “rRNA”.
Halanaerobium lacusrosei L39787
Annotated only as “ribosomal RNA” or “rRNA”.
Haloferax prahovense AB258305
Annotated only as “ribosomal RNA” or “rRNA”.
Mycobacterium insubricum EU605695
Contains intragenic spacer.
Rhabdochromatium marinum X84316
Annotated only as “ribosomal RNA” or “rRNA”.
Saccharopolyspora spinosporotrichia Y09571
Annotated only as “ribosomal RNA” or “rRNA”.
Thiothrix unzii L79961
Annotated only as “ribosomal RNA” or “rRNA”.
Mogibacterium timidum Z36296
Annotated only as “ribosomal RNA” or “rRNA”.
Eubacterium nodatum Z36274
Annotated only as “ribosomal RNA” or “rRNA”.
Eubacterium brachy Z36272
Annotated only as “ribosomal RNA” or “rRNA”.
Desulfotomaculum thermosapovorans Z26315
Annotated only as “ribosomal RNA” or “rRNA”.
Halothermothrix orenii L22016
Annotated only as “ribosomal RNA” or “rRNA”.
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Ensifer medicae L39882
Annotated only as “ribosomal RNA” or “rRNA”.
• Species which were not listed in LPSN.
Iphinoe spelaeobios HM748317
No cultures of the type strain were deposited in public culture col-
lections.
Loriellopsis cavernicola HM748318
No cultures of the type strain were deposited in public culture col-
lections.
• Species with likely erroneous strain annotations in INSDC records.
Clostridium stercorarium subsp. leptospartum AF266461
The strain source modifier lists the type strain of a different sub-
species of C. stercorarium than indicated in the sequence record
description. This is likely due to author error.
Pseudomonas fulva AB046996
This could either be a spelling mistake in the type strain as men-
tioned in the INSDC sequence record (AJ 2129 should then read
AJ 2219), or this sequence is from the type strain of P. parafulva
according to the strain number, in which case the taxonomic name
mentioned in the sequence record is not correct and this is no 16S
rRNA gene sequence of the type strain of P. fulva as mentioned in
LPSN and LTP.
Legionella londiniensis Z49730
Originally this sequence was submitted as being derived from the
L. nautarum type strain. Its description and organism description
have since been adjusted, but one of the strain numbers listed
remains that of the L. nautarum type strain. It is unclear whether
this is an oversight, or whether the original annotation was correct.
The opposite situation has occurred on the L. nautarum sequence
record.
Legionella nautarum Z49728
Refers in its strain description to the L. londiniensis type strain, see
L. londiniensis.
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• LPSN and LTP mark a sequence likely not derived from the type strain. In
researching the following entries no evidence was found that they belong
to the type strain of the indicated species, either because they belong to
a non-type strain, or because they belong to the type strain of a different,
often related species.
Mycoplasma verecundum AF412989
Annotated as being derived from strain “GIH”, which is not the type
strain of M. verecundum.
Comamonas terrigena AF078772
Non-type strain.
Corynebacterium auriscanis AJ243819
Non-type strain.
Cupriavidus pauculus AF085226
Non-type strain; should be EU024165; in publication for this species,
the wrong strain (with accession number) is stated as the type
strain.
Desulfovibrio gigas AY726757
Should be linked to DSM 1382; this sequence record has been mod-
ified multiple times over time, with modifications on both species
name and strain number; see also accession number DQ447183.
Both LTP and LPSN list this sequence with the older mentioned
species name.
Desulfovibrio paquesii DQ447183
Should be linked to SB1; sequence record has been modified multi-
ple times over time, with modifications on both species name and
strain number; see also accession number AY726757. Both LTP and
LPSN list this sequence with the older mentioned species name.
Ectothiorhodospira shaposhnikovii FR733667
Non-type strain.
Ensifer kostiensis AM181747
Non-type strain.
Eubacterium minutum U13037
Not from type strain, but from type strain of E. tardum.
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Geobacter grbiciae AF335183
Non-type strain; should be AF335182.
Lactobacillus plantarum subsp. plantarum AJ965482
Not from type strain, but from type strain of L. arizonensis.
Lactobacillus sakei subsp. carnosus AY204889
Not from type strain, but from type strain of L. curvatus subsp.
melibiosus.
Megasphaera cerevisiae L37040
Non-type strain.
Oceanospirillum maris AB006763
Not from type strain, but from type strain of O. maris subsp. williamsae.
Propionibacterium acidipropionici AJ704570
Non-type strain.
Pseudomonas parafulva AB046999
Not from type strain, but from type strain of P. cremoricolorata.
Streptomyces abikoensis AY999834
Not from type strain, but from type strain of S. ehimensis.
Streptomyces netropsis EF178671
Not from type strain, but from type strain of S. distallicus.
Thalassomonas viridans AJ294747
Non-type strain; should be AJ294748.
Geobacillus thermodenitrificans subsp. thermodenitrificans AY608961
Non-type strain.
Gordonia rubripertincta AY995557
This accession number is linked to the type strain of Rhodococcus
corallinus, which is a heterotypic synonym of Gordonia rubripert-
incta.
Pediococcus urinaeequi D87677
Non-type strain.
5.3.3 Filtering
It is possible to implement more filters on the basis of other attributes. Choos-
ing thresholds for most attributes is not easy, however, as filtering must not
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remove useful sequences. Furthermore, when different filters are configured,
they will typically filter different subsets of sequences, possibly occasionally fil-
tering all available sequences, even though it is considered necessary to retain
at least one 16S rRNA gene sequence. Determining which sequence to keep
in that case is an example of reconciling conflicting points of view, and is left
to the poset ranking algorithm for exactly that reason. Other projects handle
filtering differently, and remove sequences with too many ambiguous base
pairs [83] in addition to a length cut-off. This case is handled naturally by the
poset ranking algorithm. The problem of presence of chimeras and sequences
with large embedded vectors is handled partly by the similarity criterion. In
future versions, we plan the introduction of a chimera filter, such as pintail [84]
or Bellerophon [85], and the use of universal alignments provided by expert
databases to further improve filtering. By using the latter to align sequences, it
should also be possible to adjust for broken annotations, which may sometimes
include residues into the feature which are not part of the gene, although we
have no evidence that in practice this is a problem for the ranking algorithm.
By excluding obviously low-quality sequences however, it should be possible to
further improve ranking results.
5.3.4 Adding more criteria
The quality of the poset ranking result relies heavily on the choice of criteria.
The more criteria are used, the more likely it is that two objects of the con-
structed poset are incomparable. More incomparable objects result in more
linear extensions to evaluate, which will result in increased runtime. Selecting
criteria that work well together is thus critical. One of the main pitfalls is the
use of heavily correlated criteria. Indeed, when two criteria are correlated, the
orderings according to one criterion will be very close to the other, but since
the values are so close together, it is likely that reordering of sequences under
the other criterion happen purely due to natural variation. Or in the worst case,
a negative correlation will mean the ordering is the same but reversed. Every
such reordering makes ranking harder, and does not add real useful informa-
tion. It is therefore wise to eliminate any redundant criteria, since they only
serve to lower the quality of the final result.
Table 5.6 shows the mutual correlation for each combination of intrinsic
criteria, for both the original attribute values (for instance for length this is the
actual length of a sequence) and the criterion scores (a value between zero and
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attribute length ambiguities homopolymers
length 1.00 -0.03 0.06
ambiguities -0.03 1.00 -0.02
homopolymers 0.06 -0.02 1.00
(a) Correlation between original attributes
criterion length ambiguities homopolymers
length 1.00 0.06 0.06
ambiguities 0.06 1.00 -0.01
homopolymers 0.06 -0.01 1.00
(b) Correlation between criterion scores
Table 5.6: Correlations between criteria and between the attributes they are based on,
computed over all available sequences
one) used in the current ranking. Correlation is very low for all values, which
suggests that none of the current criteria can be considered redundant.
While the four criteria used here are the only ones currently tested, many
other criteria could still be devised. These could include the age of the se-
quence, the results of pintail tests and checks for unwanted vectors residing
in the sequence, although the latter two are likely more relevant to filter out
low-quality sequences entirely. Furthermore, adding a universal alignment
of all 16S rRNA gene sequences from expert databases, as suggested above,
could also provide new possibilities for criteria, such as ones that reflect the
secondary structure conformity of the 16S rRNA gene sequence, or that incor-
porate alignment statistics.
Information from manually curated sources could also be added as a crite-
rion or indeed as an extra filter in the first phase of data collection. One particu-
lar option is to look at the history of the strain used, and weigh sequences from
strains that have seen lots of transfers between collections differently from
those that have not, surmising a possible risk of contamination. Transfers can
be deduced from Straininfo’s Histri trees [15], a representation of the history
of a strain as it moves through different biological resource centers. It is not
entirely clear, though, how to weigh strains that have not been included in such
a tree. Therefore, a Histri tree criterion has not yet been included in the final
tests.
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Figure 5.12: Depiction of the new taxon passport on StrainInfo, which now includes a
recommendation for a high-quality 16S rRNA gene sequence, as selected
by the ranking algorithm and the latest release of the LTP.
5.3.5 Display of ranking results in StrainInfo
StrainInfo displays an integrated result of strain information on a so-called
strain passport, which lists equivalent strain numbers, species identification
data and related data such as history, locations of strains, gene sequences and
publications. Every species (subspecies) in StrainInfo also has a species (sub-
species) passport collecting information on the species (subspecies), such as its
type strain, and links to other related information sources. Both passports have
been augmented with information about the automatically selected 16S rRNA
gene sequence, as shown in Figure 5.12 for the species passport of P. polymyxa.
Showing a single sequence is not always straightforward, since multiple se-
quences sometimes end up sharing the highest rank. Currently this is resolved
by displaying the accession number of the longest one. Both passports not only
list the sequence selected by the automated ranking algorithm of StrainInfo,
but also the sequence that has been selected in the latest release of the Living
Tree Project, allowing users to compare the alternative choices.
With SeqRank, described further in Chapter 6, StrainInfo was extended to
include the full ranking results, showing not only the top-ranked candidate
sequence, but also all others, their criterion scores, and several options to
export this information from StrainInfo. This allows users to drill deeper into
the data, and provide them with a better decision support tool to use when
selecting sequences, or just when examining issues with existing available 16S
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rRNA gene sequences.
5.3.6 Evaluation of the automated approach
Given a set of criteria, it is instructive to see how the recommendations made
by the poset ranking algorithm described here agree or disagree with those
made in the Living Tree Project, which uses its own expert-dependent ranking
and manual curation. For this reason, the algorithm has been run for every
type strain currently described in StrainInfo that has two or more 16S rRNA
gene sequences available. In order to provide a fair comparison of the ranking
itself, the numbers reported here were limited to the subset of type strains for
which an LTP gene sequence could be found.
From the example in Figure 5.9, it was already apparent (Table 5.1b) that the
sequence selected by LTP will not be selected by StrainInfo, as it is not maximal
and will occur below the top one in the final ranking. Curiously, the sequence
recommended by LTP was only maximal in 2,657 (71.2% of total) type strains
with more than one available sequence after filtering. When no new sequences
have become available recently, this is almost always because of minor dif-
ferences between the sequences by which the maximal sequences score only
slightly higher on one or more attributes than the chosen LTP sequence, as in
the example in this paper. In certain cases, it may also be because the algorithm
used by StrainInfo has access to newer sequences (as the latest available LTP
release dates from February 2013), or because an expert did not come across a
particular sequence. Some issues, such as secondary structure conformity of
the sequence, cannot be checked currently by the automated ranking approach,
and may lead the expert to conclude that a particular 16S rRNA gene sequence
really should be preferred, even if it appears of lower quality.
When the LTP sequence is maximal, it is picked as the preferred sequence by
the algorithm for 1,927 type strains (72.5% of cases). The remaining choices
normally include cases where an expert would choose a similar sequence
that is good enough, or a better one on the basis of other implicit criteria
that the ranking algorithm does not yet take into account. Often there are
also several equivalent choices available, and in reality there is not one single
preferred sequence, but a group of preferred sequences. This surely accounts
for some of the differences in selection between the automated approach used
by StrainInfo and the LTP recommendation, as choosing only a single best
candidate is not always the preferred approach. In future applications, it may
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well be the preferred approach to determine and show users of StrainInfo not
just one highest ranking sequence, but a range of available sequences, to reflect
this.
As mentioned above, the automated selection also does not have access to a
high-quality alignment of the sequence, which LTP does use. This might mean
that the alignment was used to remove a vector or homopolymeric stretches
outside the gene in the LTP chosen sequence, while these were still erroneously
included in the annotation. The automated selection algorithm would then
rank the LTP chosen sequence lower than those that are properly annotated.
The large number of non-maximal sequences does suggest that they might
merit a closer look, and could provide a way in which to target future updates
of the LTP database and improvements to the ranking algorithm.
5.4 Conclusions
In this chapter we have shown that the process of selecting from the INSDC
databases a high-quality 16S rRNA gene sequence for a bacterial strain can be
entirely automated. This automation is powered by the accumulative learning
approach of StrainInfo that helps linking INSDC sequence records to the strains
the sequences were derived from, and a poset ranking algorithm that enables
ranking of candidate sequences based on multiple quality scores. This proof of
concept was facilitated because we could make use of expert selections made
in the All-Species Living Tree Project to construct appropriate criteria based on
initial quality measures and as validation of the quality of the recommender
system itself. This validation confirms the reliability of the choices made by the
recommendation pipeline. The pipeline thus fits within the mission statement
of StrainInfo to build an integrated platform for microbial information, where
integration is completely based on automated procedures. It selects 16S rRNA
gene sequences without cumbersome manual curation exhibited by LTP that
is undoubtedly still superior because it takes other valuable information into
account. In addition, it provides a fully curated alignment, which is outside
of the scope of our approach. However, the automated approach presented
here allows extending the selection of high quality 16S rRNA gene sequences
beyond type strains and an up to date inclusion on a daily basis of newly re-
ported type strain sequences which is not the case for the LTP approach. At
the same time, the selection criteria can be made explicit for users to review.
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As the recommendations are made available through StrainInfo, feedback of
users may lead to further improvements in the annotation pipeline through
additional filtering steps and new or updated quality criteria. Additionally, in-
corporating expert databases may be used in future to further improve filtering
and implement new criteria, although it remains to be seen whether this will
have a large impact on the results of the ranking algorithm. Finally, automated
and manually curated approaches are a complementary means of selecting
high-quality 16S rRNA gene sequences and the automated approach can in
theory be extended to other housekeeping genes, which will require further
work in the development of appropriate ranking criteria.
This chapter is based on the contents of the publication:
De Smet, W., De Loof, K., De Vos, P., Dawyndt, P., and De Baets, B. (2013).
“Filtering and ranking techniques for automated selection of high-quality
16s rRNA gene sequences”. Systematic and Applied Microbiology. Article
accepted for publication, Sept 10, 2013.
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Sequence Ranking in StrainInfo
6.1 Introduction
Ever since the original pioneering work by Woese et al. [3] in their use for phy-
logeny, 16S rRNA gene sequences of prokaryotic species have been widely used
for strain identification purposes as well as in phylogenetic studies. Despite
limitations as a phylogenetic determinant, marker sequences are still in com-
mon use today [52]. Given the central role played by the 16S rRNA gene in
prokaryotic taxonomy and identification, almost all type strains have at least
one 16S rRNA gene sequence that is deposited in the public INSDC database [6].
As previously established in Chapter 5, the databases often contain multiple
instances of 16S rRNA gene sequences linked to different strain numbers refer-
ring to the same type or neotype strain. These sequences can all be retrieved
as one group through the use of the explicit strain-culture-sequence links in
StrainInfo.
In practice, not all INSDC instances of the 16S rRNA gene derived from
the same strain are identical. Some of this variation occurs naturally due to
minor differences between different subcultures of the same strain, or large
differences due to intragenomic heterogeneity between multiple 16S rRNA
cistrons [58]. Additional variation may be explained by contamination of cul-
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tures, incorrect linkage between sequence records and the biological material,
incomplete sequences, or sequencing errors. When relying on the 16S rRNA
gene, it is important that the taxonomic information used is up-to-date, and
that representative sequences used in phylogenetic studies are of the high-
est possible quality, since low-quality sequences might adversely impact re-
sults [66]. Furthermore, it should be possible to easily and quickly update the
resulting selection of representative sequences, in response to a continually
changing taxonomy and sequencing landscape. When creating or updating lists
of representative 16S rRNA gene sequences is too time- or labor-consuming,
researchers are reluctant to execute it frequently. This may lead to lost time due
to imprecise results or even faulty conclusions made on the basis of outdated
information.
Various resources already provide snapshots of current phylogenetic and tax-
onomy knowledge. Specialised rRNA sequence databases such as RDP [47] and
SILVA [31] filter low-quality sequences and provide high-quality alignments
and quality statistics to users. The All-species Living Tree Project (LTP) [60, 70]
builds on the SILVA database by manually selecting and releasing a representa-
tive set of high-quality, aligned 16S rRNA gene sequences, along with a derived
tree. Since this approach is based on manual curation, it is usually of very
high-quality, and has become the gold standard to turn to for representative
16S rRNA gene sequences. However, in between releases, new sequences may
be released and the taxonomy changed, requiring users to perform updates
to selected sequences manually. Likewise, constantly increasing streams of
newly released 16S rRNA gene sequences and genomes makes the manual
selection process for the LTP curators increasingly time-consuming, and it is
not performed for non-type strains.
As previously detailed in Chapter 5, StrainInfo contains support to automat-
ically determine a high-quality representative 16S rRNA gene sequence for
each strain in its index. SeqRank applies this algorithm to the 16S rRNA gene
sequences of any strain in StrainInfo, providing users with a full list of ranked
16S rRNA gene sequences and their computed quality statistics. Using SeqRank,
users can navigate to StrainInfo passport pages for every strain of interest. Per-
forming this process for the type strains of entire genera or higher taxa in order
to create a new database, update an existing one or verify choices made by
the LTP is, however, still time-consuming. Therefore, a SeqRank workflow is
provided that automates the entire process of fetching the current taxonomy,
finding new 16S rRNA gene sequences, and extracting the most high-quality
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ones. Such functionality can greatly assist any researcher in quickly recheck-
ing phylogenetic information and availability of 16S rRNA gene sequences. It
also allows them to individually scrutinize selection choices made by other
researchers or by the StrainInfo ranking algorithm.
By making use of the explicit links established in StrainInfo between taxa,
strains, cultures, and sequences, the SeqRank workflow applies SeqRank to the
type strains of all underlying (sub)species of a taxon, starting from a taxonomic
name at the genus level or above. When the type strain has been replaced by
a neotype strain, the neotype strain is used. The data gathered during each
stage of operation is made available to the user, under a philosophy of easy
extraction of publicly available sequence data, in bulk, for further examination
in appropriate analysis software. The main goal of this tool is to function as a
decision support application for practicing curators and microbiologists, by
allowing them to quickly build a full phylogeny of a particular taxon at the
genus level or above and easily revisit choices made in the past. After selection
of a technically reliable 16S rRNA gene sequence for the type strain of every
(sub)species, the workflow continues to include an automatically selected
outgroup sequence in a multiple alignment and phylogenetic tree based on
selected 16S rRNA gene sequences.
6.2 SeqRank workflow
SeqRank can be launched from any strain passport in StrainInfo. It generates
an overview of all 16S rRNA gene sequences of the selected strain and the at-
tributes of those strains used to rank them, as previously discussed in Chapter 5.
The SeqRank workflow, which can be launched from any taxon passport at
genus level or above, is restricted to 700 type strains (the approximate size of
the biggest family in StrainInfo at time of writing), in order to prevent client
and server overload for overly large taxonomies. Its main steps are shown in
Figure 6.1. These steps correspond to the manual lookup process a researcher
would follow. However, the SeqRank workflow is completely automated, allow-
ing manual intervention whenever applicable. It has been divided in two main
subworkflows: the collection of high-quality 16S rRNA gene sequences for the
type strains of all (sub)species found in the given taxon, and the creation of a
simple phylogenetic tree for visualisation purposes.
When performing the ranking process starting from a given taxon, the log-
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ical first step is to ascertain the current taxonomic status of all (sub)species
underlying the taxon, using recent publications or species lists from external
resources. This is the first step in the workflow (“subtaxa query”) which will
search all (sub)species in the taxonomic subtree rooted at the given taxon for
all currently valid species names. Every species has a type strain, which is the
name bearer of the species, and the source of 16S rRNA gene sequences we are
interested in. As the type strain may (and usually does) have multiple subcul-
tures available, assigned different strain numbers by different researchers and
culture collections, a thorough search of sequence records must be done by
searching for all sequence records that refer to one of the possible equivalent
strain numbers of the type strain. The second step in the workflow queries
StrainInfo for all equivalent strain numbers of the type strain. This information
is successively used to retrieve all sequence records that state in their annota-
tions or descriptions that they were derived from the type strain (step 3, “16S
rRNA gene sequence collection”), after which all that remains is filtering out
bad sequences and deciding which one to use as a representative for each type
strain. This is the last step (“best 16S sequence calculation”), which when done
in SeqRank uses the algorithms described previously in Chapter 5.
Each step can be modelled as a computational process in which certain input
data are given, data collection or data processing is performed, and an output
is generated which forms the input for the next step of the workflow. Data
collection is based on data integrated from a variety of external data resources,
available in StrainInfo (see also Chapter 2).
After generation of the list of 16S rRNA gene sequences, a tree is also con-
structed, using the secondary workflow on the right in Figure 6.1. This phy-
logenetic tree is not meant to be a publication-ready tree, but provides users
with an intuitive visualisation of the current selection of sequences. For taxa
where the 16S rRNA gene is informative enough as a phylogenetic marker, it
can also be used as a way to detect issues with selected sequences. Aberrant
sequences will tend to distort the phylogenetic tree, or to an expert eye cluster
in unexpected ways. When no such aberrant sequences are included, the tree is
also suitable as a quick way to examine the phylogenetic makeup of a particular
taxon. The SeqRank workflow thus produces two main output results for a
given taxon: a list of high-quality 16S rRNA gene sequences, and a phylogenetic
tree. But, as shown below, data output is made available to the user at any stage,
which allows users to perform their own analysis of all underlying data using
specialised tools, and frees the application to focus on its core tasks of data
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Figure 6.1: SeqRank workflow followed during sequence selection and subsequent phy-
logenetic tree generation. The input is any taxon in the Bacteria or Archaea
at the level of genus or above. A series of queries fetches all (sub)species un-
derlying the given taxon, type strains for each (sub)species, and 16S rRNA
gene sequences for each type strain. Finally, a poset ranking algorithm
is applied to select a high-quality 16S rRNA gene sequence for each type
strain. After selection, an example phylogenetic tree is generated by auto-
matically selecting an outgroup sequence, computing a multiple alignment
and distance matrix and constructing a neighbor-joining tree.
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collection and quality ranking of 16S rRNA gene sequences.
6.3 Detailed workflow
The SeqRank workflow is integrated into the StrainInfo platform, as an online
application, accessible from any taxon passport at the genus level or higher.
Figure 6.2 displays part of the taxon passport for the genus Stenotrophomonas,
where a link to the SeqRank workflow is highlighted. Clicking this link opens
the application, which automatically starts the data collection process.
Figure 6.2: Screenshot of the overview panel on the taxon passport for the genus
Stenotrophomonas1. The SeqRank workflow is accessed by following the
highlighted link, which appears on taxon passports at the genus level or
above.
Figure 6.3 shows the end result after the whole workflow has been executed.
It is modeled to resemble the workflow shown in Figure 6.1, providing the user
with an overview of all the necessary steps. Each task is presented in Figure 6.3
by a separate block, which fills up as the workflow progresses past it. The
input of each task corresponds to the output of the previous task. The first
task is a special case, as its input is the taxon name that the user selected by
opening the application from a certain taxon passport. In light of its goal to
allow users to extract data and move on from any point with their own analysis,
each SeqRank workflow task can be selected to reveal its resulting output.
Therefore the SeqRank workflow results can be exported or further investigated
by following provided links. Since runs can be somewhat lengthy (especially
when a phylogenetic tree is built dynamically), the output of any currently
completed task can always be examined, without interrupting calculation.
1http://www.straininfo.net/taxa/2610
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Figure 6.3: Display of the SeqRank application after completion. The last step of the
workflow (computed phylogenetic tree) is selected in this figure.
6.3.1 Finding (sub)species
SeqRank, as accessed from the strain passport, selects a representative 16S
rRNA gene sequence for a single strain. The SeqRank workflow enables users
to repeat this process for a larger collection of type strains, by performing the
selection for all (sub)species underlying a certain input taxon, which can be
any taxon at the rank of genus or above. This leverages the taxonomic tree to
conveniently select a collection of strains, without having to manually select
each strain separately. While each species in this taxonomic tree represents a
set of strains with common features, defined in terms of their phenotype or
in terms of genomic similarity [24], the type strain of that species acts as the
name bearer and representative of the species. Representative 16S rRNA gene
sequences for each species must hence be derived from its type strain. In the
first step of the workflow, the names of all species or subspecies that occur in
the taxonomic tree under the taxon are ascertained. These names are used
in subsequent steps to determine the strain numbers of their respective type
strains, with which sequence records of these strains can be found.
The delineation of strains in various taxonomic groups is however based on
a scientific consensus that is constantly in flux. At least since the 1970s, the
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Bacteriological Code has contained clear instructions on formal publication
and registration of taxonomic changes [8], introducing the concept of a validly
published name. In order to be validly published, the name must appear
in the International Journal of Systematic Bacteriology, later renamed as the
International Journal of Systematic and Environmental Microbiology (IJSEM).
The rules ensure a permanent record in the publication record of all accepted
species names, their appointed type strains and, in recent years, associated 16S
rRNA gene sequences sequenced in the context of new species descriptions.
While disagreements in taxonomic nomenclature and taxon delineation do
occur, the publication history of validly accepted names form a consensus
taxonomy that can be used to lookup (sub)species names in the first step of the
workflow.
Unfortunately, no standard electronic representation of the taxonomic tree
and previous taxonomic changes was ever adopted. Taxonomic information in
StrainInfo must therefore be determined from third-party taxonomic databases,
who produce lists of accepted taxonomic names, their relations and how this
has changed over time. The most complete and up-to-date resources are the
Bacterial Nomenclature Up-to-Date, available from the Deutsche Sammlung
von Mikroorganismen und Zellkulturen (DSMZ)2, and the List of Prokaryotic
Names with Standing in Nomenclature [11] (LPSN). Both resources are quite
complete, but do not generally contain the same complementary informa-
tion. Since LPSN contains more strain numbers and a better description of
taxonomic changes, it is used as the preferential source for taxonomic tree
information. LPSN is available online as a set of hand-crafted HTML web pages,
which are amenable to automatic parsing, although fragile screen scraping
must be used. More details on the implementation of this integration can be
found in Chapter 3.
The taxonomic information from LPSN is used to perform selection of all
(sub)species underlying the taxon of interest. When the taxon of interest is a
species, this task is usually trivial, although the species might still be broken
up into several subspecies. For taxa at the rank of genus or above, the entire
taxonomic tree underlying the input taxon is searched for validly accepted
names of species or subspecies. This may include names that were at one
point validly accepted, but have since been the target of a taxonomic change,
2http://www.dsmz.de/bacterial-diversity/prokaryotic-nomenclature-up-to-date.
html
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Figure 6.4: Popup shown when the user moves the cursor over the basonym indicator
(a red square) next to a taxonomic name in the SeqRank workflow. The
listed name is the last validly published synonym of the basonym known
to StrainInfo.
which usually means that the species has been reassigned to a different genus,
or that it has been deemed a synonym of a different name, with the other
name taking preference. In these cases, the older name is referred to as the
basonym. The basonym remains a valid name, but any work which bases itself
on the current status of the taxonomic tree should refer to the species by its
newer name. This also means that when the input taxon is, for example, a
genus, users will in general prefer to exclude type strains of these basonyms
from consideration. For instance, the species dokdonensis originally belonged
to the genus Stenotrophomonas [86], but was later transferred to the genus
Pseudoxanthomonas [87], and so it should not appear in phylogenetic trees
of the genus Stenotrophomonas. By using the transfer history extracted from
LPSN, the basonym can be included in all species lists, but is by default not
selected to be included in the list of representative 16S rRNA gene sequences
or the phylogenetic tree created by the SeqRank workflow. In all steps of the
SeqRank workflow, a basonym also has a red mark next to its name. On mouse-
over, a popup displays the last accepted name under which the species is
known. The effect is illustrated in Figure 6.4. Since all species names are linked
to their taxon passport, this provides a natural way to explore changes in genera
or families.
6.3.2 Linking type strains
When describing a new species, the bacteriological code specifically requires
the appointment of a type strain that must be submitted to at least two dif-
ferent public culture collections [8]. In theory, it should thus be possible to
determine the strain numbers assigned to type strains through text mining of
the original publication. However, while this option is worth considering, type
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strain information is also extracted from publications by the culture collections
themselves, and by LPSN, where it likely can be extracted with greater accuracy.
StrainInfo therefore uses LPSN as the authoritative source of type strain infor-
mation. Strain numbers included in LPSN are processed by StrainInfo’s strain
integration workflow, originally described in [10], which allows StrainInfo to
update strain information and explicitly link the taxonomic names found on
the LPSN website to the strain numbers of their type strain. Updates of type
strain information are performed weekly, as part of the StrainInfo database
update pipeline (Chapter 3).
As pointed out in Chapter 5, 16S rRNA gene sequences are extracted from all
publicly available sequence records in the prokaryotes section of the European
Nucleotide Archive (ENA) [41], one of the databases forming the International
Sequence Database Collaboration (INSDC) [6]. There are various ways in which
(type) strain information is then linked to molecular sequences. Annotation
and quality problems, some of which are well documented [84], preclude
using the species identification of these sequences directly. However, sequence
records listed in any of the INSDC databases routinely identify the source
strain through its strain number in their metadata. StrainInfo links a molecular
sequence to a certain culture of a strain if the strain number mentioned in
the record can be resolved to that particular culture, either because the strain
number uniquely refers to a specific culture, or because the combination of
strain number and species name (also retrieved from the sequence record) is
unique. Secondary data sources augment this information. In particular, the
data from LPSN often contains a list of 16S rRNA gene sequence records of the
type strain of a (sub)species. This information is also linked to the type strain
during processing of LPSN.
A last possible way to link 16S rRNA gene sequences to type strains is to use
periodically released phylogenetic tree of Bacteria and Archaea from the Living
Tree Project, which uses a manually selected 16S rRNA gene sequence for each
included species. As discussed in Chapter 5, about 1% of the sequences used
in this tree were not previously linked to the type strain in StrainInfo. The
discussion in that chapter also showed, however, that these 16S rRNA gene
sequences cannot simply be linked to the type strain, as a substantial portion
of them were shown to either be mistakenly chosen or not verifiably derived
from the type strain. Therefore, manual verification is always needed when
using the LTP data set in such a manner.
Putting all of the above techniques together, a set of sequence records can
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Species Strains 16S Location
Stenotrophomonas acidaminiphila AMX19T AF273080 <1..>1542
Stenotrophomonas africanaa CCUG 41684T GU945534 <1..>1427
MGBT U62646 1..1452
Stenotrophomonas chelatiphaga LPM-5T EU573216 <1..>1454
Stenotrophomonas daejeonensis MJ03T GQ241320 <1..>1420
Stenotrophomonas dokdonensisb DS-16T DQ178977 <1..>1500
Stenotrophomonas ginsengisoli DCY01T DQ109037 <1..>1467
Stenotrophomonas humi R-32729T AM403587 <1..>1494
Stenotrophomonas koreensis TR6-01T AB166885 <1..>1463
Stenotrophomonas maltophilia ATCC 13637T AB008509 <1..>1467
FJ971878 <1..>797
M59158 1..1545
CGMCC 1.1788T DQ067559 <1..>1412
IAM 12423T AB294553 <1..>1538
LMG 958T X95923 1..1500
Stenotrophomonas nitritireducens L2T AJ012229 1..1513
Stenotrophomonas pavanii ICB 89T FJ748683 <1..>1483
LMG 25348T HQ641452 <1..>1497
Stenotrophomonas rhizophila e-p10T AJ293463 7..>1537
Stenotrophomonas terrae R-32768T AM403589 <1..>1512
a Heterotypic synonym of Stenotrophomonas maltophilia
b Homotypic synonym of Pseudoxanthomonas dokdonensis
Table 6.1: Example of the table returned after lookup of all the type strains of all
(sub)species in the genus Stenotrophomonas and extraction of all 16S rRNA
gene sequences of the type strains.
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be retrieved for the type strain of any species in StrainInfo. This list is then
narrowed down to only 16S rRNA gene sequences using feature annotations
or description and title fields (when no annotations are available). The result
is a list of type strains and their associated 16S rRNA gene sequences, as ex-
emplified in Table 6.1 for the genus Stenotrophomonas. In it, retrieved 16S
rRNA gene sequences are shown with the strain number of the culture they
are derived from, and the species the strain represents. Species names, strain
numbers and accession numbers of sequence records are all linked to their re-
spective passport pages in StrainInfo, which makes it easy to find more detailed
information, for instance by navigating to the Biological Resource Center (BRC)
catalog pages, that may contain additional information on the strain. The last
column of the table lists the location of the 16S rRNA gene sequence within the
raw sequence record. This allows to discern the difference between multiple
16S rRNA gene sequences extracted from the same sequence record, as might
be the case with complete or draft genome sequence records.
6.3.3 Extraction of 16S rRNA gene sequences
After having located all 16S rRNA genes, the sequences can be downloaded
after they have been extracted from the sequence records (third task). This task
uses the accession numbers and location field of feature annotations (shown
in the last two columns of Table 6.1) to extract 16S rRNA gene sequence from
INSDC sequence records. The resulting gene sequences are formatted in FASTA
format and available for direct copy or download.
The FASTA format was originally the input and output format of a line of
sequence alignment search programs. This line started with FASTP, a protein-
protein local similarity search program [88], that was later improved upon and
extended to work on nucleotide sequences, as the FASTA [89] program (the ‘A’
in FASTA stands for ‘All’, as opposed to the ‘P’ of ‘Protein’). Figure 6.5 depicts
an example sequence in FASTA format. A sequence record in a FASTA file is
nothing more than a header line (starting with >), which contains a general
description and a number of lines containing the sequence using the chemical
letter codes for the nitrogen bases of the corresponding nucleotides standard-
ized by the International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC) [90].
The possible codes are those for the pyrimidine bases Cytosine (C), Thymine
(T) and Uracil (U), and the purine bases Guanine (G) and Adenine (A). As se-
quencing technology is not perfect, the identity of the base at a certain position
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>X95923.2|1..1500|X95923 Stenotrophomonas maltophilia LMG 958
agtgaacgctggcggtaggcctaacacatgcaagtcgaacggcagcacaggagagcttgctctctgggtggcgagtggcg
gacgggtgaggaatacatcggaatctactttttcgtgggggataacgtagggaaacttacgctaataccgcatacgacct
acgggtgaaagcaggggatcttcggaccttgcgcgattgaatgagccgatgtcggattagctagttggcggggtaaaggc
ccaccaaggcgacgatccgtagctggtctgagaggatgatcagccacactggaactgagacacggtccagactcctacgg
gaggcagcagtggggaatattggacaatgggcgcaagcctgatccagccataccgcgtgggtgaagaaggccttcgggtt
gtaaagcccttttgttgggaaagaaatccagctggttaatacccggttgggatgacggtacccaaagaataagcaccggc
taacttcgtgccagcagccgcggtaatacgaagggtgcaagcgttactcggaattactgggcgtaaagcgtgcgtaggtg
gtcgtttaagtccgttgtgaaagccctgggctcaacctgggaactgcagtggatactggrcgactagagtgtggtagagg
gtagcggaattcctggtgtagcagtgaaatgcgtagagatcaggaggaacatccatggcgaaggcagctacctggaccaa
cactgacactgaggcacgaaagcgtggggagcaaacaggattagataccctggtagtccacgccctaaacgatgcgaact
ggatgttgggtgcaatttggcacgcagtatcgaagctaacgcgttaagttcgccgcctggggagtacggtcgcaagactg
aaactcaaaggaattgacgggggcccgcacaagcggtggagtatgtggtttaattcgatgcaacgcgaagaaccttacct
ggccttgacatgtcgagaactttccagagatggattggtgccttcgggaactcgaacacaggtgctgcatggctgtcgtc
agctcgtgtcgtgagatgttgggttaagtcccgcaacgagcgcaacccttgtccttagttgccagcacgtaatggtggga
actctaaggagaccgccggtgacaaaccggaggaaggtggggatgacgtcaagtcatcatggcccttacggccagggcta
cacacgtactacaatggtagggacagagggctgcaagccggcgacggtaagccaatcccagaaaccctatctcagtccgg
attggagtctgcaactcgactccatgaagtcggaatcgctagtaatcgcagatcagcattgctgcggtgaatacgttccc
gggccttgtacacaccgcccgtcacaccatgggagtttgttgcaccagaagcaggtagcttaaccttcgggagggcgctt
gccacggtgtggccgatgactggggtgaagtcgtaacaaggtagccgtatcggaaggtgc
Figure 6.5: Example gene sequence record in FASTA format. The header of the record
includes its accession number and version, the location from which the
sequence was extracted in the original INSDC sequence record, and the
description field as extracted from the INSDC sequence record.
might be ambiguous. The presence of such an ambiguous base (or base pair) is
generally indicated with the letter ‘N’, or a selection of more rarely used codes
which correspond to any combination of the four bases that occur in DNA
(Cytosine, Thymine, Guanine and Adenine)3. Sequences are normally broken
up into multiple lines, each 80 characters long, so tools can use a fixed size
buffer to process them. This practice is also followed by the SeqRank workflow.
Multiple sequences can be downloaded as a multi-FASTA file, which is simply a
concatenation of several single FASTA records, where the header line indicates
the start of each sequence record. While BLAST (Basic Local Alignment Search
Tool) offers similar sensitivity at greater speed [91] and has largely replaced
FASTA as the similarity search tool of choice, support for the FASTA file for-
mat remains standard in most molecular sequence analysis tools. This can
be attributed to its ease of parsing and functional simplicity. Providing the
sequence listings in FASTA format thus ensures maximum compatibility with a
wide variety of existing sequence analysis tools.
3A listing of these codes can be found at http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/staff/tao/
tools/tool_lettercode.html
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6.3.4 High-quality sequence selection
The complete list of 16S rRNA gene sequences collected in the previous step can
be useful for a general analysis. However, it still includes low-quality sequences
that should be filtered out. It is also commonly the case that studies include
only a single representative 16S rRNA gene sequence per type strain. The
next step of the SeqRank workflow therefore performs filtering of the list of
sequences, and provides ways to examine the results. As such, an automated
algorithm can greatly reduce the time needed to select a ‘good’ set of sequences,
while still providing the option to override those automatic choices where
expert knowledge leads to other preferences.
Selection of a recommended 16S rRNA gene sequence and the SeqRank
algorithm were first introduced in Chapter 5, which describes the partially
ordered set (poset) ranking algorithm used in StrainInfo. As the reader might
recall, this algorithm is based on building a mathematical construct, the poset,
that compares sequences based on four criteria. These criteria are preference
functions that use four different sequence attributes as their input. These
attributes are:
Sequence length Length is normally measured in base pairs. In general,
longer sequences provide more information for multiple alignment and
phylogenetic tree building algorithms to work with. On the other hand,
over-long sequences might be a sign of annotation error or some other
issue with the sequence submission. Therefore, this value should be
somewhere near the typical size of a 16S rRNA gene sequence, values of
which are taken into account into the criteria calculation.
Ambiguity percentage As introduced in the previous section, molecular se-
quences are often not perfectly read, and contain indicators of so-called
ambiguities: bases in the sequenced strand of which the identity is un-
known. This lack of information can cause issues for phylogenetic tree
building or any sort of clustering approach used in identification, and the
percentage of such ambiguities in the entire sequence should therefore
be as low as possible.
Homopolymer percentage 16S rRNA gene sequences typically only contain
a small percentage of stretches of the same base, called homopolymeric
stretches. The presence of more than the average of such stretches in a
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Figure 6.6: Results from the sequence selection step. All 16S rRNA gene sequences
that are considered by the poset ranking algorithm are shown in this table,
along with the parameters used in the construction of their ranking criteria.
16S rRNA gene sequences recommended by SeqRank are highlighted in
bold face. All recommended 16S rRNA gene sequences that do not belong
to a basonym are automatically preselected for inclusion in the FASTA file
returned to users and the phylogenetic tree that is built in the next stage of
the workflow.
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16S rRNA gene sequence might then indicate a problem with sequenc-
ing. For instance, one of the most well-known failure modes of pyrose-
quencing, a next-generation sequencing technique, is to overestimate
the length of a homopolymer [92].
Average similarity Multiple 16S rRNA gene sequences are often available
for the same strain. With the exclusion of sequences from strains that
show strong internal variability between 16S rRNA cistrons, the 16S rRNA
gene sequences from different subcultures of the same type strain are
expected to be highly similar. Contamination or annotation errors may
however result in the inclusion of 16S rRNA gene sequences of different
strains in the set of available 16S rRNA gene sequences. A measure of the
average similarity of available sequences to each other is used to detect
outliers.
The average similarity measure is based on the sequence distance d(Si ,S j ),
which is the ratio of the number of matching base pairs in the pairwise
alignment of sequence Si and S j , to the length of the shortest of both
sequences. The average similarity av(Si ) of a sequence Si from a set of
sequences {S1,S2, . . . ,Sn} of the same type strain is then:
av(Si )=
∑n
j=1, j 6=i d(Si ,S j )
n−1
Even with limited background knowledge on the gene, this information is
still highly intuitive to parse for most users, since it corresponds directly with
known physical attributes of the sequence, of which optimal values (a length
close to 1542 bp for instance) are well known. Criteria values, on the other hand,
are values between zero and one, where larger is better. Their values are much
harder to connect directly to the physical properties of the sequence. Therefore,
the SeqRank workflow only shows the physical attributes in the results table
(Figure 6.6). This allows users to identify poor quality sequences without the
need of any further analysis, and it shows them how the algorithm may have
decided that a sequence was of higher quality.
As shown in Figure 6.6, the result list of this last main SeqRank task also
includes toggle switches. The output FASTA file from SeqRank can be altered
by toggling these switches, for instance allowing users to remove sequences of
certain type strains entirely, including certain or all renamed species, or select
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multiple sequences of the same type strain. Additionally, using a form control
at the bottom of the table, the tree building process can be restarted with this
new selection of sequences. In this way, different combinations of sequences
can be selected and visualised.
6.3.5 Tree building
Constructing publication-ready phylogenetic trees often requires some manual
intervention, such as in adjustments of automated alignment artifacts [93]. The
tree provided by the SeqRank workflow, however, is merely meant to provide
a visualisation of the relationship between a reasonably closely related set
of sequences, and needs to deliver this visualisation in an acceptably short
running time. Since some of the more accurate tree building algorithms are
very time consuming, a trade-off must be made here between accuracy and
speed. The methods described below therefore rely mostly on computationally
inexpensive approaches for phylogenetic tree building.
Outgroup selection
In order to make the tree visualisation easier to interpret, the SeqRank workflow
produces a phylogenetic tree including all selected 16S rRNA gene sequences.
Figure 6.7 illustrates the difference between a rooted and unrooted tree, using
two trees based on SeqRank selected sequences and drawn using the Interactive
Tree of Life [94, 95]. An unrooted tree, such as the one in Figure 6.7a, visualises
relative evolutionary difference of all species in the tree, just as the rooted tree,
but in a rooted tree the choice of root corresponds with a hypothetical common
ancestor of all strains. A rooted tree, such as in Figure 6.7b, is often easier to
read, as the order of internal nodes can be treated as significant by the reader,
provided the root was placed correctly.
In order to provide a rooted tree, an outgroup sequence must be chosen.
An outgroup is a species which is known or thought to have branched off
the phylogenetic tree before all other taxa in the tree. The point where this
outgroup branched off can then be surmised to be the root of the tree. A
good outgroup should thus be distantly related to all taxa in the tree. Using
sequences of outgroups that are too distantly related to the other taxa in the
tree, however, will lead to the relationship of closely related taxa being obscured.
A good outgroup should therefore be known to have branched off previously,
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(a) Unrooted phylogenetic tree of genus Acetobacter
(b) Rooted phylogenetic tree of genus Acetobacter
Figure 6.7: Two phylogenetic trees of 16S rRNA gene sequences recommended by the
SeqRank workflow, for all type strains of the genus Acetobacter. Both trees
were generated from the same set of sequences, except for the outgroup
Acidicalcus organivorans. Figure 6.7a is an unrooted tree, displaying rela-
tive evolutionary distance between species. Internal nodes indicate which
species are more closely related than others. Figure 6.7b is rooted by using
the outgroup included by using the SeqRank workflow.
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but not be so distantly related that it will reduce the information content of the
multiple alignment used in tree reconstruction. The root of the tree can then
be placed at the internal node where the outgroup is connected to the rest of
the phylogenetic tree.
Choosing an outgroup sequence is the first step of the tree building process.
It is based on a simple heuristic: closely related strains are likely (but not
necessarily) found in sibling taxa of the species, genus or family used as input.
Finding these siblings of course requires access to a taxonomy at the family
level and higher. In, SeqRank, the taxonomy used is again that of LPSN, which
especially at the higher order hews closely to the taxonomy of Bergey’s Manual
of Systematic Bacteriology[96, 97], but also incorporates information from
various information sources (further information can be found at the LPSN
website4). For the purpose of this discussion, this taxonomy can be thought
of as a tree, where the leafs are subspecies and species, and each taxon has a
parent at a higher level, up until the level of domain, at which are found the
three domains: Bacteria, Archaea, and Eukarya.
Outgroup selection is performed according to Algorithm 1. It presupposes
the existence of a function “parent”, which returns the parent of a taxon in
its taxonomic tree, and a function “type_taxon”. This latter function returns
the subtaxon of a given taxon that is considered to be the ‘type taxon’ of its
parent. For instance, every genus has a type species, every family has a type
genus, and so on. . . The type strain of a given higher order taxon is found by
following the chain of type taxa down to the species level and returning its type
strain. Algorithm 1 finds a suitable outgroup by selecting a type strain from the
siblings of the input taxon if possible. First, it will attempt to use the sibling
that is the type taxon of the common ancestor of the siblings of the input taxon.
If this fails, the alphabetically first non-type sibling is checked, which can be
necessary, for example, if no type strain is available for the type taxon, or the
input taxon is the type taxon. The procedure is repeated at a higher level, until
a type strain is found.
Tree reconstruction
Phylogenetic tree reconstruction algorithms are most often divided into two
groups: distance-based methods and character-based methods. Distance-
4http://www.bacterio.cict.fr/classification.html
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Input: Taxon t
Output: 16S rRNA gene sequence of the type strain of an outgroup taxon
par ent ← par ent (t );
while parent has no type taxon or type taxon has no type strain do
par ent ← par ent (par ent );
candi d ate_str ai n ← t y pe_str ai n(t y pe_t axon(par ent ));
if candi d ate_str ai n exists and candi d ate_str ai n 6= t y pe_str ai n(t )
then
return candi d ate_str ai n;
else
par ent ← par ent (t );
while par ent exists do
foreach subtaxon of parent in alphabetic order do
candi d ate_str ai n ← t y pe_str ai n(subt axon);
if candi d ate_str ai n exists and
candi d ate_str ai n 6= t y pe_str ai n(t ) then
return candi d ate_str ai n;
par ent ← par ent (par ent )
Algorithm 1: Outgroup selection algorithm
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based methods rely on a measure of evolutionary distance, captured in a dis-
tance matrix almost always derived from the multiple sequence alignment of
the selected sequences. Character-based methods, on the other hand, attempt
to reconstruct the evolutionary history directly from the data in the multiple
sequence alignment [98]. The former group includes traditional clustering
approaches such as Unweighted Pair Group Method with Arithmetic Mean
(UPGMA [99]) and Neighbour Joining [100], while the most popular of the
latter are based on three approaches: Maximum Parsimony [101], Maximum
Likelihood [102] and Bayesian Inference.
While character-based methods are sometimes considerably more accurate,
distance-based methods are much faster to compute, and there is at least
some evidence to suggest that Neighbour Joining is sufficiently accurate for
closely related species [103]. Therefore, Neighbour Joining is used to build
the trees in the SeqRank workflow, more specifically the EMBASSY5 versions
‘fdnadist’ and ‘fneighbor’ of the classic PHYLIP tools ‘dnadist’ and ‘neighbor’6.
Clustal Omega [104] is used for fast, scalable alignment of multiple molecular
sequences. After tree building, the tree is returned to the SeqRank workflow
in Newick tree format, and drawn on a canvas on the web page itself. Tree
drawing is performed by the open source Javascript library Jstree7.
6.4 Technical Architecture
The SeqRank workflow is completely integrated into the StrainInfo platform.
Its high-level architecture, depicted in Figure 6.8 therefore will look familiar to
readers of Chapter 2. All communication with the client is done through the
StrainInfo website. One minor difference, which will be discussed below, is that
the SeqRank workflow is confined to a single page of StrainInfo. While complex
communication occurs, the client never navigates away during execution of the
workflow, except when the client forces such navigation. This greatly simplifies
state management, as it can be done in client code, all within the context
of the original page. Dependencies, shown as arrows in Figure 6.8, indicate
that the poset ranking code involved in the SeqRank workflow is organised
similarly to other StrainInfo modules. The SeqRank workflow web application
5http://emboss.sourceforge.net/
6http://evolution.genetics.washington.edu/phylip.html
7http://lh3lh3.users.sourceforge.net/jstree.shtml
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Figure 6.8: Overview of the SeqRank workflow architecture. Rectangle nodes indi-
cate software modules and libraries. Arrows indicate direction of software
dependencies or communication channels.
functionality, such as input parsing and state management, is integrated into
the ‘webapp’ module, while poset ranking related functionality is abstracted
into the ‘ranking’ module. Code specific to poset ranking, which can be used
separately from the StrainInfo platform, is packaged and used as part of a
separate poset ranking library. Shared functionality and the database access
layer, as well as caching functionality, are completely abstracted through the
‘core’ module, allowing flexible reimplementation of data access, as well as
re-use of functionality among modules.
6.4.1 Front-end layer
As discussed in previous sections, the SeqRank workflow is completely inte-
grated into the StrainInfo web site and platform. It therefore closely follows
look and feel of StrainInfo, and relies on the same standard web technolo-
gies, namely HyperText Markup Language (HTML) generated server-side from
Java Server Pages (JSP) templates, with Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) providing
rules for page layout and display, and dynamic functionality implemented
in JavaScript supported by the jQuery library8, which provides intuitive page
manipulation functionality and a cross-browser compatibility layer, as well
as animation functionality. Application code further relies on several extra
8http://jquery.com/
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libraries, namely the previously mentioned Jstree for phylogenetic tree draw-
ing, ‘explorer canvas’9 to support this tree drawing in older versions of Internet
Explorer, and jQuery UI10, a set of plugins built on top of jQuery that provide
more advanced animations.
It was decided early on in development that to be truly effective as a decision
support tool, the SeqRank workflow should allow easy access to wide range of
information. Some of this exported information, such as sequence exports or
the results of poset ranking, can be quite large or have long computation times.
It is therefore infeasible to load all of this information on the first page load. For
this reason, the workflow was designed as a single page application, embedded
into StrainInfo: from first start of a run of the application, JavaScript code is
activated that manages the view presented to the user (the current state of the
page displayed in a browser), and runs further queries to the server. Most of this
is done asynchronously. In other words, the page remains responsive, allowing
the user to examine current results, while network requests to the application
server continue in the background. Figure 6.9 illustrates how this works in
practice. The initial page load by the client browser loads the page, including
all related resources such as CSS layout code and JavaScript application code,
in the form of the module file selector.js. It is this code that manages
application state and requests further data from the server. The responses to
these requests, when ready, are sent as HTML fragments, which are loaded into
the page by request of the user (by selecting the relevant workflow stage). A
typical example of such a fragment is shown in Listing 6.1. Therefore, templates
and all relevant processing is done server-side, while front-end code manages
client application state and can focus on data display and functionality. This,
in combination with the reliance on already included libraries such as jQuery,
keeps the JavaScript code size to an absolute minimum: selector.js only
contains about 450 lines of code, which handle all client-side aspects of the
SeqRank workflow operation.
6.4.2 Request/Response architecture
Some long-running workflow actions detailed in Section 6.3 may take quite
long to complete. For instance, poset ranking of a full genus requires queries
and computations that, when not cached and under load, may take up to 10
9https://code.google.com/p/explorercanvas/
10http://jqueryui.com
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<div id=" o u t l i e r ">
<table id=" speciesseqtable " class=" r e s u l t s t a b l e ">
<thead>
< t r >
<th>Species</th>
<th>Strains</th>
<th>16S</th>
<th>Location</th>
</ t r >
</thead>
< t r >
<td>
<a href=" / taxa /370125">
<span class="speciesname">
<em>Acidicaldus organivorans</em>
</span>
</a>
</ td>
<td>
<div class="strainnumber">
<span><a href=" / s t r a i n s /689407">Y008</a></span> [ . . . ]
</ div>
</ td>
<td>
<a href=" /sequences/AY140238">
<span class=" accession ">AY140238</span>
</a>
</ td>
<td cl ass=" location ">&l t ; 1 . . & gt ;1340</ td>
</ t r >
</ table>
</ div>
Listing 6.1: Example of a typical HTML fragment returned by the SeqRank workflow
web application, in this case the result of outlier selection, which is re-
turned as a single table. Some of the non-essential HTML markup of this
fragment was omitted for brevity. When requested, this fragment is loaded
directly into the results section of the display page.
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Figure 6.9: Front-end operation. The initial page request loads both a main page
template, as well as JavaScript code (selector.js) to manage page state.
Subsequent requests are generated by selector.js and return page frag-
ments, which are stored client-side and slotted into place in the results
view upon user request or at pre-defined times during application runtime.
minutes. Likewise, multiple alignment of very large selections of sequences
can easily take tens of minutes. In the meantime, the application must remain
responsive and not waste server resources. It is therefore not possible for
some tasks to simply launch a request and wait for the result, as the long
waiting involved will consume server processing threads as well as a network
connection socket, and the connection itself may even time out, requiring
complicated error handling to detect. Instead of relying on such handling, and
tying up network resources in the process, application code can use infrequent
polling to determine the current status of any workflow task. Polling is done
over a network connection to the web server through regular HyperText Transfer
Protocol (HTTP) connections. Appropriate HTTP status codes allow the server
to signal task state to the client, and indicate when the body of a response
contains the final result of processing.
The sequence diagram in Figure 6.10 illustrates how the polling system works
in practice. A data handler is triggered during execution of the application to
upload data to the server and requests results for a particular task, in this
case the multiple alignment of selected sequences. Such an alignment will
often require at least a minute of server-side processing time. Therefore, the
poller subsystem initiates a polling pattern, using a generic utility function
which launches an asynchronous request. A lightweight handler function
processes the response to that request, scheduling a new request at a later
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Figure 6.10: Sequence diagram of the typical request/response pattern used to poll for
the status of long-running tasks in the SeqRank workflow. This example
details how multiple sequence alignments are requested from the server.
All HTTP requests are executed asynchronously (indicated by an open
arrow).
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time if necessary. The polling subsystem handles all connection-level details,
and provides the results provided by the server back to the original workflow
task handler upon completion of its request, where they are used to redraw
details on the web page. Consistency between requests is handled server side
by storing a reference to requested task in the user session (in the figure, this
is performed by the ‘treeBuilder’ object, which handles phylogenetic tree
building tasks). A HTTP status code with value 202 is returned, indicating that
the task is still processing. The stored reference is used to examine results of
the executing tasks when new requests come in, returning the end result to the
application with HTTP status code 200 if successful.
6.4.3 Middleware
Recall from Figure 6.8 that server-side processing is spread over three different
StrainInfo modules. The first, the webapp module, is the main StrainInfo web
application module. It contains all web-related functionality, which consists
mostly of Action classes (henceforth referred to as ‘actions’) that process in-
coming requests, and the templates used to generate HTML or text fragments
for client-side processing. The webapp module also packages all client-side
application code that is downloaded on first page access, as described above. In
contrast, the ranking module does not depend in any way on being deployed
in a web application context. It contains all functionality related to the SeqRank
workflow, including a small set of tasks which perform the actual ranking, and
a set of tasks involved in calling external programs to perform tree building.
Finally, the core module is used by the two other modules to abstract access to
external data sources. In this case, it mainly provides access to the underlying
Oracle Database Management System (DBMS).
As mentioned in Chapter 2, the StrainInfo web application relies on the use
of the Apache Struts 2 framework11. In Struts 2 configuration, it is possible to
bundle a set of actions as a separate package. The SeqRank workflow makes
use of this functionality to bundle a set of common results used to implement
polling (discussed previously in Section 6.4.2), as well as defining a FASTA
format result type not used in other parts of the StrainInfo web application.
A set of common restrictions are also shared between actions (for example,
restrictions in the maximum number of sequences), and error pages specific to
11http://struts.apache.org/development/2.x/
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Figure 6.11: Class diagram of the most important SeqRank actions.
these results are configured in this package.
The most important classes involved in communication with the client are
shown in Figure 6.11. Actions all have a common superclass, RankingActionSupport,
itself derived from the StrainInfoActionSupport class that all StrainInfo ac-
tion classes are derived from. The functionality is divided as such:
SpeciesSequenceView Species lookup (including rename history), as well as
the second step in the workflow, which consists of linking said species to
their type strains and 16S rRNA gene sequences.
SequenceSelector Gathers selected sequences and uses poset ranking ser-
vices provided by the ranking module to rank sequences according to
quality. The result is returned in the form of a table with the first ranked
sequence pre-selected, and is used by the client application as input to
the next step of the workflow.
TreeBuilder Manages tree building status and launches the tasks involved in
tree building (multiple alignment, computing distance, building the tree
itself) and returning the result to the client.
Fetching species, strain, and sequence information relies on access to the
back-end database, which is performed by an independent database layer
implemented in the core module. External resource access such as this is
modelled using the Repository pattern [105], which abstracts away low-level
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database details. This functionality is extremely similar to that involved in
constructing passport pages in other areas of StrainInfo. Indeed, it reuses a lot
of the same functionality, and will not be discussed here any further.
The SequenceSelector and TreeBuilder classes additionally rely on a
number of long-running services specific to the SeqRank workflow. These are
the ranking and tree building tasks defined in the ranking module, both of
which rely on the ability to start such a task asynchronously and the ability to
infrequently check the status of this process, in order to return results to an
outside request when the process completes. In both cases, a separate applica-
tion thread is necessary to run the computation process, regardless of whether
it is running internally in the web application memory space, externally as a
separate application on the same server, or even as a remote web service. This
is necessary since starting and running this application process may otherwise
take up all web application threads, completely blocking incoming requests
(even those for unrelated areas of the StrainInfo website). Therefore, hand-off
of the task must happen as quickly as possible, after which web the application
threads can continue to process new incoming requests. There are some com-
mon requirements and pitfalls that must be satisfied for the implementation of
this functionality, namely:
• Web applications typically exhibit ‘bursty’ behaviour, i.e. requests tend
to cluster together, and so the web application encounters many long
periods of low activity, interspersed with the occasional peak in demand.
These peaks must not lead to unlimited allocation of new threads for
asynchronous tasks, since this might well exhaust available memory
resources on the server.
• It must be quick and easy to check whether computation has completed,
as repeated polling makes this the most common task executed by work-
flow actions.
• Implementation should not involve low-level thread primitives, since
their application can be extremely error-prone. Allowing web application
code to manually start and manage threads may put the entire applica-
tion at risk. It would also mean duplicating a lot of common functionality
across several classes, which makes it much harder to maintain.
The first requirement can be addressed through the use of a thread pool: a
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pool of worker threads that tasks get handed off to, and that can grow dynam-
ically to a certain predefined maximum size. Worker threads are given work
packets, which are implemented according to the ‘Command’ pattern [106].
In its simplest version, the worker thread simply calls a single function on
the work packet object it is passed, which leads to the necessary actions. In
Java, the Runnable interface defines similar behaviour. An instance of this
interface can be passed to a manually created thread, or separate worker im-
plementation could execute any Runnable implementation passed to it. The
latter two requirements in the above list do require, however, that there is some
way to ascertain the current status of the executing task, and a safe way to
obtain the results. Transferring results from one thread to another must be
done in a safe way, the rules of which can be complicated and error-prone
to follow [107]. Fortunately, the Java Concurrency Framework, introduced in
Java 5.0, greatly reduces effort involved in building such task-central parallel
implementations. By introducing an ExecutorService, it provides a simple
abstraction for thread pools, but also allows for status checking and result
collection with some high level building blocks in the form of the Callable
(which can be used instead of Runnable) and Future interfaces.
Listing 6.2, adapted from [107], shows some of the main features of these
two interfaces, as well as the TaskManager interface, which is a simple wrapper
around a configured ExecutorService for use within StrainInfo, bundled as
part of the core module. Callable is quite similar to Runnable, except for
the fact that an implementing task can return a result, or throw an exception.
These extra features, however, are what allow an ExecutorService, or in this
case a TaskManager to return an object of type Future<V> when a task is
submitted (V being the parametric type of the task’s result). Note from the
code in Listing 6.2 that a Future can be interrogated about the current status
of a task (e.g. through the isDone() method), and that it can be eased to
(synchronously) retrieve the results, at any point during its lifetime. When a
task is interrupted by an exception, this exception will be propagated to the
caller of the get() function, ensuring that errors can be handled.
The presence of such a highly abstracted task execution framework makes
it fairly straightforward to implement the sort of long-running workflow tasks
necessary within the SeqRank workflow. Both for sequence ranking and for
each step in tree building, this can be accomplished by creating an implemen-
tation of the Callable interface. In the current implementation, front-end
actions query the database repository beforehand for all necessary information
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public interface Callable <V> {
V c a l l ( ) throws Exception ;
}
public interface Future<V> {
boolean cancel ( boolean mayInterruptIfRunning ) ;
boolean isCancelled ( ) ;
boolean isDone ( ) ;
V get ( ) throws InterruptedException , ExecutionException ,
CancellationException ;
[ . . . ]
}
public interface TaskManager {
public Future<V> submit ( Callable <V> c a l l a b l e ) ;
}
Listing 6.2: Callable, Future, and TaskManager interface
for the task to run, and construct a single instance responsible for the calcu-
lations of a particular workflow step for one particular client. Removing the
requirement for database or network access further simplifies tasks sufficiently,
so that their implementation is well focused on the task at hand. Once con-
structed, they are passed off to a TaskManager using the submit() function.
The resulting Future result object can be used to query the task for its current
status, provided a reference to it is available upon subsequent requests from
the client. Therefore, the future itself is stored within the client session under a
generated key that can be retrieved when receiving new requests. Web appli-
cation actions then use the isDone() function of the retrieved Future object.
When this method signals completion, get() is called to retrieve the results.
Any exceptions generated during the running time of the instance of Callable
are returned at this point and converted to an appropriate network response
to be interpreted by the client (e.g. a HTTP status code in the range 500–599,
indicating server error, or in the 400–499 range, possible when a malicious
client submits faulty input data).
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6.4.4 Caching Architecture
At the time of writing, StrainInfo is able to link slightly less than 11,000 species to
their respective type strains. For each type strain, a poset may be pre-calculated
for use by all clients, as long as the list of available 16S rRNA gene sequences for
that type strain remain the same. Such a relatively limited number of rankings
can easily be stored in a data repository or even in memory within the appli-
cation if memory is abundant. As it makes little sense to recompute rankings,
when only a small fraction of these posets actually need to be recomputed
(through changes in type strain information or updates in their 16S rRNA gene
sequences), SeqRank includes a ranking cache. The cache is updated automati-
cally when requests are processed, and an offline tool periodically clears stale
entries and updates the cache. At the time of writing, this tool was running
weekly.
The ranking cache needs to include enough detail to check validity of an
entry. Therefore, an entry in the cache contains a list of experiment identifiers
(which correspond to accession numbers) and feature identifiers, with the
(type) strain they were linked to, and the results of poset ranking in the form
of a rank assigned to each sequence. These results include all metadata used
in ranking. It is therefore possible to completely reconstruct the poset used to
perform the ranking, and to show the values of sequence-derived attributes
such as ambiguity percentage without having to recalculate them. An entry in
the cache is invalidated if a sequence record has been removed or added, or if
any of the sequence records have been updated since the caching of this entry.
The latter can be checked easily using the last modification date included on
all EMBL sequence records imported into the StrainInfo database.
6.5 Discussion
6.5.1 Case study: examining the genus Acetobacter
One of the most interesting aspects of the SeqRank workflow is that it exposes
a lot of information on taxonomy, strains and 16S rRNA gene sequences that
may be known to experts only, but is not easily accessible for the casual user.
This section explores one example of how the parameters shown in the Se-
qRank workflow results, as well as the tree visualisation, make it much easier
to examine a few typical data consistency problems. The example chosen for
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Figure 6.12: Part of the results table for a SeqRank run on the type strains of the genus
Acetobacter. There are 3 type strains shown in the picture, two of which
have already moved and are not selected, but for which all derived 16S
rRNA gene sequences show high average similarity. Not all cultures of
the type strain of Acetobacter estunensis are this similar however, as the
sequence with accession number FM178867 shows very low average simi-
larity to the others.
this section is Acetobacter, a genus of the acetic acid bacteria (AAB), which is a
family of bacteria that oxidize ethanol to acetic acid, or other alcohols to their
respective acids or CO2 [2].
Figure 6.12 shows that for certain type strains, such as that of Acetobacter
estunensis, not all sequences are as highly similar as could be expected for 16S
rRNA gene sequences of the same strain. In fact, the sequence derived from the
culture with strain number CCM 3613T shows only 80.22% average similarity to
other sequences of the same strain. This might have several causes:
• Intra-genomic variability of 16S rRNA gene sequences. This does not
appear to be a known event within the genus Acetobacter.
• Faulty strain information: StrainInfo might consider CCM 3613 a subcul-
ture of the type strain of Acetobacter estunensis, while it really is unrelated.
Usually this is due to an annotation error. In this case, history informa-
tion of the strain was manually curated by users, and clearly indicated on
several BRC strain information pages, which makes this unlikely, though
not impossible (Figure 6.13).
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Figure 6.13: Histri of the Acetobacter estunensis type strain.
• A wrongly annotated 16S rRNA gene sequence record. It is always possi-
ble that the 16S rRNA gene sequence was submitted with errors in the
metadata. In this case, the sequence record has both the species name
and strain number clearly mentioned in its description. It may thus
be a case of mistaken identity, but in that case it is an error that must
necessarily have occurred at initial deposit of the sequence.
• Contamination of the original type strain during transfer to the CCM
collection, or during sequencing of this culture.
Contamination and simple cases of mistaken identity (i.e. which sequence
is derived from which strain) do occur occasionally. One of the central as-
sumptions of the ranking algorithm in SeqRank is that such outliers should
be excluded from ranking. The reasons for such outliers can be researched in
several ways. One is to determine the transfer history of this particular strain.
StrainInfo supports this in the form of the Histri trees, which are manually
curated and accessible from the strain passport of any strain in StrainInfo.
The histri found on the strain passport of CCM 3613T (Figure 6.13) is almost
complete and shows that CCM 3613T was originally derived from LMG 1626T,
as is the only other culture for which a 16S rRNA gene sequence was found,
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Figure 6.14: Phylogenetic tree from SeqRank for the genus Acetobacter. Labels of
all 16S rRNA gene sequences of the Acetobacter estunensis type strain
are highlighted with bold text. The sequence from culture Acetobacter
estunensis CCM 3613T (accession number FM178867) clearly diverges
from other Acetobacter species, and specifically other subcultures of the
same type strain.
IFO 13751T. Since all three cultures are closely related, it is still not entirely clear
where the problem might have occurred. It seems more likely that CCM 3613T
was contaminated during transfer, or that a problem occurred during its se-
quencing. But it is still possible that LMG 1626T was contaminated, and that
sequences from it and IFO 1375T are actually the ones resulting from an unre-
lated strain.
One way microbiologists traditionally disentangle such a problem is by
BLASTing the sequences to those found in INSDC. If one of the sequences
shows high similarity to those of strains in a different genus, this might lead
an expert to conclude that one is derived from the contaminant. Blasting the
outlier against the non-redundant nucleotide collection of the NCBI shows its
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high similarity to 16S rRNA genes from members of the genera Bacillus and
Lysinibacillus. In the SeqRank workflow itself, the provided NJ tree can in some
cases be used for the same purpose. The tree in Figure 6.14 has been generated
by applying the SeqRank workflow to the genus Acetobacter, and manually
including all 16S rRNA gene sequences found for the Acetobacter estunensis
type strain. The tree shows that the three other sequences for estunensis cluster
together in the tree and are much more closely related to other Acetobacter
species than the original outlier, even when compared to the chosen outgroup.
This further confirms that the sequence with accession number FM178867
must be the result of contamination, misannotation or other error. In this
way, the SeqRank workflow provides an easy and intuitive way to examine and
detect issues with sequence provenance within particular taxonomic groups.
More advanced analysis can then of course be done using specialised tools,
starting from the sequence exports provided by the workflow.
6.5.2 Applications
Casual identification based on 16S rRNA gene sequences is often attempted
using simple alignment based search tools, based on the Basic Local Alignment
Search Tool (BLAST) algorithm. While this often delivers a good first approx-
imation of genus information, it is highly reliant on the quality of the search
database, as well as the ability of the end user to correctly interpret the results.
When species identification in the database are often wrong, and low quality
sequences are present, use of BLAST is not sufficiently reliable for species iden-
tification [108]. It is also well known that a significant fraction of sequences
in the central INSDC databases is misidentified or contains anomalies [84].
Species identification could also be done through the calculation of distance
measures to existing, known strains, for which high-quality 16S rRNA gene
sequence databases are a prerequisite.
For both approaches, the quality of the 16S rRNA gene sequence database
can thus be considered crucial. Maintaining a database of high-quality 16S
rRNA gene sequences for the genera under consideration is thus the first prior-
ity of phylogenetic researchers, or those that design and maintain the identifi-
cation databases used in diagnostic identification. Since the SeqRank workflow
can determine the current state of the target genus taxonomy, type strain infor-
mation for each species in that genus, and at least one high-quality 16S rRNA
gene sequence for each type strain, all from external and up-to-date resources,
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it can be used to build such a database easily. Since it is based on the use of the
type strain, it is also less sensitive than a simple BLAST query to certain types
of annotation problems (such as misspelled or outdated species names). One
possible downside of using the SeqRank workflow for identification database
construction is that no manual curation was done on sequence information,
which might result in incomplete strain information leading the user to use the
wrong sequence. While this is also a danger with manually curated databases,
which do occasionally contain errors, it is important that users double-check
the results of any automated pipeline, and crossreference these with the results
of databases such as LTP and GreenGenes.
Much of the same caveats apply to using the SeqRank workflow to assemble
a list of sequences for use in taxonomic studies. Type strain and taxonomic
information, including rename history, is collected from up-to-date resources,
and as correct as it can be made within the context of StrainInfo. Data incon-
sistencies are possible, however. For instance, as mentioned in Chapter 2, a
blacklist is maintained within StrainInfo of faulty externally discovered strain
data. Such mistaken records may cause cultures from different strains to be
considered part of the type strain, an error that could introduce 16S rRNA gene
sequences from other strains into SeqRank output. It is here that SeqRank, too,
requires some degree of manual monitoring.
An issue more fundamental to the science of taxonomy is that all taxonomic
knowledge in SeqRank is based only on the current validly published names.
These names can be considered to have some validity, but whether this taxon-
omy is correct is a matter that can only be answered by a taxonomic expert, be
it on the specific taxon or in bacteriology as a whole. This makes it extremely
critical that an expert building his or her own taxonomic database can inter-
vene at set places in the algorithm, and especially before export of the resulting
sequences. The inclusion of rename history in SeqRank is certainly helpful in
this respect, as it quickly points out conflicting names in a very straightforward
manner.
6.5.3 Future work
No software tool is ever truly finished. While the SeqRank workflow started
as a proof of concept, it is now truly useful as a way to examine type strain
16S rRNA gene sequences in bulk, using a strain selection based on nomen-
clature and taxonomy. A seed alignment could be used to greatly increase
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speed of the multiple alignment. New web technologies can be employed to
improve the user interface, while more of the calculation work could be of-
floaded to separate servers when performing ranking or building trees. The
latter could be accomplished using web service technologies already deployed
within StrainInfo. Additionally, the SeqRank workflow shows the way for a num-
ber of improvements that may greatly increase its usability and its coverage of
current sequence databases, as 16S rRNA gene sequences of type strains are
just a start.
Extracting the highest quality sequences of a certain gene for a strain, how-
ever, is not a use case limited to type strains. It is straightforward to imagine
studies that want to move beyond just type strains, for example, for compara-
tive studies of the 16S rRNA gene of all known strains of a certain species. The
same could then be done for different genes. While the number of type strains
is manageable, there are currently close to 300,000 strains known to StrainInfo.
Manually curating sequence selections for this amount of strains is simply not
feasible, especially when expanded to other genes. The SeqRank workflow can
in principle be expanded for such uses, though there are two main hurdles.
The first is the specificity of the current ranking approach to other genes. Each
new gene that is added requires construction of gene-specific ranking criteria
and devising a way to test them. For coding genes, this would also mean that
sequences must first be translated, and frame shifts must be detected, lest mea-
sures such as average similarity don’t work at all. For this group of sequences it
is equally likely that a further filtering step could be added to detect obvious
defects in these genes. However, even with these extra requirements, much
of the current pipeline can be reused, as well as some of the current criteria
(such as the length criterion), and SeqRank itself would need only minimal
alterations to provide the end user with a similar view of information for other
genes.
The second hurdle in expanding this approach is the lack of current taxo-
nomic information on many of the currently known strains. While StrainInfo
has gathered taxonomic data from BRCs, many of the taxonomic labels at-
tached to various strains are now outdated, or possibly faulty. It is here that
most curation is required. The presence of a rename history within the Strain-
Info database, implemented for use in the SeqRank application, can also be
used to infer current taxonomic status of strains. Reconciling the species data
of the subcultures of a strain in StrainInfo might pose its own problems, how-
ever, as it is more than possible that species information conflicts between
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subcultures. On the other hand, this might also yield valuable data on the
distribution of isolation studies, showing researchers what taxonomic groups
are underrepresented in StrainInfo. It could also provide a great technique for
consistency checking of strain data in StrainInfo. It is, after all, likely that if
the species annotations on cultures from different BRCs greatly differ (i.e. they
are annotated as belonging to extremely different taxonomic groups), that the
strain information needs to be double checked by hand. Since mistakes do pop
up infrequently in culture records, especially when it comes to references to
other strain numbers, any mechanism that allows StrainInfo to target strains
that need to be checked for faulty references can be extremely valuable, as
it is infeasible to regularly and completely survey the entire extent of strain
information carried by StrainInfo. The use of SeqRank measures such as the
average similarity measure might well be employed as an additional reference
in such an approach. Scoring strains as being ‘suspicious’ in this way could
be a great approach for StrainInfo quality management, and something to
consider integrating in the platform in the future, where it can be used by our
own curators or users to discover data issues.
This chapter is an extended version of the publication:
De Smet, W., De Baets, B., De Loof, K., De Vos, and P., Dawyndt, P. (2013).
“SeqRank: quality assessment and ranking of 16S rRNA gene sequences in
StrainInfo”. Application note submitted for publication.
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Conclusions and outlook
The value of explicit links
Microbiological research is becoming an increasingly data-driven science, rely-
ing more and more on the availability of various kinds of data and metadata
stored in disparate databases. It was shown in the first chapters that the Strain-
Info platform was built on the linkage of strain numbers, assigned to strains by
researchers and culture collections in their own database (culture catalogues).
These strains can then be linked to other data sources, such as molecular se-
quence, taxonomic, and publication databases. The Genomic Rosetta Stone
project provides another avenue by which different databases can be linked
together, focusing on the linkage between sequenced genomes and databases
that gather additional data. The StrainInfo platform has been built on top of
these links as a way in which users can easily find and navigate data related to
cultured microbial strains. It is a popular resource in its own right, as shown in
Chapter 2, providing support for the practice of research in microbiology. The
creation of the Genomic Rosetta Stone (GRS) shows one way in which future
linked databases might be constructed, on the basis of explicit mapping of
identifiers by data providers themselves.
Establishing links within StrainInfo reveals data inconsistency issues with
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the databases being integrated. Aggregating cultures into strains has revealed
the presence of errors in many culture catalogs. The same is true for listed
strains in taxonomic databases and strain number annotations in the molecular
sequence databases, where strain identity is sometimes mistaken. Many of
these problems remain invisible because they traverse database boundaries,
until explicit links are established between data sets. The development of a
mashup comparison app in the context of the GRS is an illustration of this
fact, showing that the approach of linking various databases on the basis of
common identifiers can also be used to explicitly expose inconsistencies in
the data content of those databases. As is clear from the chapters on data
integration and the GRS, the main barriers to the development of applications
on top of such cross-linked databases, is the availability of data and the format
in which this data is available, often requiring heavy data processing before
integration can be performed in valid or useful ways.
The development of the SeqRank workflow has enabled a closer look at the
results of integration of taxon, sequence and strain data, by making use of it in
a single application. This can reveal errors in existing data sets, as explored in
Chapter 5, and can be further used to improve existing data sets. The SeqRank
algorithm ensures that, in general, sets of high-quality representative 16S rRNA
gene sequences can be created automatically within StrainInfo. By providing
the parameters used by the algorithm to the users, we have for the first time
created a completely verifiable approach to this problem, which previously
was only performed manually according to subjective criteria. This approach
can be used to find errors in databases, but also to keep generated databases
up-to-date and to aid researcher in day-to-day tasks, such as to build a simple
phylogenetic tree in order to examine the diversity of particular taxa. Further-
more, working at the strain level, SeqRank and the SeqRank workflow are likely
to scale well in the future and remain useful, even where manual curation
might in future not be tenable.
Outlook
There is a myriad of possible improvements to StrainInfo, GRS, and SeqRank.
As is often the case in software development, the question is not whether
any single addition would be useful, but which of them should be prioritized.
StrainInfo can always benefit from having access to more data from more
culture collections and better administration processes for the developers.
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Improvements to the user experience are also in constant development and
will continue to be so for the entire future of StrainInfo. Some changes in
SeqRank, such as more feedback on the shape of the poset derived and the
addition of a universal alignment of 16S rRNA gene sequences from one of the
existing expert databases, seem straightforward and fit well within the scalable
nature of SeqRank.
Original versions of the SeqRank workflow were not aware of the presence
of basonyms, which may seem a minor point but proved to greatly reduce
the usability of the tool to microbiologists in initial tests, as the structure of
the current taxonomy tends to change quite frequently. The addition of better
taxonomic information from LPSN into StrainInfo (the parsing process of which
was mentioned in Chapter 3) was therefore a prerequisite for the launch of the
SeqRank workflow into StrainInfo. Even so, StrainInfo’s grasp on the history
and current status of a taxonomic name is rudimentary at this point. There is
no concept on the type of changes that may happen, so at this point it is hard
to tell whether a species has been renamed, whether the spelling was adjusted,
whether the type strain died and was replaced, whether it is the hetero- or
homotypic synonym of another name and so on. All this data could be added
to the StrainInfo database, though it may require StrainInfo developers to lead
the way in finally digitizing much of the official taxonomic history. Re-exporting
this data to the community in an easily readable format could further improve
the handling of taxonomic information in other databases, creating a positive
feedback loop where the integration of StrainInfo data in their data sets would
reveal the errors and inconsistencies that would inevitably crop up.
The complete lack of consistency between database interfaces can make
it unnecessarily complicated to perform the data integration on which new
insights and quality checking routines could be built, even when new data is
made freely available. The case study of the Genomic Rosetta Stone project
showed that it is certainly possible to develop new applications on top of
existing databases, as StrainInfo itself also demonstrates, but at greater cost
than is strictly necessary. As evidenced by the MIxS standards [45], there is some
support for better quality of the content of data records. The form in which
data records can be requested, stored and processed is still a matter of debate,
although the current trend seems to point to the use of some form of controlled
vocabulary such as that provided by existing, often XML-based standards, such
as the Genomic Contextual Data Markup Language (GCDML) [109] and the
Microbiological Common Language (MCL) [14].
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Finally, the SeqRank workflow, which has been the beneficiary of all this data
integration and quality checking work (and lends itself to the same), is only
just in its infancy. Since the 16S rRNA gene has proven to be an insufficiently
precise phylogenetic marker for a range of bacterial and archaeal genera, the
next big step for its development is the extension of the same approach to other
housekeeping genes. This expansion can build on the functionality already
defined for determining sets of sequences linked to (type) strains of certain
taxonomic names, but it will require the establishment of new parameters by
which the sequences may be ranked. As the housekeeping genes targeted will
invariably include protein coding genes, these parameters may end up reliant
on some sort of universal alignment in order to detect frame shifts and similar
common problems, which is an extra problem that has to be solved before
this approach can be made worthwhile. Nonetheless, the initial design of the
same parameters for the 16S rRNA gene has shown ways in which the data
itself can guide the parameter design. At this moment, the importance of the
ranking algorithm itself may seem rather small, as not many sequences of the
other housekeeping genes exist for most strains, the lowered cost and growing
attention to full coverage sequencing of the entire genomes of known strains
will continue to add more copies over time. Manually sifting through this data
for the strains of a fast growing list of prokaryotic taxa, for a dozen or even only
a few genes, will simply not be feasible. It is here that the framework laid by the
original SeqRank workflow could greatly be expanded for future work, and that
in my opinion the way forward lies. In future, other approaches to ranking may
rise to the fore, but the general approach of strain-based data collection and
some form of ranking method to select representatives will likely be relevant
for a long time to come, as there will generally be a need to be able to compare
genetic information from new studies to that of the known diversity in any
study seeking to expand microbiological knowledge.
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Nederlandstalige samenvatting
De uitwisseling van onderzoeksmateriaal is een belangrijk onderdeel van de
wetenschappelijke traditie in de biologische wetenschappen. Enkel door uit-
wisseling van het origineel materiaal kunnen onderzoekers immers studies
herhalen en op het vorige werk voortbouwen. Micro-organismen zoals bacte-
riën en archaea worden zo al sinds hun ontdekking uitgewisseld, en de latere
ontdekking van methodes om deze organismen te kweken en te bewaren in
het labo in zogenaamd pure culturen heeft deze traditie slechts versterkt. Ook
van fungi, een grote groep van micro-organismen waaronder gisten, werden
door onderzoekers over de jaren collecties opgebouwd waarvan de inhoud
uitgewisseld werd.
8.1 StrainInfo
Veel van de bestaande gekende diversiteit bevindt zich in private onderzoeks-
collecties. Het opgroeien en verdelen van het biologisch materiaal vraagt echter
een aanzienlijke investering van tijd en geld. Al snel zijn daarom ook publieke
collecties van microbiële collecties ontstaan, welke nu voor een groot deel
instaan voor het bijhouden en beschikbaar maken van de gekende microbiële
diversiteit. Zulke zogenaamde Biological Resource Centers (BRCs) laten vaak
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andere entiteiten (waaronder onderzoekers en bedrijven) toe nieuwe culturen
van microbiële stammen in te brengen in hun collectie. Bij zo’n deposito wordt
aan deze subcultuur een stamnummer toegekend. Onderzoekers kunnen ten
allen tijde subculturen van de publieke beschikbare microbiële stammen beko-
men van een BRC (tegen een vergoeding), waarbij het stamnummer gebruikt
wordt om de gewenste stam te identificeren.
Aangezien ook BRCs stammen uitwisselen met elkaar zijn verschillende
culturen van dezelfde stam vaak van verschillende collecties verkrijgbaar. Elk
van deze culturen heeft dan een ander stamnummer, dat in een catalogus van
de BRC opgelijst wordt. Doordat elke BRC zich typisch enkel bewust is van
de geschiedenis van een stam op het punt dat deze toegevoegd werd aan de
collectie, kan deze niet alle mogelijke stamnummers oplijsten waaronder de
stam bechikbaar is. Hierdoor is het vaak moeilijk voor gebruikers om andere
culturen van dezelfde stam te vinden, wat het veel duurder kan maken dan
noodzakelijk om een stam te bestellen. Het gebrek aan een overzicht van alle
stamnummers maakt het ook moeilijker om op zoek te gaan naar publicaties of
gensequenties gebaseerd op deze stam, aangezien ze mogelijk verwijzen naar
het bronmateriaal via een ander stamnummer. Door de stamnummers en de
geschiedenis van hun uitwisseling te extraheren en expliciet te koppelen aan
de informatie uit andere databanken, kan StrainInfo een zogenaamd ‘strain
passport’ opbouwen, dat alle gekende stamnummers van de culturen van een
stam verzamelt en toont, samen met alle gekende sequenties en publicaties
die ervan afgeleid zijn. Die extra informatie is vaak interessant op zich en krijgt
ook zijn eigen ‘publication passport’ (voor publicaties), ‘taxon passport’ (voor
taxonomische namen), of ‘sequence passport’ (voor genetische sequenties).
Op elk van deze pagina’s worden dan weer de daaraan gekoppelde publicaties,
stammen of sequenties getoond, wat de microbioloog een duidelijk, makkelijk
navigeerbaar overzicht informatie gerelateerd aan een microbiële stam geeft.
8.2 Het Genomic Rosetta Stone project
De kosten voor het bepalen van genetische sequenties zijn de laatste jaren sterk
gedaald, met als gevolg dat steeds meer studies gebruik maken van sequenties
van het volledige genoom van organismen. Dit geldt in het bijzonder voor
bacteriën en archaea, die een relatief klein genoom hebben. Vele data providers
voorzien extra informatie over, en analyses van, deze genoomsequenties. Zo
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bevat StrainInfo, bijvoorbeeld, informatie over het bronmateriaal (de stam
waarvan het genoom afkomstig is), terwijl andere bronnen bestaan voor de
evaluatie van de kwaliteit van sequenties of voor het oplijsten van de lokaties
waarvan het bronmateriaal afkomstig was. Het Genomic Rosetta Stone (GRS)
project koppelt al deze databanken met behulp van open standaarden en
informatie vanuit de providers zelf. Het werk in deze thesis rond GRS biedt
steun voor de creatie van nieuwe, innovatieve applicaties gebaseerd op de
data van verschillende data providers. Het liet ook toe om deze databanken
beschikbaar te maken vanuit StrainInfo via een ‘genome passport’ en een
‘genome browser’.
8.3 De SeqRank workflow
In de fylogenie wordt de evolutionaire geschiedenis van (microbiële) organis-
men bestudeerd op basis van genetische informatie. Voor bacteriën en archaea
is het 16S rRNA gen hiervoor veruit het meest gebruikte. Vaak zijn er per stam
verschillende kopieën van de sequenties van dit gen beschikbaar in de publieke
databanken. Niet al deze kopieën zijn altijd van even goede kwaliteit, waardoor
het nodig wordt voor diversiteit- en taxonomiestudies om voor elke stam uit
de verschillende opties een enkele representatieve sequentie van hoge kwali-
teit te selecteren. Het bestaan van expliciete links tussen sequenties, culturen
(stamnummers) en stammen laat toe om vanuit StrainInfo nieuwe applicaties
te bouwen die het mogelijk maken deze sequenties automatisch terug te vin-
den. Door de integratie van een rangschikkingsalgoritme gebaseerd op poset
ranking kunnen representatieve sequenties eveneens automatisch gekozen
worden. Deze functionaliteit werd geïntegreerd in StrainInfo als SeqRank, dat
alle 16S rRNA gensequenties beschikbaar voor een bepaalde stam of typestam
rangschikt naar hun kwaliteit.
Onderzoekers dienen vaak representatieve sequenties te kiezen voor de
typestammen van meerder taxonomische groepen. De SeqRank workflow laat
dit toe door SeqRank toe te passen op de typestam van elke soort of deelsoort
gevonden onder een taxonomische groep op het niveau van genus of hoger. De
workflow laat toe om lijsten van representatieve sequenties makkelijk en snel te
genereren of bij te werken. Door de expliciete connecties in StrainInfo tussen
taxon, cultuur, stam en taxon, kan de SeqRank workflow ook gebruikt worden
om fouten te vinden in bestaande collecties van 16S rRNA gensequenties. De
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SeqRank workflow biedt als groot voordeel dat deze toegepast kan worden op
volledig automatische manier, en dat de verschillende criteria gebruikt in het
SeqRank algoritme aangepast kunnen worden voor hun toepassing op andere
genen. Dit maakt de workflow inherent schaalbaar, zelfs als deze taak, door het
almaar toenemende volume sequentiedata, onmogelijk nog handmatig kan
uitgevoerd zou kunnen worden.
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Summary
The exchange of research material is an important part of scientific tradition
in the biological sciences. Only by exchanging the original material can re-
searchers can repeat and build on previous work. Microorganisms such as
bacteria and archaea have been exchanged in this way since their discovery,
and the later discovery of methods to grow and store these organisms in a
laboratory environment in so-called pure cultures have only strengthened that
tradition. Research in Fungi, another large group of of microorganisms that
includes, among many others, the various yeasts, has also greatly benefited
from the existence of collections built by researchers over the years.
9.1 StrainInfo
Much of the existing known diversity is located in private research collections.
Growing and distributing biological material, however, requires a significant
investment of time and money. As a result, public service collections for micro-
bial material were soon created. These collections are now largely responsible
for preserving and making available the known microbial diversity. Such so-
called Biological Resource Centers (BRCs) often allow other entities (including
researchers and companies) to deposit new cultures of microbial strains into
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their collection. Each deposit is assigned a standard number, called a strain
number. Researchers can at any time obtain subcultures of publicly available
microbial strains from obtain a BRC (for a fee), wherein the strain number
serves as a to uniquely identify the desired strain
Since BRCs often exchange microbial material between themselves, cultures
of the same strain are commonly available from multiple collections. Each
of these cultures is assigned a different strain number that is listed in the
catalog of the BRC. Because each BRC is typically only aware of the exchange
leading up to accession into its collection, it cannot list all possible strain
numbers under which the strain is available. This often makes it difficult for
users to find different cultures of the same strain, which can make it much
more expensive than necessary to order a strain. The lack of a list of all strain
numbers also makes it harder to look up publications or gene sequences based
on this strain, as they may refer to the source material by one of the other
strain numbers. By extracting all known strain numbers and explicitly linking
them to the information found in other databases, StrainInfo has created a
so-called ‘strain passport’, which lists all known strain numbers of the cultures
of a strain, along with all sequences and publications known to be derived
from it. The extra information is often interesting in its own right and is thus
also afforded a ‘publication passport’ (for publications), ‘taxon passport’ (for
taxonomic names), or ‘sequence passport’ (for genetic sequences). On each
of these pages the associated publications, strains or sequences are shown,
providing the microbiologist with a clear, easily navigable overview of microbial
strain related information.
9.2 The Genomic Rosetta Stone project
The costs of genetic sequencing have fallen greatly in the past few years. More
and more studies are therefore making use of full genome sequences. This
is true in particular for bacteria and archaea, that possess a relatively small
genome. Many data providers provide additional information on, and analysis
of, these genome sequences. StrainInfo, for example, contains information
about the source material (the strain from which the genome was extracted),
while other sources exist for the evaluation of the quality of sequences, or
to lists the locations from which source material was isolated. The Genomic
Rosetta Stone (GRS) project links these databases using open standards and
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published information provided by from the providers themselves. The work
on the GRS described in this thesis provides for support for the creation of new,
innovative applications based on the data from various data providers. It has
also allowed for the integration of these databases in StrainInfo via the creation
of a ‘genome passport’ and a ‘genome browser’.
9.3 The SeqRank workflow
In phylogeny, the evolutionary history of (microbial) organisms is studied
on the basis of genetic information. For bacteria and archaea, the 16S rRNA
gene is by far the most widely used gene for this purpose. For many strains,
multiple copies of the sequences of this gene are available from the public
databases. Not all of these copies are always of good quality, making it necessary
for diversity and taxonomy studies to select a single representative and high-
quality 16S rRNA gene sequence for every included strain. The existence of
explicit links between sequences, cultures (strain numbers) and strains allows
the construction of new applications within StrainInfo to retrieve such gene
sequence records automatically. By integrating a ranking algorithm based on
poset ranking, representative sequences can be chosen automatically. This
functionality was integrated into StrainInfo as SeqRank, which ranks all 16S
rRNA gene sequences of a particular strain or type strain according to look up
the attributes List on it and rank them on quality.
Researchers often need to choose representative 16S rRNA gene sequences
type strains of several taxonomic groups. The SeqRank workflow allows them
to accomplish this task by applying SeqRank to the type strain of each species
or sub-species found within a taxonomic group at the rank of genus or above.
The workflow can be used to quickly generate or update lists of representative
sequences. The explicit connections between taxon, culture, strain and taxon
provided by StrainInfo also enable the use of the SeqRank workflow as a tool for
finding errors in existing collections of 16S rRNA gene sequences. The SeqRank
workflow offers the great advantage that it operates fully automatically, and that
and that the different criteria used in the algorithm can be adjusted to different
genes. These qualities make the workflow inherently scalable, even when the
ever increasing volume of publicly available sequence data will eventually
preclude the manual execution of such tasks.
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